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Preface

For better or worse, mathematics has become the language of modern analytical

economics. It quantities the relationships hetwccn economic variables and among

econwnic  actors. It formalizes and clarifies  properties of these relationships. In

the process. it allows economists to identify and analyze those general  propertics

that are  critical to the behavior  of economic systems.

Elementary economics courses use reasonably  simple mathematical tech-

niques to describe and analyze the models they present: high school algebra

and geometry, graphs of functions of one variable, and sometimes onevariable

calculus. They focus on models with one OT  two goods in a world of perfect com-

pelition.  complete inform&ml  and no uncertainty. Courses beyond  introductory

micro- and macroeconomics drop these strong simplifying assumptions. However,

the mathematical demands of thcsc  more sophislicated  models scale up consider-

ably. The  goal of this texl is to give students of economics and other social sciences

a dccpcr understanding and working knrwlcdge  of the mathematics  they need to

work with these more sophisticabxl.  more realistic. and more intererring models.



xxii PREFACE

math-for-economists text. Each chapter begins with a discussion of the economic
motivation for the mathematicel  concepts presented.  On the other  hand, this is
a honk on mathematics for economists, not a text of mathematical economics.
We do not feel that it is productive TV learn advanced mathematics and advanced
economics at the same time. Therefore, WC have focused on presenting an intro-
duction to the mathematics that students need in order to work with more advanced
economic  models.

4. Economics is a dynamic tield;  economic  theorists are regularly introducing
or using new mathematical  ideas and techniques to shed  light on economic theory
and econometric analysis. As active researchers in economics, we have tried to
make  many of these new approaches available to students. In this book we present
rather  complete  discussions of topics at the frontier of economic research, topics
like quasiconcave functions, concave programing, indirect utility and cxpendi-

ture functions, envelope theorems,  the duality between cost and production, and
nonlinear dynamics.

5.  It is important thal studentsofeconomics understand  what constitutesa solid
proof-a skill that is learned, not innate. Unlike most other texts in the field, WC

try to present  careful  proofs of nearly all the  mathematical results presented-so
that  the  reader can understand better both the logic behind the math techniques
used and the total structure in which each result builds upon previous results. In
many of the exercises,  students arc asked tu work wt  their own proofs, often  by
adapting proofs presented in the text.





C O O R D I N A T I O N  W I T H  O T H E R  C O U R S E S

Often the material in this course is taught concurrently with courses in advanced
micro- and macroeconomics. Students arc sometimes frustrated with this arrange-
ment because  the micro and macro courses usually start working with constrained
optimization or dynamics long before these topics can be covered in an orderly
mathematical presentation.

We suggest a number of strategies to minimize this frustration. First, we have
tried to present the material so that a student can read each introductory chapter
in isolation and get a reasonably clear idea of how to work with the material of
that chapter, even without a careful reading of earlier chapters. We have done
this by including a number of worked exercises with descriptive figures in every
introductory chapter.

Often during the first t w o  weeks of our first course on  this material, we present
a series of short modules that introduces the language and formulation of the more
advanced topics so that students can easily reed selected parts of later chapters on
their own.  or at least work out some  problems from these chapters.

Finally, we usually ask students who will be taking our course to be farnil-
iar with the chapters on one-variable caIcuIus  and simple matrix theory before
classes begin. We have found that nearly every student has  taken a  calculus coursr
and nearly two-thirds have had some matrix algebra. So this summer reading
reqwrment-  sometimes  supplemented by a review session ,just before classes
begin ~ is helpful  in making the mathematical backgrounds of the students in the
cc~ursc  more homo:eneous.

A C K N O W L E D G M E N T S

It is a  ~ ICI ISU IC to acknorvled~!c  the wluablc  suggestion\ and c~mmcnts  of our
colleagurs.  students and reviewers: colleagues such as Philippe  Artzner.  Ted
Bergstrom Ken  Binmore.  Dee Dcchert. David  Easlry.  Leonard Herk. Phil How-q.
Johli  Jacquer. Jan Kmenta.  James Koopman. Tapan  Mitra.  Peter Morgan. John
hachhar.  Scott Pierce. Zxi  Safra.  Hal Varian.  and Henry Wan: students such as
Katblccn  .A~;derson.  Jackie Coolidge. Don Dunbar. Tom Gorge.  Kevir  Jackson.
Da4  Meyer.  Ann Simon. David Simon. and John Woodcrs.  and the countless
classrs  ilr  Coimell and Michigan who  struggled through early drafts: reviewer\  such
a’  Richard Anderson.  Texas A 8:  M  Univrr\it);:  .James  Bergin.  Queen‘s Uniwr-
slty:  Brian Binger.  University of Arirona:  Mark Feldman. University of Illinois
Roger Folxm~.  San Jose State University: Femidn Handy. York University: John
McDonald. Lnivcrsit!;  of Illinois: Norman Ohst.  Michigan State Lniversity:  John
Kile!;.  L;nivcrsity  of California at Los Angeles: and Myrna  Wooders. llniversity
of Toronta  We appreciate the assistance of the people at W.W. Norton. especialI>
Drake  McFeely.  Catberinc Wick and Catherine Von Novak.  The order of the au-
thor\ on  tbc  cover of thih book merely  rcHccts our decision to use different  nrdel-s
ior  different hooks that w c  write.



















C H A P T E R  2

One-Variable Calculus:
Foundations

A central goal of economic theory is to express and llnderstand  relationships he-
tween  economic variables. These relationships are described mathematically by
functions. If we arc interested in the effect of one economic variable (like govern-
ment spending) on one other economic variable (like gross national product), we
are led to the study of functions of a single variable-a natural place to begin our
mathematical analysis.

The key information about these relationships between economic variables
concerns how a change in one variable affects the other. How does a change in the
money supply affect interest rates? Will a million dollar increase in government
spending increase or decrease total production’! By how much’? When such rela-
tionships are expressed in terms of linear functions, the effect of a change in one
variable on the other is captured by the “slope” of the function. For more general
nonlinear functions, the effect of this change is captured by the  “derivative” of
the function. The derivative is simply the generalization of the slope  to nonlinear
functions. In this chapter, we will define the derivative of a one-variable function
and learn how to compute it, all the while keeping aware of its role in quantifying
relationships between variables.

2.1 FUNCTIONS ON R’

Vocabulary of Functions

The basic building blocks of mathematics are numbers and functions. Jn working
with numbers, we will find it convenient  to represent them geometrically as  points
on a number line. The number line is a line that extends infinitely far to the right
and to the left of a point called the origin. The origin is identiticd  with the number
0. Points to the right of the origin represent positive numbers and points to the
left represent negative numbers. A basic unit of length is chosen, and successive
intervals of this length are marked off from the origin. Those to the right are
numbered +l,  +2.  +3,  etc.: those to the left are numbered I, -2, -3.  etc. One
can now represent any positive real number on the line by finding that point to



the rifihr of the origin whose distance from the origin in the chosen units is that

number.  Negative numhcrs  we represented in the same  manner,  but by moving

to the kft. Consequently,  every real number is represented by exactly one point

on the lint,  and each point on the line represents w~c  and only one number. See

Figure 2.1. We write R1 for the set of all real  numbers.

N >
-6 -5 4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6

Figure
The  mmther  lint  R’. 2.1

A function is simply a rule which assigns a numher in R’  to each number in

R’. For example. there is the function which assigns to any number  the numher

which is one unit larger. We write this function as f(x) = I + I.  To the number 2

it assigns the number  3 and to the numhcr ~3/2  it assigns the number l/2.  We

wile  lhcsc  assignments  as

f(2) = 3 and f(-3/2)  = I /2,

The  function which assigns to any numhcr its double  can he written as g(x) = 2x.

Write ~(4)  = 8 and ,&3)  = -6 to indicate that it assigns 8 to 4 and -6 to -3,

rcspcctively.

~=,rl, and i;  = 2~V,

respectively. The  input vxiahlc  x is called the independent variable. or in eco-

Inomic  applications. the  exogenous variable. The  output \ariahle  ,v is called the

dependent variable. or in economic  applications. the endogenous  variable.

Polynomials

/;(I) = ix’, f?(i)  = Y-. a n d  f;(r)  =  IO.r’. (‘1



where we write the monomial terms of a polynomial in order of decreasing degree.

For any polynomial, the highest degree of any monomial that appears  in it is called

the degree of the polynomial. For example, the degree of the above polynomial h

is 7.

There are more complex types of functions: rational functions; which are

ratios of polynomials, like

2 + 1 x5 + 7x % I
Y=- -1x - 1 ’

4‘=
5 y = xx + 3x  + 2’

and y =

exponential functions, in which the variable x appears as an exponent, like

y = l(r;  trigonometric functions, like y = sinx and y = cosx;  and so on.

Graphs

Usually, the essential information about a function is contained in its graph. The

graph of a function of one variable consists of all points in the Cartesian plane

whose coordinates (1, y) satisfy the equation y = f(.x). In Figure  2.2 below, the

graphs of the five functions mentioned above are  drawn.

Increasing and Decreasing Functions

The basic geometric properties of a function arc whcthcr  it is increasing or de-

creasing and the location of its local and global minima and maxima. A function is

increasing if its graph mopes upward from left  to right. More prcciscly.  a function

f is increasing if

I,  b xz implies that f(x,)  > I

The functions in the first two graphs of Figure  2.2 are increasing functions. A

fimction  is decreasing if its graph moves downward from  left  to right. i.e..  if

The fourth function in Figure 2.2. h(x)  =  -~r7.  is a dccrcasing funclion.

The places  where a function changes from increasing to dccrcasing and vice

versa  are  also important. If a function f changes from decreasing to increasing at

.x1.  the graph of / turns upward around the point (xi,,  f(.q,)).  as in Figure 2.3. This

implies that the graph of /’ lies  abovc  the point (x0,  f(x,,))  around that point. Such

a point (.r,,.  f(x,,))  is called a local or relative minimum of the function f’.  If the

graph of a function f newr  lies below (xi,.  f(x,,));  i.c..  if f(x) 2 f(q) for all x,

then (x,),  f&))  is called a global or absolute minimum off. The  point (0. 0) is  a

global minimum of f,(l)  = 3.x’  in Figure 2.2.
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++jL y

The  graphs  of f(i)  = Y  + I, g(x) = 2x f,(x)  = 3x’.  f?(x) -~ xi, and  Figure
f;(x)  = IOX~. 2 .2

Function f has  a mbrimum  arx,,.
Figure
2 .3



Similarly, if function g changes from increasing to decreasing at z,l,  the graph

of fi cups downward at (y,, g(q))  as in Figure 2.4, and (q,  g(q))  is called a local or

relative maximum of g; analytically, g(x) 5 g(q)  for all x neat q.  If g(x) I g(q)

for all x, then  (z,,,  ,&)) is a glubal or absolute maximum of g. The function

fi = -1Ux’  in Figure 2.2 has a local and a global maximum at (0, 0).

Figure
2 .4

Domain

Some functions ale  detined only on proper  subsets of R’.  Given a function f, the

set  of numbersx  at which /(I) is dcfincd is called  the domain off. For each  ofthc

five functions in Figure 2.2. the domain is all of R’. Howcvcr~  sincc  division by

LCIO  is undefined.  the rational function f(x) = I /I is not detincd at x =  0.  Since

it is defined evcrywhcrc  clsc.  its domain is R ’ {Cl). There are  tw”  reaso”s  why

the domain of a function might hc rcstrictcd: mathematics-based and application-

hased.  The most common  mathematical reasons for restricting  the domain arc that

one cannot divide  by zero and one cannot take the square root (or the logarithm)

of a negative number. For cxamplc.  the domain of the function h, (x) = I/(x’ I )

is all I except { I, + I};  and the domain of the function  /IT(X) =  9.r7  i s  a l l

I 2 7.
The domain of a function may ;ilso  he rcstrictcd by the application in which the

function uiscs.  Fur example. if C(x)  is the cost of producing I CWS;  s is naturalI!

a positive integer. The domain  of C would hc the set  of posilivc  integers. If WL’

rcdcfmc the cost  funcCon  w  that I-‘(*)  is the cost  of producing .I ~OIZ.Y of cars. the

domain of F is naturally the set of nonnegative real numhcrs:

The nonnegative half-line R.  is a cmnmon  domain for functions which arise  in

applications.
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Notation If the domain of the real-valued function y = f(x) is the setD C R’,
either for mathematics-based or application-based reasons, we write

f: D - R’.

Interval Notation

Speaking of subsets of the line, let’s review the standard notation for intervals in
R’. Given two real numbers a and b, the set of all numbers between a and b is
called an interval. If the endpoints a and b are excluded, the interval is called an
open interval and written as

(a, b) - {x E R’ : a < x < b}

If both endpoints are included in the interval, the interval is called a closed interval
and written as

[a, b] = {x E R’ : a 5  x 5  b}

If only one endpoint is included, the interval is called half-open (or half-closed)
and written as (a, b] or  [a, b). There are also five kinds of infinite intervals:

(a, =) = (x E R’  : x > a},

[u, x) = {x E R’  : x 2  a},

(-x, a) = (x E R’  : x < a},

(-=, a] = (x E R’  : x 5  a),

(-2,  +x) = R’.

EXERCISES

2 .1 For each  of the following functions, plot enough  points to  sketch a complete graph.
Then  answer the  following questions:
ui) Whcrc is the  function increasing and where  is it decreasing?
h)  Find the local  and glahal  maxima and minima of these functions:

i) y = 3x  2: ii) y = -2x; iii) y = 2 + 1;
ii,) y = 1 + x: v) y = x3  x: vi)  y = 1x1.

2 . 2 In economic models. it is natural to  assume that total  cost  functions are  increasing
functions of output. since more  output requires more  input, which must he paid for.
Name  two  more  types  of functions which arise  in economics models and are naturally
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Figure
2.5



Figure
2 . 6 Computing the slope of line l?  three ways.

This use of two arbitrary points of a line to compute its slope leads to the following
most general definition of the slope of a line.

Definition Let (x0,  yo)  and (XI,  yj) be arbitrary points on a line e. The  ratio

m YI - Yu
XI  XII

is called the slope of line 2. The analysis in Figure 2.6 shows that the slope of X
is independent of the two points chosen on 2. The same analysis shows that two
lines are parallel if and only if they have the same slope.

Example 2.2 The slope of the line joining the points (4,6)  and (0,7)  is
I

This line slopes downward at an angle just less than the horizontal. The slope
of the line joining (4, 0) and (0, 1) is also I /4;  so  these  two lines are parallel.
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The Equation of a Line

We next find the equation which the points on a given line must satisfy. First,
suppose that the line 4 has slope m and that the line intercepts the y-axis at the
point (0.  h). This point (0, h) is called the y-intercept of P. Let (I,  y) denote an
arbitrary point on the line. Using (1,  y) and (0,  h) to compute the slope of the lint,

we conclude that

or y - h = mx; that is, y = mx + b.

The following theorem summarizes this simple calculation.

Theorem 2.1 The line whose slope is no and whose y-intercept is the point
(0, h) has the  equation y = mr  + h.

Polynomials of Degree One Have Linear Graphs

Now,.  consider the general polynomial of degree one fix)  = mx  + b. Its graph is
the locus of all points (I,  y) which satisfy the equation y = vzx  + b. Given any  two
points (.r,,  J;,) and (x2,  yz) on this graph, the slope of the line connecting them is

Since the  slope of this locus is )?I  everywhere. this Incus describes  a straight line.
One checks directly that its y-intercept is h.  So, polynomials of degree one do
indeed have  straight lines as their graphs. and it is natural to call such functions
linear functions.

In applications. WC wmctimcs  need to construct the  formula of the linear
function from given analytic data. For cxamplc. by Thcorcm  2. I, the lint  with
slops ,n and x-intercept (0, b) has equation y = nz.r  + h.  What is the equation of
the  lint  with slope wz which passes through a ~more general point, say (xc,,  ye)?  As
in the  proof~~f  Thcorcm  2. I USC the given point (Q, y,,)  and ii gcncric  point on the
lint (TV,  y) to compute the slope of the  line:

It follows that the equation of the given line  is y = !n(x-  -~ x1,)  + y,,,  or

,I =  171x  +  (!, mx,,). (3
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If, instead, we are given two points on the line, say (nil, yO)  and (xl,  y,), we can
use these two points to compute the slope m of the line:

We can then substitute this value form in (3).

Example 2 . 3 Let x denote the temperature in degrees Centigrade and let y denote
the temperature in degrees Fahrenheit. We know that x andy are linearly related,
that O0  Centigrade OI  32’ Fahrenheit is the freezing temperature of water and
that 100” Centigrade or  212’  Fahrenheit is the boiling temperature of water. To
find the equation which relates degrees Fahrenheit to degrees Centigrade, we
find the equation of the line through the points (0, 32) and (100,212). The slope
of this line is

2 1 2 - 3 2 180 9
100-O 100 J’

This means that an increase of lo Centigrade corresponds to an increase of
Y/S”  Fahrenheit. Use the slope 9/j and the point (932)  to express the linear
relationship:

v-32 Y

x-0 s
“1  J = “x+ 72

5 -’

Interpreting the Slope of a Linear Function

The slope of the graph of a linear function is a key concept. We will simply call
it the slope of the linear function. Recall that the slope of a line measures how
much y changes as one moves  along the line increasing  x by one unit. Therefore,
the slope of a linear  function f measurer  how much f(.r) increases for each unit
increase in x. It measures the rate  of increase, or better, the rate of change of the
function f. Linear  functions have the  same rate of change  no matter where one
starts.

For  example, if x measures  time in hours. if y = f(x) is the number of
kilometers travclcd  in I hours, and f is linear, the slope off measures the number
of kilomctcrs  traveled euctz  hour. that is, the speed or velocity of the object under
study in kilometers per hour.

This view of the slope of a linear function as its rate of change plays a key
role in economic analysis. If C = I(y)  is a linear cost function which gives  the
total cost C of manufacturing y units of output, then the slope of F measures the
increase in the  total manufacturing cost due to the production of one more unit.
In effect, it is the  cust  of making one  more unit and is called the marginal cost.
It plays a central role in the hchavior  of profit-maximizing firms. If u  = U(x)  is
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a linear utility function which measures the utility u or satisfaction of having an
income ofx  dollars, the slope of U measures the added utility from each additional
dollar of income. It is called the marginal utility of income. If y = G(z) is a linear
function which measures the output y achieved by usingz  units of labor input, then
its slope tells how much additional output can be obtained from hiring another unit
of labor. It is called the marginal product of labor. The rules which characterize
the utility-maximizing behavior of consumers and the profit-maximizing behavior
of firms all involve these marginal measwcs,  since  the decisions about whether
or not to consume another unit of some commodity or to produce another unit of
output are hascd not so much on the total amount consumed or produced to date,
but rather on how the next item consumed will affect total satisfaction or how the
next itenl  produced will affect revenue,  cost, and profit.

EXERCISES

2.7 Estimate tht: slqr of Ihe liner in Figure 2.7.

F i g u r e
2.7
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2.3 THE SLOPE OF NONLINEAR FUNCTIONS

We have just seen  that the slope of a linear function as a measure of its marginal

effect is a key concept fbr  liner  functions in economic  theory. However, nearly

all functions which arise in applications are nonlinear  ones.  How do we measure

the marginal effects of these nonlinear functions?

Supposethatwearcstudyingthcnonlinearfuncliony  = f(x)and thatcurrently

we are at the point (x,), f(,qI))  on the graph of f, as in Figure 2.8. We want tu

measure the mte  of change off or the steepness of the graph off when x = x,,.

A natural solution to this problem is to draw the tangent  line to the graph off at

x0,  as pictured in Figure 2.8. Since the tangent line very closely approximates the

graph off around (q,  f(q)),  it is a good proxy for the graph of / itself. Its slope.

which we know how to measure, should really he a good measure for the slope

of the nonlinear function at .Y,,.  We note that for nonlinear functions, unlike linear

functions, the slope of the tangent  line will vary from point to point.

We use the notion of the tangent lint approximation to a graph in our daily

lives. For example, contractws  who plan to build a large mall or power plant and

farmers who want to subdivide large plots of land will generally assume that they

are working on a flut pluw,  even though they know that they are working on

a rather round~lurwr.  In effect, they arc working with the tangent plane to the

earth and the computations that they make on it will hc exact  to IO or 20 decimal

places-easily  close  enough for their purposes.

So, W C dcfinc  the slope of a nonlinear function f at a point (.a,,  /(xi,))  on its

graph as the slope of the tangent  lint to the graph off at that point. We call the

slope of the tangent lint to the graph uf ,f at (x,,.  ,f(,q,)) lhe  derivative of / iit  TV,,.

and we  write it as
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The latter notation comes from the fact that the slope is the change in f divided by
the change in x, or Af/Ax, where we follow the convention of writing a capital
Greek delta A to denote change.

Since the derivative is such an important concept, we need an analytic definition
that we can work with. The first step is to make precise the definition of the tangent
line to the graph off at a point. Try to formulate just such a definition. It is not
“the line which meets the graph off in just one point,” because point A in Figure
2.9 shows that we need to add more geometry to this first attempt at a definition.
We might expand our first attempt to “the line which meets the graph off at just
one point, hut does not cross the graph.” However, the x-axis in Figure 2.9 is the
true tangent line to the graph of y = x3 at (0, 0), and it does indeed cross  the graph
of x’.  So, we need to he yet more subtle.

Figure

Unfortunately, the only way to handle this problem is to use a limiting process.
First. recall that a line segment joining two points on a graph is called a secant
line. Now. back off a hit from the point (xi,, f(q,))  on the graph off to the point
(x,,  + /I,, f(xo  + h,)),  where IJ,  is some small number. Draw the secant line JZ,  to
the  graph joining these two points. as in Figure 2.10. Line 4, is an approximation
to the tangent line. By choosing the second point closer and closer to (x0,  f(q)),
we will be drawing better and better approximations to the desired tangent line.
So. choose h: closer  to zero  than h, and draw the secant  line JZ,  of the graph of
j joining (xii, j(xll))  and (x0 + !I-.  f(x,,  + h?)).  Continue in this way choosing a
sequence {h,,) of small numbers which converges monotonically to 0. For each n,
draw the  secant line A?,, through the two dkrinct  points on the graph (q,  f (x0)) and
(q + h,,, f(q + h,,)). The secant lines {g,,}  geometrically approach the tangent line
to the graph off at (Q, f(q));  and their slopes approach the slope of the tangent
line. Since <,, passes through the two points (xi,, f(q)) and (x,1  + h,,, f(xo + h,)),



if this limit exists.  When  this limit does exist,  we say  that the function ~[ is
differentiable at  ,r,, wjith  derivative f '(xl,).
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2.4 COMPUTING DERIVATIVES

Fxarnplr  2.4 Let’s use formula (4) to compute the derivative  of the simplest

nonlinear  function, f(x) = I’,  at the point x,,  = 3. Since the graph of x2  is

fairly steep  at the point (3, 9) as indicated in Figure 2. I I, we expect to find f’(3)

considcrahly  larger than 1. For a sequence of h,,‘s  converging to zero. choose

the sequence

[/I,,}  =  0.  I ,  0 .01 .  0.001..  .) (0.  I )“ ,

Table  2. I summarizes the computations we need to make

(5)

As /I,,  - 0,  the quotient in the Iat  column ofTable  2. I approacha  6.  Therefore.

the slope of the tangent line of the graph of j(.r)  = .x’  af  the point (3, 9) is 6;  that

is. f’(3)  = h.

Table

2 .1
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Example 2.5 To prove that f’(3) = 6, we need to show that

(3 + hJ2  ~ 32 _  6
hn

as  h, _  (,
(6)

for every sequence {h,} which approaches zero, not just for the sequence (5).
We now prove (6) analytically. For any h,

(3 + h)*  3’ = 9+6h+h2p9
h h

46 +  h) = 6 +  h
h

which clearly converges to 6 as h - 0. Now, we know for sue  that f’(3) = 6.

Example  2.6 Now, add one more degree of generality and compute the derivative
1 of f(n) = x2 at an arbitrary point x0. Let {h,}  be an arbitrary sequence which

converges to 0 as n  - m. Then,

f(,q, + h,,)  - /.(I”) = (X”  + h$  - x; _  x; + Zh,,X” + /I,:  - .$-
hn hn hn

= k&h +  U = 2wo  +  h
hn

n.

which tends to 2.x,, ash,, - 0. This calculation proves the following theorem.

Theorem 2.2 The derivative of f(x) = x2  at x0  is f’(q)  =

Theorem 2.2 and Exercise 2.10 can be summarized by the statement that the
derivative of x1 is kxk ’ fork = 0, I, 2, 3, 4. WC  next prove that this statement  is
true for all positive integers k. Later, we’ll see that it is true for every  real number
k, including negative numbers and fractions. In the proof of  Theorem 2.2 and in
the proofs in part h of Exercise 2. IO, we used the  explicit formula for (x + h)k  for
small integers k. To prove the more general result. we need the general formula for
(x + hp  for any positive integer k, a formula WE present in the  following lemma.
Its proof can be found in any precollege  algebra text under “binomial expansion.“

Lemma 2 . 1 For any positive integer k.

( x  + h)k  =  xk +  a,.,?  ‘h’ +  +  axm,x’hk~m’  +  a&, (7)

w h e r e
k!

” = j! (k ,j)!’ f o r  j =  l.....k

In particular, a, = k. a2 = k(k - 1)/Z, and uk  = 1
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Theorem 2.3 For any positive integer k, the derivative of f(x) = xk  at x0  is
f’(x,,)  = kx-‘.

I

= h(k.$  +  ;k(k  - l)$‘h  +  +  a&‘)
h

=  k.$’  +  ;k(k  - l)$‘h + +  a&‘,

which approaches Ax;-’ as h - 0. n

Rules for Computing Derivatives

The monomials X~ are the basic building blocks for a large class of functions,
including all polynomials and rational functions. To compute the derivatives of
functions in these larger classes, we need to know how to take the derivative of a
sum; difference, product, or  quotient of two functions whose derivatives we know
how to compute. First, recall that we add, subtract, divide. and multiply functions
in the natural way -just by performing these operations on the values of the
functions. For example.  if f (x) = x3  and &)  = 6x’.  then  the sum, product, and
quotiem  functions constructed from these two are, respectively:

(f + g)(x) = f(x) + R(X)  = x3 + Ox-‘,

(f g)(x) - f(x) g(x)  = .x3  6x’ = 6x’.

The following theorem presents  the rules for differentiating the  sum, differ-
ence. product, quotient. and power of functions. These rules, along with Theorem
2.3. will allow us to compute the derivatives of most clcmentary functions, includ-
ing all polynomials and rational functions.

Part c of Theorem 2.4 is called the Product Rule, part rf the Quotient Rule,
and part e the Power Rule. Note  that the derivative behaves very nicely with
respect to sums and dificrcnces of functions, but the rules for differentiating
products and quotients  are a bit more complicated. The proof of each statement in
Thcorcm 2.4 requires a rather straightforward manipulation of the definition (4)
of the derivative. Parts LI and h should he proved as an illustrative exercise. The
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Theorem 2 . 4 Suppose that k is an arbitrary constant and that f and g are
differentiable functions at x = x0, Then,

4 (f 2  d’(X”) = f’(xo)  2 g’(~ob

b) (kf )‘@o) = k(f  ‘(.4)>

proofs of parts c,  d, and e are a little more subtle. The proof of part f is listed as
an exercise below for negative integers k and will be carried out for fractions k in
Section 4.2.

Example 2.7 We use Theorems 2.3 and 2.4 to calculate the derivatives of some
simple functions.

a) (2 + 3x” - 4x’ + 5)’ = 7x” + 18x5 xx,

b ) ((.r’  +  3 x  - 1)(.x’  - 8.~))’  =  (2x +  3)(x irn-)

+ (x’ + 3x - 1)(4x’ - 8)

e) ((2 4x’ + I)‘)’ = 5(x3 4x’ + 1)“.  (32 Xx):

f) (3x”?  + 3x ~I)’ = yl/’  3x-‘,
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EXERCISES

2.10 a)  Use  the  geometr ic  def in i t ion  of  the  der ivat ive  to  prove that  the  der ivat ive  of  a
constant function is 0 everywhere and the derivative of f(x) = mx  is f’(x) = m
for all x.

b) Use the method of the proof of Theorem 2.2 to prove that the derivative of x3 is
3x’ and the derivative of x’ is 4x1.

2.11 Find the derivative of the following funclions at an arbitrary point:

a )  - 72, b )  IX’,

c) 3x-i/‘, 4 f,l?
(,)  3x’ -gx +  ,xm Q/’ f) 4.9 3x’?

g) (2 + 1)(x2  + 3x + 2), h )  (.x1”  +  x-“‘)(4x’  3J;),

k) (x’ 3x’)‘,
m) (2 +  2.$(4x  +  S)?.

2 . 1 2 Find  the  equat ion  of  the  tangent  l ine  to  the  graph of  the  g iven funct ion  for  the
specified value of x. [Hint:  Given a point on a line and the slope of the line, one can
~onstru~f  the  equation of the line.]

u)  f(x) = x2.  x,1 = 3: b) f(x)  = x/(x’  + 2), .x,, = 1

2.13 Prove parts  (i  and h of Theorcm  2.4,
2 .14 In Theorem 2.3. WC proved that  the  derivative  ofI = xi is y’  = k.& for all positive

integers k. Use t he  Quo t i en t  Rule,  Theorem 2.4d. to  extend th i s  r e su l t  to  nega t ive
intrgrrs k.

2.5 DIFFERENTIABILITY AND CONTINUITY

As we saw in Section 2.3, a function f is differcntiahle  at xg if, geometrically
speaking. its graph has a tangent line at (.x0, f(.~,~)), or analytically speaking. the
limit

exists and is the same for every sequence {h,,} which converges to  0. If a function
is differentiable at every point x,,  in its domain D, we say that the function is
differentiable. Only functions whnsc  graphs are “smooth curves” have tangent
lines everywhere; in fact. mathematicians commonly use the word “smooth” in
place of the word “differentiable.”



Figure
2.12 The graph off(x) = 1x1.

A Nondifferentiable Function

As an example of a function which is not differentiable everywhere, consider the
graph of the absolute value function f(x) = 1x I”1 F’gI ure 2.12. This graph has a
sharp comer at the origin. There is no natural tangent line to this graph at (O,(l).
Alternatively, as Figure 2.13 indicates, there are infinitely many lines through
(0.  0) which lie on one side of the graph and hence  would bc candidates for the
tangent lint.  Since the graph of l.x has no well-defined tangent line at ,r = 0. the

function /xl is not differentiable at x = 0.
To see why the ar~alyric  definition (8) of the derivative does not work for 1x1.

substitute into (8) each of the following two sequences which converge to zero:

h,,  = {+.l.  +.Ol,  f.001,.  +(.I)“,  .)

k,, = {-.I,  -.Ol, -.OOl,...,  -(.l)” ,... }.
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Substituting these sequences into the definition (8)  of the derivative, we compute

The first sequence is {I, 1,. , 1,. .}, which clearly converges to + I; the second
sequence is {-  I, 1,. , 1, .}, which clearly converges to - I. Since different
sequences which converge to 0 yield  different limits in (K), the function 1x1  does
nor have  a derivative at x = 0.

A property of functions more  fundamental than differentiability is that of conti-
nuity. From a geometric point of view, a function is continuous if its graph has
no breaks. Even though it is uot differentiable  at n = 0.  the function f(r) = 1x1  is

still continuous. On the other  hand, the function

whose graph is pictured in Figure 2.14, is not continuous at x = 0. In this cast.
we call the point  x = 0 a discontinuity of 6,  It should bc clear that the graph of
a function cannot have a tangent  line at a point of discontinuity. In other words,
in urdcr  for a function tu  bc diffcrentiahle.  it must al  lcast  be continuous. For
functions dcscribcd  by concrete formulas. discontinuiiics  arise when  the function

is dehncd  by dit’fcrcnt  Surmulas  on different parts of the number line and when the
values of these  two formulas arc different  at the  point where  the formula changes.

for example. at the point x = 0 in (9).

Figure
2.14



The break in the graph of ,T at the origin in Figure 2.11 mans  that there are

points on the x-axis on either side ofrero which arc arbitrarily close  to each  other.

hut whose values  under s are not close to each other. Even though (p.  I)”  and

(+.  I)” are arbitrarily  close to each other,  g((  -.l)“)  is close  to -I whileg((+.  I)“)

is clusc  to + I. As x c~~sscs  0,  the value of the function suddenly  changes by two

units. Small changes in ,Y do not lead to small changes in g(x). This leads to the

CoIlowing more analytic detinition  of continuity.

The function g(x) defined in (9)  does not satisfy this definition at x =  0

hccause

&f((-.I)“) =  -I, h u t  f(O)  =  +l.





If f has a second derivative  everywhere,  then f” is a well-defined function of x.
We will see later  that the second derivative  has a rich geometric meaning in terms

of the shape of the graph off. If f” is itself a continuous function of x,  then WC say
thal  f is twice continuously differentiable. or C” for short. Every polynomial is
a C’ function.

This process continues. If f is C’, so that x - f"(x) is a continuous function,
WC can ask whether f” has a derivative st  xII. If it does. we write this derivative as

3

f yr”)  or f”‘(X,,)  or g&Y”).

For example, for the cubic polynomial f(x) in Example 2.9, f”‘(x) = 6. If f”‘(x)
exists for all x and if f”‘(n) is itself a continuous function of x, then we say that

the original function f is c”.
This process continues for all positive  integers. If f(x) has derivatives  of order

I, 2,. , k and if the kth  derivative of /,

fl’l@)  = d”f,,w

is itself  a continuous function. WC say that f is C’. If f has a continuous derivative
of every  order.  that is, if f is C’ fbr every  positive  integer k.  then  we say that f is
C“ or “intinilelv differcntiahle.”  All polynomials  are C” functions.

2.7 APPROXIMATION BY DIFFERENTIALS

This completes  OUT inrruduction  tu  the fundamental concepts and calculations of
CRICUIUS.  We  turn now to the  task of using the derivative  to shed  light on func-
lions.  In the next chapter.  the derivative will be used 10  understand functions murr
completely.  to graph functions more  efficiently.  to solve optimization prohlemh.
and 10  characterize the maximizer or minimizer of a function, especially  in cco-
nwnic  xttings.  W C begin our discussion of the uses of calculus  hy showing how
Ihe definition  of the  derivative Icads  naturally 10  Ihe construction of the linear
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approximation of a function. Since this material is the essence of what calculus is
about, it is included in this chapter alongside the fundamental concepts of calculus.

Recall that for a linear function f(x) = mx + b, the derivative f’(x) = m gives
the slope of the graph off and measures the rate  of change or marginal change of
f: the increase in the value off for every unit increase in the value of J.

Let’s carry over this marginal analysis to nonlinear functions. After all, this
was one of the main reasons for defining the derivative of such an f In formulating
the analytic definition of the derivative off, we used the fact that the slope of the
tangent line to the graph at (q,  f(q))1s  well approximated by the slope of the
secant line through (xu,  f(q))  and a nearby point (1”  + h,  f(xn  + h)) on the graph.
In symbols,

fh + h) - fh) = f'cxoj
h (11)

for h small, where = means “is well approximated by” or “is close in value to.”
If WC set h  = 1 in (1 I), then (11) becomes

f(xo + 1) - fh) = f’ko); (12)

in words, the derivative off at xc,  is a good approximation to the marginal change
of /’  at x,,. Of course, the less curved the graph of f at xc,, the better is the
approximation in (12).

Emmpte  2. I I Consider the production function F(x) = f&. Suppose that the
firm is currently using 100 units of  labor input A-,  so that its output is 5 units.
The  derivative of the production function F at I = 100;

F’(l00)  = ;lOO~ I” = h = 0.025,

is a good rnc‘asurc  of the uddirional output that can be achieved  by hiring one
more unit oflahor. the marginal product of labur. The actual increase in output
is F( ](!I) F( ltltl) = 0.02494 ., pretty  close to 0.025.

Even though it is not eructl,: the increase in )‘  = F(x) due  to a one unit increase
in x. economists still USC  F’(x) as the marginal change in F because it is easier
10 work with the single  term P(x) than with the difference b-(x  + I) - F(x) and
hccause  using the simple turn  F’(x) avoids the question of what unit to use to
measure ii one  unit increase  in x.

What if the change in the amount of input ,x is not exactly one unit? Return to
(I I) and substitute Ax, the  exact  change  in .x, for /I. Multiplying (I I) out yields:

sy = f(x,,  f Ax)  f(x,,)  = f yx,+x, (13)
or f(x,,  + ill) = f(.X(,)  + f’(x&r, (14)
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where we write Ay for the exact change in y = f(x) when x changes by Ax. Once
again, the less curved the graph and/or  the smaller the change Ax in x, the better
the approximation in (13) and (14).

Example2.12 Consider again a firm withproductionfunctiony = i$. Suppose
it cuts its labor forcen  from 900 to 896 units. Let’s estimate the change in output
Ay and the new output y at x = 896. We substitute

F(X) = 1,v2
z ’ X”  = 900, a n d  A x  =  - 4

into (13) and (14) and compute that

F’@) = ax- I/? and F’(YO0)  = 4  & = &

By (13), output will decrease  by approximately

I 1 1
F’(x,)Ax  = * 4 = 30 units.

By (14), the new output will be approximatel)

E(900) + P(900)(-4)  = 1s - & = 14; = 14.Y666.

i The actual new output is Q896)  = 14.9663 ‘: once again the approximation
1 by derivatives is a good one.

From a mathematical point of view,  we can consider (14) as an eflective
way of approximating f(x) for x close to some xg where f(q) and f ‘(xc,) are
easily computed. For example, in Example 2.12, we computed &/%.  using our

familiarity with i,/% = 15.

Exumple  2.13 Let’s use (14) to estimate the  cube root of 1001.5. We know that
the cube root of 1000 is IO. Choose f(x) =
) Then,

xl”, x,1  = 1000, and Ax = + 1.5.

f’(m) = ;x-~‘/~  and f’(l000)  = ;(IOOO)-‘I’  = A.

I
Therefore

f(lOOl.5)  = f(l000)  + f’(lOO0)~  1.5 = 10 + g = 10.005.

I
close to the true value 10.004YYH~  of &iiiii?
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Equations (13) and (14) are merely analytic representations of the geometric
fact that the tangent line P to the graph of y = f(x) at (~0, I) is a good
approximation to the graph itself for x near x0. As Figure 2.15 indicates, the
left-hand sides of (13) and (14) pertain to movement along the graph off, while
the right-hand sides pertain to movement along the tangent line 4, because the
equation of the tangent line, the line through the point (x0, f(x”))  with slope f ‘(x0),
i s

Y = f(4 + f’h)(x- -xc,)  = f@o)  + f’kMx

Continue  to write Ay  for the actual change in f as x changes by Ax, that is, for
the change along the graph off, as in Figure 2.15. Write dy for the change in y
along the tangent line JZ  as x changes by Ax. Then, (13) can be written as

Ay = dy = f ‘(xo)Ax.

We usually write dx  instead of Ax when we are working with changes along the
tangent line, even though Ax is equal to dx.  The increments dy and dx  along the
tangent line 1 are called differentials. We sometimes write the differential df  in
place of the differential dy. The equation of differentials

df  = f ‘(x,,)dx  or dy = f’(x,j)dx

for the variation along the tangent line to the graph off gives added weight to the

notation g for the derivative f’(x).

Comparing dy and Ay,
Figure
2.1s
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EXERCISES

Suppose  tha t  the  total  cost  of manufacturing x uni ts  of  a  cer ta in commodity is
C(x)  = 2x’ + 6.x  + 12.  Use differentials  to approximate the cost  of  producing the
21s~  unit. Compare this estimate with the cost of actually producing the 21st  unit.
A  manufacturer’s  total  cost  is C(x) = 0. Ix? 0.25~’  + 300x  + 100 dollars, where
x is the  level of production. Estimate the effect on the total cost  of an increase in the
level of production from 6 to 6.1 units.
It is estimated that f years from now,  the population of a certain town will he
F(r) = 40  - [S/(t  + 2)].  Use differentials to  estimate the amount by  which the
population will increase during the  next six months.
Use  differentials to approximate: a) fi,  h) ;/9997, c) (lO.OO3)i.
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Exponents and
Logarithms

In the last three chapters, we dealt exclusively with relationships expressed by
polynomial functions or by quotients of polynomial functions. However, in many
economics models, the function which naturally models the growth of a given
economic or financial variable over time has the independent variable t appearing
as an exponenl;  for example, f(t) = 2’. These exponential functions occur nat-
urally, for example, as models for the amount of money in an interest-paying
savings account OT  for the amount of debt in a fixed-rate mortgage account after f
Y.ZXS.

This chapter focuses on exponential functions and their derivatives. It also
describes the inverse of the exponential function-the logarithm, which can turn
multiplicative relationships between economicvariables into additive relationships
that are easier to work with. This chapter closes with applications of exponentials
and logarithms to problems of present value, annuities, and optimal holding time.

5.1 EXPONENTIAL FUNCTIONS

When first studying calculus, one works with a rather limited collection of func-
tional forms: polynomials and rational functions and their generalizations to frac-
tional and negative exponents-all functions constructed by applying the usual
arithmetic operations to the monomials ax’. We now enlarge the class of functions
under study by including those functions in which the variable x appears as an
exponent. These functions are naturally called exponential functions.

A simple example is f(x) = 2’, a function whose domain is all the  real
numbers. Recall that:

(1) if x is a positive integer, 2’ means “multiply 2 by itself x times”;
(2) if x = I), 2” = 1, by definition;
(3) if x = l/n, 2”” = ;iz, the nth root of 2;
(4) if x = m/n,  2”“’ = ($@, the mth power of the nth root of 2; and
(5) if x is a negative number, 2^ means l/21x1,  the reciprocal of 2’,“.

In these cases, the number 2 is called the base of the exponential function.
To understand this exponential function better, let’s draw its graph. Since we

do not know how to take the derivative of 2’ yet - (2”)’  is certainly not x2’-’ -

82



- 3 l/X
-2 l/4
-1 l/2

Cl I
1 2
2 4
3 8

we will have to plot points. We compute values of 2* in Table 5.1 and draw the
corresponding graph in Figure 5.1.

Note that the graph has the negativex-axis  as a horizontal asymptote, but unlike
any rational function, the  graph approaches this asymptote in only one direction.
In the other direction, the graph increases very steeply. In fact, it increases more
rapidly than any polynomial -“exponentially  fast.”

In Figure 5.2, the graphs of fi(n)  = 2*,  fr(n) = 3”,  and h(x) = 1tY arc
sketched. Note that the graphs are rather similar; the larger the base, the more
quickly the graph becomes asymptotic to the x-axis in one direction and steep in
the other direction.

The three bases in Figure 5.2 are greater than 1. The graph of y = b”  is a bit
different if the base b lies between 0 and 1. Consider h(r) = (l/2)”  as an example.
Table 5.2 presents a list of values of (x, y)  in the graph of h for small integers n.
Note  that the  cntrics in the  y-column of Table  5.2 arc the  ~amc  as the  cntrics in the
y-column of Table 5.1, but in reverse order, because (l/2)’  = 2-*. This means
that the graph of /l(r)  = (l/2)’  is simply the reflection of the graph of f(x) = 2”
in the v-axis. as pictured in Figure 5.3. The graphs of (l/3)’  and (l/10)” look
similar to that of (I /?)~I.

Table
5.1

Figure
5.1



Figure
5.2

Table
5.2

The graphs off,(x) = 2’, f&x) = 3’, and f&r)  = 1Cf

- 3
-2
- 1

0
1
2
3

8
4
2
I

l/2
l/4
I /8

\

t

Figure
5.3 Thr gruph  of y = (l/2)

8 4



Negative bases are not allowed for the exponential function. For example, the
function k(x) = (-2)x would take on positive values for n an even integer and
negative values for x an odd integer; yet it is never zero in between. Furthermore,
since you cannot take the square root of a negative number, the function (-2)x is
not even defined for x = l/2  or, more generally, wheneverx  is a fractionp/q  and
y is an even integer. So, we can only work with exponential functions ax, where a
is a number greater than 0.

5.2 THE NUMBER e

Figure 5.2 prcscntcd  graphs of exponential functions with bases 2, 3, and 10,
respectively. We now introduce  a number which is the most important base for
an exponential function. the  irrational number C. To motivate the definition of e,
consider the most basic economic situation-the growth of the investment in a
savings account. Suppose that at the  beginning of the year, we deposit $A into a
savings account which pays interest at a simple annual interest late r. If WC will
let the account grow without deposits or  withdrawals, after one year the account
will grow to A + rA = A( I + r) dollars. Similarly, the amount in the account in
any one  year is (I + I) times the previous year’s amount. After two years, there
will be

A(1 + r)(l + 1.) = A(1 + r)’

d~~llars  in the  account. After I years, there will beA(1 + r)’ dollars in the account.
Next, suppose  that the bank compounds interest four times a year; at the end of

each  quarter. it pays interest at r-/4 times the current principal. After one quarter
of  a year.  the account contains A + iA dollars. After one year, that is, after four

compoundingsl  there will be A (I + i)”  dollars in the account. After 1 years, the

account will grow  toA(l  + 5)” dollars.
More generally. if interest is compounded N  times a year, there will bcA(  I + L)

dollars in the  account after the first compounding period, A(1  + 5)” dollars in the
account after the first year,  andA(1  + t)” dollars in the account after f years.

Many banks compound interest daily; others advertise that they compound
interest continuously.  By what factor does money in the  bank grow in one year at



interest rate r if interest is compounded so frequently. that is; if II is very large?
Mathematically, we are asking, “What is the limit of (I  + i)”  as n - E?”  To
simplify this calculation, let’s begin with a 100 percent annual interest rate; that
is, I = 1. Some countries, like Israel, Argentina, and Russia, have expcricnccd
interest rates of Ii10 percent and higher in rcccnt years.

We compute (1 + A)”  with a calculator for various  values of n and list the
results in Table 5.3.

2.0
2.25
2.4414
2.59374
2.704814
2.716923Y
2.7181459
2.71826824
2.7lRZRlhY3

One sees in Table  5.3 that the sequence (I  + hi” is an increasing  sequence
in II and converges to a numhcr a  littlc higgcr  than 2.7. The limit turns  out to he
an irrational numhcr, in that it cannot he witten  as a  fraction or as a repeating
decimal. The letter e is reserved to denote this number: Cormally.

To seven decimal places. e = 2.71X2X18’  ..
This number e plays the same  fundamental  role  in tinance and in economics

that the number TT plays in geometry. In particular. the  function f(.r)  = r’ is called
I/X,  exponential function and is frequently written as  cxp(.v).  Sincc  2 < o c 3.
the graph ofexp(.r)  = c~’ is shaped like the graphs in Figure  5.2.

Next. we reconsider the gcncral  intcrcst  rater  and ask: What  is the limit of the
seq”encc

in tams  of e? A simple change of variables  answers  this question.  Fix I’ > I) for
the  rest of this discussion. Let  111  = n/r:  so II = mr.  As II gets larger and goes to
infinity, so dots  nz.  (Rcmcmhcr I’ is tixcd.)  Since  r/n  = I /III,

(l  i ;)”  =  (I + ;)I”,  =  ((I  +  k)“‘)’
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by straightforward substitution. Letting n - ~0,  we find

In the second step, we used the fact that n’  is a continuous function of x, so that
if {x,,,}~=,  is a sequence of numbers which converges to x0. then the sequence of
powers {XL} converges to x;;  that is

( 1limx, ’m-z
= ;m, (XL)

If we let the account grow for f years, then

~~(l+;~=~~((l+~)II)

= (/&(I + ;)“)

The  following theorem summarizes these simple limit computations

Theorem 5.1 As n - x, the sequence 1 + ,i( ‘)” converges to a limit denoted
by the symbol e. Furthermore,

lim 1 + k n = e’.“-z ( )n

If one deposits A dollars in an account which pays annual interest at rate r
compounded continuously, then after f years the account will grow to Ae”
dollars.

Note the advantages of frequent compounding. At I = 1, that is, at a 100
percent interest rate, A dollars will double to 2.4 dollars in a year with no com-
pounding. However, if interest is compounded continuously, then the A dollars
will grow to eA dollars with e > 2.7; the account nearly triples in size.
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5.3 LOGARITHMS

Consider a general exponential function, y = al,  with hex  u > I. Such an

exponential function is a strictly increasing function:

In words, the more times you multiply rr hy itself. the higgcr it gets.  As we pointed

out in Theorem 4.1, strictly increasing functions have  natural invcrscs.  Recall that

the inverse of the function J = f(r) is the function obtained hy solving y = f(x)

for x in terms of 4‘.  For cxamplc,  for a > 0,  the inverse of the increasing linear

function f(x) = ax  +  h is  the l inear funct ion &) = (l/o)& h),  wh ich  is

computed by solving the equation y = ux + h for n in terms of y:

(2)

In a sense, the inverse g off undoes the operation off, so  that

df(Q)  = 1.

See  Section 4.2 for a detailed discussion of the inverse of a function.

We cannot compute the inverse of the increasing cxponcntial  function f(~r)  =
(I’~  explicitly because we can’t solve J = ~1~’  for I in terms of ?. as W C did in (7).

However, this inverse function is important enough  that W C give  it a name. We call

it the base II  logarithm and write

The  logarithm ofz; hy detinition,  is the power to which one must raise  u to yield

z. It follows immediat&  from this definition that

&(Zl  = z and log,, (a’)  = z.

W C often write log,,(z)  without parentheses_  as log,,:

Base 10 Logarithms

(3)

Let‘s  tirst  work with base  u = IO.  The logarithmic function for hasr IO  is such

a commonly used logarithm that  it is usually written as )’ = Log.x with an

uppercase L:



~xxumplr5.1 Forexamplc,  the  Log of 1000 is that power of lOwhich  yields 1000.
Since  10’  = 1000, Log 1000 = 3. The Log of 0.01 is -2, sine  10 ’ = 0.01.

Here arc a few  more values of Logz:

Log10  = I s i n c e  10’ = 10,

Log 1tltt.w~ = 5 SinCc 1 0 ’ = 100,000,

Log I = 0 since lo”  = I,

L o g  625 =  2 .79588 since 10’~‘45K”” = 625.

For most values of z, you’ll have  to use a calculator or table of logarithms to
evaluate Logz.

One forms the graph of the  invcrsc  function S-’ by reversing the roles of the
horizontal and vertical axes in the graph of f. In other words, the graph of the
invcrsc  of  a function y = l(x) is the reflection of the graph off across the diagonal
{x = y}, because (y,  z) is a point on the graph off-~’  if and only if (z, y)  is a point
on the graph off. In Figure 5.4, WC  hew drawn the graph of y = lt?’  and reflected
it across the diagonal {.r  = v}  to draw the  graph of y = Logx.

Since the negative “.r-axis“  is a horizontal asymptote for the graph ofy  = IO’,
the ncgatiw “y-axis” is a vertical asymptote for the graph ofy  = Log-r. Since  10~’
grows wry  quickly, Logv grows very slowly. At I = 1000. Logx is just at y = 3;
at x cquals a million. Logx has just climbed toy = 6. Finally, since for Avery  x,
IO’ is a positive number. Logi  is only dcfmcd  for  x Z>  0. Its domain is R--. the
set of strictly positive numhcrs.
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Base e logarithms

Since the exponential function exp(n) = e’  has all the properties that lw  has, it
also has an inverse. Its inverse works the same way that Logx does. Mirroring
the fundamental role that e plays in applications, the inverse of e’  is called the
natural logarithm function and is written as Inx. Formally,

Inx=y - e)=x;

lnx is the power to which one nust  raise e to get x. As we saw in general in (3),
this definition can also be summarized by the equations

e’“’ =  x a n d I”$  =x. (4)

The graph of ti  and its reflection across  the diagonal, the graph of In x, are similar
to the graphs of 1V and Logx in Figure 5.4.

Example 5.2 Let’s work o”t  some examples. The natural log of 10 is the power
of r that gives 10. Since r is a little less than 3 and 32 = 9, e2  will be a bit less
than 9. We have to raise e to a power bigger than 2 to obtain 10. Since 3’ = 27,
e3  will be a little less than 27. Thus, we would expect that In 10 to lie between
2 and 3 and somewhat closer to 2. Using a calculator, we find that the answer
to four decimal places is I” 10 = 2.3026.

We list a few more examples. Cover the right-hand side of this table and try
to estimate these natural logarithms.

Ine =l since e’

I” 1 = o since e0

InO.  = -2.3025... si”ce  e-2.3o25.

In 40 = 3.688. si”ce  pw

I ” ?  =  0 . 6 9 3 1  ” si”cc  pa...

EXERCISES

= E;

= 1;

= 0.1;

= 40;

= 2.

5.3 First rstimate  the  Iollowing  logarithms without a calculator. Then,  use your calculator
to  compute an answer correct to four decimal places:

a) Log snn. h)  Log5, c) Log  1234, d)  Loge,

e)  In30. f) I” 100, g)  In.3. h) In T.
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5.4 Give  the exact values of the  following logarithms without using a calculator:

u)  Log IO, h)  Logo.onl, c) Log(billion),

4 lo&& e)  log, 36 f) b, O.&

8 W’L h)  hh> i) In 1.

5.4 PROPERTIES OF EXP AND LOG

Exponential functions have the following five basic properties:

(1)  ar  .a‘  = a’+‘,

(2) a -r  =  I / a ’ ,
( 3 )  d/d =  a ” ,
(4) (a’)‘ = a”, and
(Pi)  a” = 1.

Propertics 1, 3, and 4 are straightforward when I and s are positive integers. The
definitions  that a-” = I/a”, a” = 1, a I”’ is the nth root of a, and a”“”  = (a”“)”
are all specifically designed so that the above five rules would hold for all real
numbers I and S.

These  tive properties of exponential functions are mirrored  hy five correspond-
ing properties of the logarithmic functions:

(I) log(r ‘5) = logr  + logs,
(2) log(  I /s) = - logs,
(3) log(r/s)  = logr  - logs.

(4) log? = sl”gr,and
(5) log I = 0.

The fifth  property “f logs follows directly  from the fifth property of OI and the
fact that a’ and log,, are inverses of each other. To prove the other four properties,
let LI = log,, r and v = log,, S,  so  that r = a” and s = a’. Then, using the fact that
l”g,<(n~‘)  = x.  WC find:

(1)  log(r  .s)  = log(u” a”)  = log(a”~“‘)  = u + I’ = log I + log ‘,

( 2 )  log(l/.s)  =  log(l/a’) =  log(C) =  -I’ =  ~ l o g s .

( 3 )  log(r/s)  =  log(a”/a’)  =  log(a”~‘~)  =  u v =  logr  l o g s ,

(4) log r( = b&l”) = log a” = us = s.logr.

Logarithms are especially useful in bringing a variable n that occurs as an
exponent hack down t” the base line whcrc  it can he m”~e  easily  manipulated.
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Example 5.3 To solve the equation 25x = 10 for x, we take the Log of both sides:

i
Log2’X=LoglO  OT  5x.Log2=1.

It follows that

1x = __ z.6644.
5 Log2

We could have used 1” instead of Log in this calculation

Example 5.4 Suppose we want to find o”t  how long it takes A dollars deposited
in a saving account to double when the annual interest rate is r compounded
continuously. We want to solve the equation

2A  = Ae” (5)

for the unknown f.  We first divide both sides of (5) by A. This eliminates A
from the calculation-a fact consistent with o”r  intuition that the doubling
time should be independent of the amount of money under consideration. To
bring the variable I down to where we can work with it, take the natural log of

( both sides if ;he  equation 2 = e”:

~

I ” 2  =  I”&’
(6)

= rt,
,

II...“~mg (4) Solvmg  (6) for I yields the fact that the doubling time is t = (In  2)/r.
Since  In 2 = 0.69, this rule says that to estimaw  the doubling time for

interest rate I, just divide the interest rate into 69. For example, the  doubling

I t”ne at 10 percent interest is 69/1U  = 6.9 years; the doubling time at 8 percent
interest  is 69/S  = 8.625 years. This calculation also tells us that it would take

I 8 625 years for the price level to double if the inflation rate stays wnstant at 8
percent.

As we discussed in Section 3.6, economists studying the relationship between
the price p and the quantity 4 demanded of some good will often choose t”
work with the two-parameter family of constant elasticity demand functions,

CJ = kp”. where k and E are parameters which depend on the good under study.
The parameter F is the most interesting of the two since it equals the elasticity
(p/q)(dq/dp).  Taking the log of both sides of 9 = kp”  yields:

Inq  = Inkp”  = Ink + clnp (7)

In logarithmic coordinates, demand is now  a linear function whose slope is the
elasticity c.
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EXERCISES

5.5 Solve the following equations for x:

a) 2”” = 18; b)/  = 1; c)P  = 2;
d)  2x-2 = 5./ e)Inx’  =  5: Jyllnx5~2  -0.5lnx  =  In25.

5.6 Derive a formula for the amount of time that it takes money to triple in a bank account
that pays interest at rate r compounded continuously.

5.7 How quickly will $500 grow to $600 if the interest rate is 5 percent compounded
continuously?

5.5 DERIVATIVES OF EXP AND LOG

To work effectively with exponential and logarithmic functions, we need to com-
pute and use their derivatives. The natural logarithmic and exponential functions
have particularly simple derivatives, as the statement of the following theorem
indicates.

r
Theorem 5.2 The functions r’ and Inx are continuous functions on their
domains and have  continuous derivatives of every order. Their first  derivatives
are given by

If u(x)  is a differentiable function, then

c)  p)  = p(d)  +.),

d) (I”U(X))’ = s if U(X) > 0.

We will pnwc this theorem in stages. That the exponential map is continuous
should be intuitively clear from the graph in Figure 5.4; its graph has no jumps
or discontinuities. Since the graph of Inx is just the reflection of the graph of 8
across the diagonal {x = y}, the graph of Inn has no discontinuities either, and so
the function lnx is continuous for all x in the set R+_  of positive numbers.

It turns out to be easier to compute  the derivative of the natural logarithm first.
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Lemma 5.1 Given that y = lnx  is a continuous function on R++,  it is also
differentiable and its derivative is given by

(lnx)’ = 5

Proof We start, of course, with the difference quotient that defines the derivative,
and we then simplify it using the basic properties of the logarithm. Fix x > 0.

In(x  + h) - Inx
h

+“(~)=ln(l+y

=h(l+$$

1 Now, let m = l/h. As h - 0, m - =. Continuing OUT calculation with
m = l/h, we find

,im In(x  +  h) - Inn
h-O h

Therefore, (Inx)’  = l/x. The fact that we can interchange In and lim in the
above string of equalities follows from the fact that y = Inx is a continuous
function: x,,, - sir implies that Ink-,,, - Inxn;  or equivalently,

l$n(lnx,,,)  =  I n  limx,,,
( )

n�/

The  other three conclusions of Theorem S.2 follow immediately from the
Chain Rule, as we now  prove.

Lemma 5.2 If h(x) is a differentiable and positive function, then

!&h(x))  = g

PI-oaf WC  simply apply the Chain Rule to the composite function f(x) = In h(x).
The derivative
I is l/L

of f is the derivative of the outside function III-which
evdludted  at the inside function h(x)-so it’s I/h(x)- times the
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of the inside function h:

1
(Inh(d)  =  m h’(x) =  ho.

h’(x) .

We can now easily evaluate the derivative of the exponential function y = PI,
using the fact that it is the inverse of lnx.

Lemma 5.3 (e”)’  = @,

Proof Use the definition of Inx in (4) to write In e’  = x. Taking the derivative
of both sides of this equation and using the previous lemma, we compute

It follows that

($)’ = r*, .

Finally, to prove part c of Theorem 5.2, we simply apply the Chain Rule to the
composite function 3 = @. The outside function is e’,  whose derivative is also
e’. Its derivative evaluated at the inside function is e”‘,“. Multiplying this by the
derivative of the inside function u(x), we conclude that

E.wnr[~ie  5.5 Lsing Theorem 5.2, wc  compute the following derivatives:

E.wmpi~~  5.6 The density function for the standard normal distribution is
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Let’s use calculus to sketch the graph of its core function

&)  = ,-x2/2,

We first note that g is always positive, so its graph lies above the x-axis every-
where. Its first derivative is

&&) = -g”/>.

Since em””  is always positive, g’(x) = 0 if and only if x = 0. Since g(0) = 1,
the only candidate for max or min of g is the point (0, 1). Furthermore, g’(x)  > 0
if and only if x < 0, and g’(x) < 0 if and only if x > 0; so g is increasing for
x < 0 and decreasing for x > 0. This tells us that the critical point (0, 1) must
be a max, in fact, a global max.

So far, we know that the graph of g stays above the x-axis all the time,
increases until it reaches the point (0,l)  on the y-axis, and then decreases to the
right of the y-axis. Let’s use the second derivative to fine-tune this picture:

&+)  = (+*2/Z)’  = &-x’/2  ,-i/z = p _ I) ,~.2/2,

! Since  e-.~/z > 0, g”(x) has the same sign as (x’ - 1). In particular,

g”(0) < 0, a n d g”(x) = 0 t)  x = il. (8)

The first  inequality in (8) verifies that the critical point (0, 1) is indeed a local
max of R, Using the second part of(S),  we note that

-m<x<-I j SW > 0,

-1<x<+1  * &?(I-)  < 0,

1<x<+=  i g”(x) > 0;

this implies that g is concave up on (p m, 1) and on (1, m) and concave down
on (- 1, + 1). The second order critical points occur at the  points (- 1, e-l”)
and (1, em”?).  Putting all this information together, WC sketch  the graph of ,g in
Figure 5.5.

The graph of g is the graph ofthc usual bell-shaped probahility distribution.
Since / is simply g times (2~) -I’*  = .3Y. the graph off will be similar to the
graph  of g but closer to the x-axis.

We now use equation b in Example 5.5 to compute the derivative of the general
exponential function y = b’.

Theorem 5 . 3 For any fixed positive  base b,

(h’)’ = (In b)(W). (91
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t

The graph of e-x’/2.
Figure
5 . 5

Proof Since b = elnh,  then ff = (e’““)”  = et’“h*.  By equation b in Example
/ 5.5,

I (b”)’ = (@)“)  = (In b)(e(‘“hpx)  = (In b)(b’). .

Example5.7 (IF)’  = (In 10)(W)

Note that (bx)’  = Pi if and only if Inb  = 1, that is, if and only if b = P.  In

fact, the exponential functions y = k6 are the only functions which are equal to
their derivatives throughout their domains. This fact gives another justification for
e being  considered the natural base for exponential functions.

5 . 8

5.9

5.10

Compute the first and second derivatives of each  of the folluwing  functions:

0)  xe’“. h)  &-, c)  I”(.$ + 2)‘,  d) ;, c)  &,  f) $.

USC calculus lo sketch the graph of each  of the following functions:
u) x@.  h )  .rr  I_ <)  cash(x)  = (e+ +  e “)/2.
Use  the equation IOL”” = x.  Example 5.7, and the mcthud  of the proof of Lemma
5.3  to  derive- a formula for the  derivative ofy  = Logx.

5.6 4PPLICATIONS

EXERCISES

Present Value

Many economic problems entail comparing amounts of money at different points
of time in the sane  computation. For example, the benefit/cost analysis of the
construction of a dam must compare in the same equation this year’s cost of con-
struction. future years’ costs of maintaining the dam, and future years’ monetary
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benefits from the use of the dam. The simplest way to deal with such comparisons
is to USC the concept ofpresent  val~re  to bring all money figures back to the present.

If we put A dollars into an account which compounds interest continuously at
rater, then after f years there will be

dollars in the account, by Theorem 5.1. Conversely, in order to generate R  dollars
f years from now in an account which compounds interest continuously at rate r,
we would have  to invest A = Be-” dollars in the account now, solving (10) for A
in terms of B. We call Be-” the present value (PV) of B  dollars f years from now
(at interest rater).

Present value can also be defined using armual compounding instead of con-
tinuous compounding. In an account which compounds interest annually at rate
I, a deposit of A dollars now will yield B  = A(1 + r)l  dollars f years from now.
Conversely, in this framework, the present value of B dollars f years from now is
R/(1  + r)’ = B(l + r)-’ dollars. Strictly speaking, this latter framework only
makes sense for integer f’s,  For this reason and because the exponential map err  is
usually easier to work with than (1 + ?-)I, we will use the continuous compounding
version of present value.

Present value can also be defined forflows  of payments. At interest  rate I, the
present value of the flow--BI  dollars 11 years from now, BL dollars I?  years from
now,. , B,, dollars r,,  years from now- is

p”  = Ble  ~(~11  + B# )I,  + + B ,/ e r~/>y (11)

Annuities

An annuity is a sequence of equal  payments at regular intervals over a specified
period of time. The present  value of an annuity that pays A dollars ar  the end
of each of the next N years, assuming a constant interest rate  I’ compounded
continuously. is

p” = Ae-‘l +  ,&-,.’  +  +  AE-I.\

=  ,‘q<>J  +  p-~l.z +  +  p ‘“).

Since (a + + a”)( I U)  = a a”.‘, as one can easily check,

(14

Substituting a = c-‘~ and II = N from (12) yields a present  value for  the annuity
of



To calculate the present value of an annuity which pays A dollars a year forever,
we let N - = in (14):

PV= Af’1’ (15)

It is sometimes convenient to calculate the present value of an annuity using
annual compounding instead of continuous compounding. In this case, equation
(12) becomes

pv = A A
1+i- +“‘+(l+r)N

Apply equation (13) with u = 1 /(l + r) and n = N:

To calculate the present value of an annuity which pays A dollars a year forever at
interest rate I compounded annually, we let N - e=  in (16):

PV = A.
I (17)

The intuition for (17) is straightforward; in order to generate a perpetual flow ofA
dollars a year from a savings account which pays interest  annually at rate r. one
must deposit A/r dollars into the account initially.

Optimal Holding Time

Supposc  that you own some real estate the market value of which will be V(t)
dollars I years from now. If the interest rate remains constant at I over  this period,
the corresponding time stream of present values is V(t)emr’.  Economic theory
suggests that the optimal time rU  to sell this property is at the maximum value of
this time stream of present  value.  The first order conditions for this maximization
prohlcm  are

(V(r)e  ~“)’  =  V’(r)r-” rV(t)P  =  0,

W)~ r at I = the optimal selling time  lo.
V(l)

(18)

Condition (18) is a natural condition for the optimal holding time. The left-hand
side of (I 8) gives the  rate of change of V divided by the amount of V ~ a quantity
called the percent rate of change or simply the growth rate. The right-hand side
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gives the interest rate, which is the percent rate of change of money in the bank.
As long as the value of the real estate is growing more rapidly than money in the
bank, one should hold on to the real estate. As soon as money in the bank has a
higher growth rate, one would do better by selling the property and banking the
proceeds at interest rate r. The point at which this switch takes place is given by
(18), where the percent rates of change are equal.

This principle of optimal holding time holds in a variety of circumstances, for
example, when a wine dealer is trying to decide when to sell a case of wine that is
appreciating in value or  when a forestry company is trying to decide how long to
let the trees grow before cutting them down for sale.

Example 5.8 You own real estate the market value of which f years from now is
given by the function V(t) = 10,OOOefi.  Assuming that the interest rate for the
foreseeable future will remain at 6 percent, the optimal selling time is given by

‘i maximizing the present value

~
F(f)  =  10,000e~~e-~“~’  =  10,000e~~-~Q~‘.

The first order condition for this maximization problem is

0 = P(t) = 10,00O~‘li~.“~’

which holds if and only if

1- = .06  o r  la  = (A)2 = 69 .44
24%

Since F’(t) is positive for 0 < f < fll and negative for I > r,,, f,,  = 69.44 is
indeed the &ha/  max of the present value and is the optimal selling time of the
I real estate.

Logarithmic Derivative

Since the logarithmic operator turns exponentiation  into multiplication, multi-
plication into addition, and division into subtraction, it can often simplify the
computation of the derivative of a complex function, because, by Lemma 5.2,

and therefore u’(x) = (In u(x))’ U(X). (19

If In u(x) is easier to work with than u(x)  itself, one can compute u’  mox  easily
using (19) than by computing it directly.
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Example 5.9 Let’s use this idea to compute the derivative of

JF2
JJ=-.

x2 + 1 (20)

The natural log of this function is

,” g=J =
( 1x2 + 1

; In (2 - 1) - In (2 + I). (21)

It is much simpler to compute the derivative of (21) than it is to compute the
derivative of the quotient (20):

Now, “se  (1’))  to compute y’:

( 1
E ‘= -3x3 + 5x ,E

x.1 + 1 2(x2 - I)(,9 + 1) x3 + 1

-3xJ +5x
=  qx2 - ,y,yx2  +  1)”

Ewmple  5. IO A favorite calculus problem, which can only be solved by this
mohod 15  the computation of the derivative of g(x)  = xx. Since

I .‘.
(Inxr)’  = (xlnx)’ = Inx + I,

the  derivative of xx is (1n.r  + I) PI by (19).

Occasionally. scientists prefer to study a given function y = f(x) by comparing
In; and Inx.  that is;  by graphing f on log-log graph paper. See, for example, our
discussion of constant elasticitv  demand functions in (7). In this case, they are
working with the change of v&bles

Y = In? and X = Inx.

Since X = In x, x = 6  and  dx/dX  = $  = x. In XY-coordinates,  f becomes

Y = In f(x) = In f(3)  = F(x).
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Now, the slope of the graph of Y = F(A’).  that is, of the graph of f in log-log
coordinates, is given by

Wx)  _  dWW) dx.-
dx dx dx

(by the Chain Rule)

(22)

=  & ( I n  f ( x ) )  g =  $g  x.

The difference approximation of the last term in (22) is

df(x) L,f.L=af  Ax
dx  f(x) Ax f(x) f(x) /x:

the percent change off relative to the percent change of x. This is the quotient we
have been calling the (point) elasticity off with respect to x, especially if f is a
demand function and x represents price or income.

This discussion shows that the slope of the graph off in log-log coordinates
is the (point) elasticity of /:

f ‘(xl  x
&=f(X)

In view of this discussion, economists sometimes write this elasticity as
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5.15 The value of a parcel ?f land bought for speculation is increasing according to the
formula V = 2OOOd”.  If the interest rate is IO  percent, how long should the parcel
be held to maximize present value?

5.16 Use the logar i thmic der ivat ive method to  compute the der ivat ive of  each of  the

following functions: a) J(x’ + 1)/(x2  + 4),  b) (.x2)“.
5.17 Use the  above discussion lo prove that the elasticity of the product of two  functions

is the sum of the elasticities.
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C H A P T E R  6

Introduction to
Linear Algebra

The  analysis of many economic models reduces  to the study of systems of qua-
dons. Furthermore, some of the most frequently studied economic models are
linear models. In the next  few chapters, W C will study the simplest  possible  sys-
tcms  of equations- linear  rysrcms.



Linear systems have the added advantage that we can often calculate exact
solutions to the equations. By contrast, solutions of nonlinear  systems often cannut
be calculated explicitly, and  we can only hope to discover indirectly  some of the
properties of these solutions. Equally important for linear systems,  the precise
relationship between the solution of the linear system  and various parameters
determining  the system (the ui’s  and h in the equation above) can be easily
described.

Of course, linearity is a  simplifying assumption. The real world is nonlinear.
Calculus exploits the managcahility of linear systems to study nonlinear systems.
The fundamental idea of calcuIus  is that we can learn much ahout the behavior
of a nonlinear system  of equations by studying suitably  chosen  linear approxi-
mations to the system. For example, the hcst linear approximation 10  the graph
of a nonlincat  function at any point on its graph is the tangent line  to the graph
at that point. We can lcarn much about the hehwior  of a function Neal  any point
by examining the slope of the tangent line. Whether  the function is increasing
or decreasing can he determined  by seeing whcthcr  the tangent lint  is rising
or falling. The first important cxcrcise  in the study of the calculus is to learn
how to calculate this slope-the derivatirv  of the function. For a more prosaic
example of the importance of linear approximations, consider  that few people
disagree with the  proposition that the earth is roughly spherical.  and yet in cw-
strutting  homes, skyscrapers, and even cities, we assume that the earth is Rat
and obtain some rather impressive  results using Euclidean planar gcomctry. Once
again we arc taking advantage of an cffectivs  linear approximation to a nonlinear
phenomenon.

Since a  primary goal of multivariahle  calculus is to provide a mechanism for

approximating complicaled  nonlinear  systems  by simpler  lincu  ones. it makes
scnsc to hegin hy squccring  OUI all the information we can ahwt  Iinca  systems ~
the task we take  up in the next six chapters.

A final reason for looking at lincar  systems first is that some of the  mni
frsqucntly  studied economic models are linear.  We sketch tier  such models Ihere.
As we develop our theory  of lincx  syslems.  WC will often  refer back  tu thcsc
models  and call attention  to the insights which linear theory  offers. Keferenccs  for
further stud!; of thcsc topics can hc found  in the notes  at the end  of Ihe  chapter.

6.2 EXAMPLES OF LINEAR MODELS

Example 1: Tax Benefits of Charitable Contributions

A company cilrns  before-tax  profits  of S 100.000.  It has agreed to contrihuir IO
percent of its after-tax profits fo  the Red Cross Rclicf Fund. It must pay  a stale lax

of 5 percent of its protits  (after  the Red Cross donation) and a federal tax of 40
pcrccnt of its profits (after the donation and state taxes are paid). How much does

the  company pay  in state taxes. federal taxes. and Red Cross donation?
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Without a model to structure  our analysis, this problem is rather difficult be-
cause each of the three payments must take into consideration the other payments.
However, after we write out the (linear) equations which describe the various
dedyctions,  we can understand more clearly the relationships between these pay-
ments and then solve in a straightforward manner for the payment amounts.

Let C, S, and F represent the amounts of the charitable contribution, state
tax, and federal tax, respectively. After-tax profits are $lOO,OOO  - (S  + F); so
C = 0.10 (100,000 - (S  + F)). We write this as

c + 0.1s  + 0.w = 10,000,

putting all the variables on one side. The statement that the state tax is 5 percent
of the profits net of the donation becomes the equation S = 0.05 (100,000 C),
or

0.05C + S = 5,000.

Federal taxes are 40 percent of the profit after deducting C and S; this relation is
expressed by the equation F = 0.40 [lOO,OOO  ~ (C + S)], or

0.4c + 0.4s  + F = 40,000

WC can summarize the payments to be made by the  system of linear equations

c + 0. IS + 0.1F  = 10,000

0.05c + s = 5,000 (1)

0.4c + 11.4s  + F = 40.000.

There are  a number of ways to solve this system. For example. you can solve the
middle equation forS  in terms of C. substitute this relation into the first and third
equations in (I), and then easily solve the  resulting system of two equations in
two  unknowns to compute

C = S,YS6. S = 4,702, and F = 35.737,

rounded to the nearest dollar. The next chapter is devoted to the solution of such
systems of linear equations. For the  moment, note that the firm’s after-tax and
after-contribution p&its  are $53_hOS.

We can use this linear model to compute (Exercise 6.1) that the firm would
have had after-tax profits of $57,000. if it had not made the Red Cross donation.
So. the $5.956  donation really only cost it $3.395  (= $57.000 $53.605). Later,
we will develop a formula for C. S, and T  in terms of unspecified before-tax profits
P and even. in Chapter 26. in terms of the tax t&s  and contribution percentages.
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Example 2: Linear Models of Production

Linear models  of production are perhaps the simplest  production models to de-

scribe.  Here we will describe the simplest of the linear  models. We will suppose

that our economy has n + I goods. Each of goods 1 through II is produced by one

production process. There is also one commodity, labor (good 0), which is not

produced by any process and which each process  uses in production. A production

process is simply a list of amounts of goods: so much of good 1. so much of good

2, and so on. Thcsc quantities are the amounts of input needed to produce one

unit of the process’s output. For example,  the making of one car rcquircs so much

steel, so much plastic, so much labor, so much electricity, and so forth. In fact,

some production processes, such as those for steel or automobiles, use some of

their own output to aid in subsequent production.

The  simplicity of the linear production model is due to two facts. First, in these

models, the amounts of inputs needed to produce two automobiles are exactly twice

those required for the production of one automobile. Three  cars require 3 times as

much of the inputs, and so on. In the jargon of microcconomics,  each production

prw~s  exhibits constant returns to scale. The production of 2. 3, or k cars
requires 2, 3, or k times the amounts of inputs required for the production of I

car. Second. in these models  thcrc is only one way to produce  a car. There is no

way to substitute electricity for labor in the production of cars. Output cannot hc

increased hy using more of any one factor alone: more of all the factors is needed,

and always in the ~ilmc  proportions. .This simplifies  the analysis of production

problems,  hecauss  the optimal input mix for the production of. bay. 1000 cars.

does not have  to hc computed. It is simply 1000 times the optimal input mix

required for the production of I car.

Before  undertaking an ahstmct analysis. we will work nut an cxamplc  to

illustrate the key fcaturcs of the model. Consider  the ccon~nny of en org;mic

farm which products  twu  eoods:  corn and fertilircr.  Corn  is produced using corn

(to plant) and fertilizer. F&tilircr  is made from old corn stalks (and pcrhaph hy

feeding the u,rn  tu cows, who then product  useful end products). Suppose that

the production of I ton of corn requires as inputs 0. I ton of corn and 0.X ton of

fertilixr.  The production US 1 ton of fertilizer rcquircs no fertilizer  and 0.5 ton of

c,,m.

WC can describe each  of the ~MO production processes  hy pairs of number\

(u, /I).  whcrc i!  represents the corn input ;md /J  represents the fcrtilizcr input.

The  corn producti<m process  is dcscrihed hy the pair of number\  (0. I, 0.X). The

fcrtilizcr production process  is dcscrihed  by the pair of numhcrs  (0.5,  0).

The  most important question to zxsk  of this model is: Whet can hc produced for

consumptiwi!  Corn i:, used both in the production of corn and in the production

of fcrtilizcr. Fertilizer is used in the production of corn. Is thcrc any way o1

running both pn~~sscs  so iis to leaw  some corn and some  fertiliar  for individual

consumption’? If so. what combinations of corn end fcrtilircr  for comumption  are

fcasihlc?
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Answers to these questions can be found by examining a particular system of
linear equations.  Suppose the two production processes are run so as to produce
XC  tons of c”rn and X~  tons of fertilizer. The amount of corn actually used in the
production of corn is 0. lxc - the amount of c”rn needed per ton of c”rn output
times the number of t”ns  to be produced. Similarly, the amount of corn used in
the production of fertilizer is 0.5~~. The amount of corn left “ver  for consumption
will be the total amount produced minus the amounts used for production of corn
and fertilizer: xc: - 0. Ixc - 0.5x,7, or 0.9~~  ~ 0.5~~  tons. The amount of fertilizer
needed in production is 0.8~~  tons. Thus the amount left “ver  for consumption is
xr 0.8xr t o n s .

Suppose we want our farm to produce for consumption 4 tons of c”rn and 2
tons of fertilizer. How much total production of corn and fertilizer will be required?
Put another way, how much c”rn and fertilizer will the farm have to produce in
order t” have 4 tons of c”rn and 2 tons of fertilizer left “ver  for consumers? We
can answer this question by solving the pair of linear equations

0.9x, OSXF  =  4 ,

-O.&y  + xp =2

This system is easily solved. Solve the second equation for xr in terms of xc:

nfi  = o.sxc + 2. (2)

Substitute  this expression for XF  into the first equation:

0.4X(  O.S(O.Sx,  +  2 )  =  4

and solve for xc:

0.5xc  = 5, 20 X(’  = 10,

Finally, substitute xc. = 10 back into (2) to compute

u,:  = 0.8 10 + 2 = 10.

In the  general case. the production process for good j can be described by a set
of input-output coefficients {alri,  a ,,, , u”, },  where a,  denotes the input of good
i necdcd  ro output one unit “f good j. Keep in mind that the first subscript stands
for the  input good and the second stands for the output good. The production of
.rj units of good j requires a<,j,r; units of good 0, aljxj units of good 1, and so on.

Total output of g”od  i must be  allocated between production activities and
consumption. Denote  by c;  the consumer demand for good i. This demand is given
exogenously. which is t”  say that it is not solved for in the model. Let c,, be
the coIIsumer’s  supply of labor. Since good 0 (labor) is supplied by consumers



rather than demanded by consumers, cg  will bc a negative number. An n-tuple
(Q, c,, , c~)  is said to be an admissible rr-tuple of consumes  demands  if c,,  is

negative, while all the other G’S arc nonnegetive.  WC want each process  to produce
an output that is sufficient to meet both consumer demand  and the input require-
ments of the )I industries. For our simple  linear economy, this is the law of supply

and demand: output produced must  be used  in production or in consumption. Let
xi  denote  the amount of output produced hy process j. If process j produces xi
units of output, it will need U;~IX,  units of good i. Adding these terms up over  all
the industries gives the demand for good i: ailxl + ai2xL  + + a+~,,  + ci, The
law of supply and demand then requires

It is convenient to  rearrange this equation to say that consumer  demand musr  equal
gross output less  the amount of the good needed as an input for the production
processes. For good I, this says

-q,*,  ” u ,/,I I,, = (‘,I,

This lads  to  the following system of II + I equation\  in II unknowns, which
summarizes the cquilihrium  output  levels  for the  cn(irr  windustry  economy:

(3)

-“,,I.~1 - U,,J.X1  ~.  ” + (I (I ,,,, )I,, = (‘,,

-%,*, ‘,,,‘i~ m,,x,,  = CII

This lincw  \ystcm  i\ called  an open Leontief system after Wassily  Lwnticf.
who firs1  studicd  (his type  of system in the I93lls and latct  won a Nobel Prize in
economics  for his work. It is wid lo he open hccause  the demand co,. , (;, is

exogenously  given. while the  supply of goods is endogenously  determined. that
is. is determined by the equations under study. In this system of equations. the



ai,‘s  and the c;‘s are given and we must solve for the xi’s,  the gross outputs of the
industries.

There BE a number of algebraic questions associated with these equations
whose answers are important for obtaining the economic insights the inter-industry
model has to offer. For example, what sets of input-output coefficients yield
a nonnegative solution of system (3) for some admissible n-tuple of consumer
demands’? What set of output n-tuples  will achieve a specified admissible n-tuple
of consumer demands? What set of admissible n~uples  of consumer demands can
be obtained from some given set of input-output coefficients?

We have seen how this model sets up in terms of a system of linear equations.

But many insights into the workings of the Leontief model can best be understood
by studying the geometry of the model. We will study linear systems from the
geometric point of view in Chapter 27.

Example 3: Markov Models of Employment

Aggregate unemployment rates do not tell the whole story of unemployment. In
order to target appropriate incomes policies it is necessary to see exactly who
is unemployed. For example. is most unemployment due to a few people who
are unemployed for long periods of time, or is it due to many people, each of
whom is only briefly unemployedl?  Questions like these can be answered by data
about the duration of unemployment and the transition between employment and
unemployment. Markov models are the probability models commonly used in
these studies.

If an individual is not employed in a given week.  in the next week he or she
may either find a job or remain unemployed. With some chance. say probability 11,
the individual w,ill find a,job;  and therefore with pmhability I - /7 that individual
will remain unemployed. Similarly. if an individual is employed in a given week.
wz  let 4 be the probability that he or she will remain employed and therefore I - ‘1
the probability of becoming unemployed. The probabilities [I. q. 1  ~ p, and 1 - y
are called transition probabilities. In order to keep this model simple,  we will
assume that the chances of finding a job are independent of how many weeks the
job seeker has been unemployed and that the chances of leaving a ,job are  also
independent of the number of weeks worked. Then the random process of leaving
jobs and tinding  new ones  is said to be a Markov process. The two possibilities.
employed and unemployed. are the states of the process.

The wuxition probabilities can lead to a description of the pattern of unem-
ployment over  time. For example. suppose that there are .Y  males of working age
who are currently employed. and?  w~hc are  currently unemployed. How will these
numbers change next  week’? Of the .I~  males currently employed. on average (1.~
will remain employed and (I y).,~  will become unemployed. Of the y males
currently unemployed. on average pr mill  become employed while (I - p)!‘  will
remain unemployed. Summing up. the average number employed next week  will
be I+!~  + ,I?. and the average number unemployed will be (I q).l-  + (1 - p)?. If



changes in the size of the labor force are ignored, the week-by-week dynamics of
average unemployment are described by the linear equations

x,+1  =w +PYr

Y,+1  =  (1 d&  +  (1 ~ ply,,
(4)

where x, and y,  are the average numbers of employed and unemployed, respec-
tively, in week t. This system of equations is an example of a linear system of
difference equations.

Macroeconomist Robert Hall estimated the transition probabilities for various
segments of the U.S. population in 1966. For white males the corresponding
system (4) of equations is

I-,+,  = .998x, + .136y,

y,+l = .002x,  + .864y,.

For black males, the system is

x,+~ = .996x,  + .lOZy,

y,,,  =.004x, + .898y,.

(5)

(6)

In the above three systems of equations, note that for any pair of numbers x,
and  Y,,

4+1 +  Y,+,  ~ & +  Yi.

In particular, if we start out with data in perccnteges,  so that x0 and yr,  sum to 1.
then x, and y!  will sum to 1 for all f.  To see this, just add the two equations in (4).
Furthermore, it is easy to see that if xi and yi  are nonnegative  numhcrs,  then  .x,-,
andy,+, will be also. Thus. if the initial data we plug into the equation at time 0 is
a distribution of the population, the data at each time f will also be a distribution.

There are two questions that are typically asked of Markw  proccsscs.  First;
will x, and y,  ever he constant over time? That is, is there a distribution  of the
population between the two states that will replicate itself in the dynamics of
equation (4)? In other words, is there a nonnegative (x, y)  pair with

x = qx  f py

Y=(l-9)x+(1-PlY
I =x+y.

(7)

Such a pair, if it exists, is called a stationary distribution, or a steady state of
(4). Once such a distribution  occurs. it will continue  to recur for all time  (unless
p OT  q changes).
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The second question is contingent on the existence of a stationary distribution.
Will the system,  starting from any initial distribution of states,  converge to a  steady
state distribution? If so, the system  is said to be globally stable. Both of these
questions can be answcrcd  using techniques of linear algebra.

The first two equations  of equation system  (7) can be rewritten  as

II = (y - 1)x  + py

I) = (1 - y)x  - ,I):
(8)

However, there is really  only one distinct equation  in (8), since  the second equation
is just the negative  of the first equation  and therefore can hc discarded. Combining
the first equation in system  (8) with the remaining equation  in (7),  WC conclude
that candidates for steady  stutcs  will be solutions tcl the system of equations

(q-l)x+py’y=o
(9

r+y= I.

(We also hwc  the nonnegativity constraint, but this will not he a problem.) To
wlvc  system  (‘2);  multiply the second equation through by -p and add the result
to the  tirst equation.  The resulting equation  will contain no y’s and can easily hc

solved  for  .Y.  Then, use either of the cqustions  in (9) to solve for the corresponding
y. The resulting solution is

Applying this fcvmula  to Hall’s data gives 8 steady state unemployment  rate  uf
I .4 percent for w~hitc  m&x  and 3.77 percent for  black males. The  ability question

asks: when is thcrc a  tcndcncy to move  toward thcsc rates’? This analysis is harder
than anything clsc we have  done so f;~r.  but it still involycs  linear  techniques.

Note  that we haw  seen two ditfcrent  linear systems  in the Markov  mwlcl:
cystcm (4) which dcxrihcs  the dynamics ofthc  population distribution.  and system
(‘1)  which dcscribcs  the  long-run steady  sratc equilibrium.

Example 4: IS-LM Analysis
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by consumers (consumption) plus the spending I by firms (investment) plus the
spending G by government:

Y=C+ItG

On the consumer side, consumer spending C is proportional to total income Y:
C = hY, with 0 < h < 1. The parameter b is called the marginal propensity
to consume, while s = 1 h is called the marginal propensity to save. On
the firms’ side, investment I is a decreasing function of the interest rate r. In its
simplest linear form, we write this relationship as

The paremeter  a is called the marginal efficiency of capital.
Putting these relations together gives the IS schedule, the relationship between

national income and interest rates consistent with savings and investment behavior

Y = bY + (I” ar) t G,

which wt: write as

.sY t  ar = I" + G, (l(J)

where .s = 1 -b, a, I”, and G are positive parameters. This IS equation is sometimes
said to describe the real side  of the  economy.  since it summarizes consumption,
investment. and savings decisions.

On the other hand, the LM equation is determined by the money market
equilibrium condition that money supply JV& equals money  dcmand  M,,.  The  money
supply M,,  is determined outside the  system.  Money demand M,J  is assumed to
have  two components: the transactions or precautionary demand Md,  and the
speculative demand M,,,?.  The transactions demand derives from the fact that most
transactions are denominated in money. Thus, as national income rises, so does
the demand for funds. We write this relationship as

M,,, = mY.

The speculative  demand  comes from the portfolio management problem faced
by an investor in the economy. The investor must decide whether to hold bonds or
money. Money is more liquid but returns  no interest, while bonds pzy at rete  r. It
is usually argued that the speculative demand for money varies inversely with the
intcrcst  rate  (directly with the  price of bonds). The simplest such relationship is
the linear  one
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The LM curve is the relationship between national income and interest rates
given by the  condition that money supply equals total money demand:

M.\ =  mY + M ”  h r ,

mY h r  =  M,,  -MU.

The parameters m,  h, and M”  are all positive.
Equilibrium in this simple model will occurwhcn  both the IS equation (produc-

tion equilibrium) and the LM equation (monetary  equilibrium)  are simultaneously
satisfied. Equilibrium national income Y and interest rates I are solutions to the
system  of equations

(11)

Algebraic questions come into play in examining how solutions (I’,  I) depend
upon the policy parameters M, and G and on the behavioral  parameters a, h, I’,
~1,  M”,  and s. The comparative statics of the model-the determination of the
relationship bctwccn parameters  and solutions of the equations-is an algebraic
prohlcm  on which the tools of linear algebra shed much light.

The  importance  of studying the linear version of the IS-LM model in addition
to the general nonlinear version of the model cannot bc undcrcstimated.  First_  the
intuition of the model is most easily seen in its lincar form. Second.  study of the
linear model can suggest what to look  for  in mue  general models. Finally, the
compararivc  statics of rmnlincar  models-  the exploration of how solutions to the
system  change  as the parameters describing the system change ~ is uncovcrcd  by
approximating the nonlinear model with a linear one, and then studying the lincu
approximation. ‘These three reasons for  focusing on lincar  models  for the study
of tlonlincar  phcnomcna will recur  frequently. The simplicity of linear models
commends such models  as a first step in the construction of more complcn models.
and the more complex  models  xc  frcqucntly  studied  hy examining carefully
chosen linear  approximations.

Example 5: Investment and Arbitrage
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end of the investment period,  including dividends paid, if state s ocwn.  Then, the

realized return or payoff on the ith asset  in state s is

This is the amount the investor will rcccive  per dollar invcstcd  in asset i should

slate .s  ,,ccur. (The realized return can be thought of as I plus the I-u(lfe  of rcwr~~.)
Let ni  denote the number  of units or shares of asset i held. The share  amounts

II;  can have  either sign. A positive  ni indicates a long position and thus entitles the

investor to r~~ceive  yvrni  if state 5 occur\. A negative ni  indicates a short  position;
the investor, in cftect,  borrows 11;  shares  of asset i and promises to,w.v  hur:k ~,~n,
at the end of the period if slate s occurs. In this case, the investment  in asset  i has

a positive  rate of return only if yYi  < vi,  that is, if it is cheaper 10  pay hack the

borrowed shares  that it was to borrow them.

If the investor has wealth  w,,  available for investment  purposes, the investor’s

budget constraint is

11,  v ,  +  +  a_,  y, = W’,,.

If state .Y occurs,  the return to the investor of purchasing II,  shares of asset i for

i = I....,A  1s

(12)



A nonzeroil-tuple  (x1,.  , na)  is called an arbitrage portfolio if

xl+“‘+xA=o (instead of 1)

In such a “portfolio,” the money received from the short sales is used in the purchase
of the long positions. Notice that, in an arbitrage portfolio, nlvl + + nay,,  = 0,
so that the portfolio costs nothing.

A portfolio (x1,.  _,  XA) is called duplicable if there is a different portfolio
(w,, , wa)  with exactly the same returns in every state:

A state s*  is called insurable if there is a portfolio (xl,.  _,  xa) which has a
positive return if states*  occurs and zero return if any other state occurs:

,@si~ = 0 for all s # s*,

The name is appropriate because the given portfolio can provide insurance against
the occurrence of state s*.

It is sometimes convenient to assign a price to each  of the s states of nature.
An S-tuple (JQ,  , p,~) is called a state price vector if

PlYll  + PZY21  +  ” + PSYSl  =  vi

PIYIZ  + P?YZZ  + + PSYSZ  = v2

PlYlA  +  PZY24  +  ” +  psysl  =  “A,

or equivalently,

(13)

(14)
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Systems (13) and (14) state that the current price v j  of asset,j  is equal to a weighted

sum of its returns in each state of nature,  with the same weights for each j. The

weight  ~1,~  for slate .Y is a kind of price f<v  wealth  in state .s  and is often called a

state price. If W C can price states, then the price of each  asset  is just the value iit

the state prices of the rctums  in each state. This is  the content of the linear  hystcm

of equations (13).

Since all the equations in this application are linear, it is not surprising that

techniques  of linear algebra can answu  questions  aboul Ihe existence and chsrac-

tuization  of riskless, duplicahlc,  and arbitrage portfolios and of insurable states

and state prices.

Lwnz~l~~  6.1 Suppose that there arc twu assets  and three possible slates. If state

I occun,  asset I Tet”r”s  K,,  = I and asset  2 returns  R 12  = 3. If state 2 occurs,

Rz, = 2 and Rzl  = 2. If state 3 occurs, R II = 3 and Rj2 = I, If both asscfs

have Ihe same current value and if the investor buys n, = 3 shares of asset I

and n1 = I share  of asset 2, the corresponding portfolio is ($ i)  and the returns

ire

l-3R,,.;+R,2.z-i in state I,

R?,  ; + RI? iI=2 in slate 2.

I-iR7,  ; + RJ1.  j I I”  state 3.

Purlfolio  (4,  4) is a riskfree  portfolio since  it yields a xlurn of 2 in all three states

(check). The  3.tuplc  (A, 4,  4) is a pricing system for this ec~~nomy  (cheek).  As

we will see in Section 7.1. tlxrc  xc  !no duplicable portfolios and no insumhlc

states.

Thcsc tivc  examples  illustmtc  the important role that linear  models play in

wonomics  and  indeed in all the social sciences. We conclude this chsptcr  hy ~mcn-

ti~ming three other-  instances where economists  MC  lincx  ;dgebra.  First.  many ot

the elemenwry  tcchniqucs  ~Icconometrics.  such as (gcneralixd)  Icast-squares c\-

firnation.  rely heavily on lineusystcms  of equations.  Second. linear programming.

the optimization of a linear functiw  on a xt  dcfincd by a syslcm of linear equali-

tics and inequalities. is a fundemcntal  economic  tccbniquc.  As such. a number of

textbook\  arc dcwtcd  entirely  10  it  and it is the total suh,jcct  matter  of giaduatc

courses  in mathematics  and engineering. ar well as economics. Finally. W C will

‘cl? on linear algrhra  techniques when  W C study the gcncraliation  oi the second

derivative test in C~IICIIILIS  to maximization  problems which inwlvc  (m~nlincar)

iunctions  of more than one variahlc.



6.2 In Missouri. federal income taxes  are deduc,ed  from state taxes. Write out  and solve

the system of equations which describes the stale  and federal taxes and charitable

contribution  of the firm in Example I if it were based in Missouri.

6.3 The economy on the island of Bacchus  produces only grapes and wine. The production

of I pound of grapes requires 112  pound of grapes, I laborer. and na wine. The

production of I liter of wine requires 112 pound of grapes, I laborer, and 114  liter of

wine. The island has 10  laborers who all together demand I pound of grapes and 3

litcrs  of wine  for their own consumption. Write out  the input-output system for the

economy of this island. Can you solve  it?

6 . 4 Suppose that  the produclion  of a pound of grapes now  requires 7/X  liter of wine. If

none  of the other input-output coefficients change, write out  the new systems for the

O”,P”,F.

6 . 5 Suppose that IO percent of white males of working age and 20 percent of black males

of working age are unemployed in 1966. According to Hall’s model, what will the

corresponding unemployment rates  be in 1967’?

6.6 For the Markw  employment model, Hall gives p = ,106  and 4 = ,993  for black

females. and p = .I5 I and <,  = ,907  for white females. Write out the Markov systemr

of difference equalions  for there two  situations. Compute the stationary distributions.

6.1 Consider the IS-LM model of Example 4 with no fiscal policy (G = 0). Suppose

that M, = M”: that is. the intercept of the LM curve  is 0.  Suppose that I” =  1000.

,< = 0.2, h = 1500,  u = 2000,  and ,n  = 0.16. Write out  the explicit IS-LM syslem  of

equations. Solve rhcm  for the equilibrium GNP Y and the interest rater.

6 . 8 Carry  OU,  the two  checks at the end of Example 5.

N O T E S
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Systems of Linear
Equations

As was discussed in the last chapter, systems of linear equations arise in two ways
in economic theory. Some economics models have a natural linear structure, like
the five examples in the last chapter. On the other hand, when the relationships
among the variables under consideration are described by a system of nonlinear
equations, one takes the derivative of these equations to convert them to an approx-
imating linear system. Theorems of calculus tell us that by studying the properties
of this latter linear system, we can learn a lot about the underlying nonlinear
system.

In this chapter we begin the study of systems of linear equations by describing
techniques for solving such systems. The preferred solution technique-Gaussian
elimination-answers the fundamental questions about a given linear system:
does a solution exist, and if so, how many solutions are there?

An implicit system is one in which the equations that describe the economic
relationships under study have the exogenous and endogenous variables mixed in
with each other on the same side of the equal signs. This chapter closes with a
discussion of the  Linear Implicit Function Theorem, which tells how to use linear
algebra techniques to quantify the &ect  of a change in the exogenous variables
on the endogenous ones in a linear implicit system.

7.1 GAUSSIAN AND GAUSS-JORDAN ELIMINATION

We begin our study of linear phenomena by considering the problem of solving
linear systems of equations, such as

2x,  + 3x2 =  7 XI  + nz  + XJ  = 5
or

x,- xz=I XL - x3  = 0.

The general linear system of m equations in n  unknowns can be written

(1)

CZ,~,,X~  + a,,,Zxz + + amx,,  = b,,.

(2)



In this system, the ujj’s  and h,‘s  are given real numbers; uCj  is the coefficient of
the unknown x i  in the ith equation. A solution of system (2) is an n-tuple of real
numbers x1,  x2,.  , x,, which satisfies each of the m equations in (2). For example,
xl = 2, x2  = 1 solves the first system in (l),  and x,  = 5, x1  = 0, xx  = 0 solves
the second.

For a linear system such as (2), we are interested in the following three
questions:

(1) Does a solution exist’?
(2) How many solutions arc there?
(3) Is there an efficient algorithm that computes actual solutions?

There are essentially three ways of solving such systems:

(1) substitution,
(2) elimination of variables, and
(3) matrix methods.

Subs t i tu t ion

Substitution is the method usually taught in beginning algebra classes. To use this
method, solve one equation of system (2) for one variable, say I,,, in terms of the
other  variables  in that equation. Substitute  this expression  for x,, into the  other
n,  I  equat ions .  The  resu l t  i s  a  new sys tem of  m I  equat ions  in  the n I
unknowns  x,, , .I,, , Continue this process by solving one equation in the new
system for I,, , and substituting this expression into the other m 2 equations ro
ohlain a  sys,em  of m - 2 equations in the n 2 variables x,, I,, 2.  Proceed
until you  reach  a  system with just a single equalion,  a situation which is easily
solved. Finally, use the earlier expressions of one variable in terms of the others
t o find all the x;‘s.

This sounds complicated  but it really  is straightforward. We used whstilulion
to solve the input-output system in Section 6.2. Let us see  how  it works on a
ihrvc-good  input-oulput  model.

L\uI@  7.1 The production process for a three-good economy is summarized
I hv the input-outpul  table:

~ 0 0.4 0.3
0.2 0.12 0.14
0.5 0.2 il.05

Recall from the last chapter  that the cntrics  in the second  column uf Tahlc  7.1
declare that it takes 0.4 unit of good I 0. I2  unit of good 2, and 0.2 unit of good
3 t o produce 1 unh U C  good 2. We ignore the labor component in this example.
Supposc that thcrc is an  cxogcnous demand  for 130 units of good I. 74 units of

Table
7.1
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good 2, and 95 units of good 3. How much will the economy have to produce
to meet this demand?

Let xi denote the amount of good i produced. As we described last chap-
ter, “supply equals demand” leads to the following system of equations:

x, = 0 x, + 0.4 x* + 0.3 x1 + 130

x2 = 0.72, + 0.12x2 + 0.14x1 + 74

A-3  = 0.5x,  + 0.2 x2 + 0.05x3 + 95,

which can be rewritten as the system

Xl - 0.4 x* - 0.3 X) = 130

-0.2x1 +  0.88x2 - 0.14x3 =  74 (3)

-0.5321  0 . 2  x2 +  0.95x2 =  95.

We write (3a), (3b) and (3~)  for the three equations in system (3) in the order
given, and similarly for following systems. Solving equation (3a) forx, in terms
of x2 and x2 yields

x1 = 0.4x* + 0.3x1 + 130.

Substitute (4) into equations (3b) and (3~):

(4)

-0.2(0.4x2 + 0.3~~  + 130) +0.88x2 0.14~~  = 74

-0.5(0.4x2 + 0.31,  + 130) - 0.2 x* + 0.95x1 = 95,

which simplifies to

0.8nz  0.2x3 = 100
(5)

-0.4x?  +o.xx>  = IhO

Now, use substitution to solve subsystem (5) by solving the first equation (Sa)
for xL in terms of x3:

x2 = 125 + 0.25X&

and plugging this expression into the second equation (5b):

-0.4(125  + 0.25x?) + 0.8~1  = 160,

OT x3 = 300.

(6)
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Substitute x1 = 300 into (6) to compute that x2 = 200. (Check.) Finally,
substitute rz = 200 and x2 = 300 into (4) to compute that

x1 = 0.4~200 + 0.3 300 + 130 = 300.

Therefore, this economy needs to produce 300 units of good one, 200 units of
good two, and 300 units of good three to meet the exogenous demands.

As this example shows, the substitution method is straightforward, but it can
be cumbersome. Furthermore, it does not provide much insight into the nature of
the general solution to systems like (3). It is not a method around which one can
build a general theory of linear systems. However, it is the most direct method for
solving certain systems with a special, very simple form. As such, it will play a
role in the general solution technique we now develop.

Elimination of Variables

The method which is most conducive to theoretical analysis is elimination of
variables, another technique that should be familiar from high school algebra.
First, consider the simple system

x, 2YZ  = 8

3x1 + x2 = 3.
(7)

We can “eliminate” the variable XI  from this system by multiplying equation (7a)
hy ~3  to obtain -3x, + 6x2 = ~24  and adding this new equation to (7b). The
result is

7x2 = -21, or x2 = -3.

TV  find x,, we substitute x2 = ~3  hack into (7b) or (7a) to compute that x1 = 2.
We chose to multiply equation (7a) by -3 precisely so that when we added the
new equation to equation (7b), we would “eliminate” x1 from the system.

To solve a general system of m equations by elimination of variables, use
the coefficient of x, in the first equation tu eliminate the x, term from all the
equations below  it. To do this, add proper multiples of the first equation to each
of the succeeding  equations. Now disregard the first equation and eliminate the
next variable-usually x2 ~ from the last m 1 equations just as before, that
is. by adding proper multiples of the second equation to each  of the succeeding
equations. If the second equation does not contain an xz but a lower equation does,
you will have to interchange the order of these two equations before proceeding.
Continue eliminating variables until you reach the last equation. The resulting
simplified  system can then easily bc  solved by substitution.
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Let us try this method on the system (3) arising from the three-good input-
output Table 7.1:

n,  - 0.4 x2  0.3 x3  = 131)

~0.2x,  +  0.88x2  - 0.14x1  =  7 4 (8)

-0sxj  ~ 0 . 2  x* +  O.Y5x3  =  9s

We first try to eliminate x1  from the last t w o  equations by adding to each of these
equations a proper multiple of the first equation. To eliminate the ~lJ.2x,-term  in
(8h),  we multiply @a)  by 0.2 and add this new equation to (Xh). The result is the
following calculation:

0.2x, -0.08x,  - 0.06~3 =  2 6

+  -0.2x,  +0.8xX2  - 0.14x3  =  7 4

+  0.8x2  - 0.2x3  =  1 0 0 .

Similarly, by adding 0.5 times (Xa) to (SC), W C obtain a new third equation

Our system (8) has been transformed to the simpler system

In transforming system (8) to system (9).  we used only one  operation: w e
added a multiple of one equation t u another. This operation is reversible.  For
example, we can recover  (8) from (9) by adding -0.2 times  (Ya) to (Yh) t o obtain
(8h)  and then by adding -0.5 times (9a)  to (SC)  to obtain (Xc). (We continue  to
write (Yaj to denote the first equation in system (Y).) There are two other rcversibls
operations one often uses to transform a system of equations: 1) multiplying both
sides of an equation hy a nonzao  scalar and 2) interchanging t w o  equations.
These  three operations are called the elementary equation operations. Since
equals arc always added  to or subtracted from equals or multiplied hy the same
scalar, the  set ofxi’swhich  solve the original system will also solve  the transformed
system. In fact, since these  three operations are reversible,  any solution of the
transformed system will also be a solution of the original system. C:onsequently.
both  systems will have the  exact same set  of solutions. We call two systems of
linear equations equivalent if any solution of one system is also a solution of
the other.
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Fact If one system of linear equations is derived from another by elementary
equation operations, then both systems hevc  the same solutions; that is, the systems
are equivalent.

Let us return to our  elimination procedure and continue working on system
(9). Having eliminated  XI  from the last two equations, we now want to eliminate
x2  from the last equation. We apply the elimination process to the system of two
equations (9b) and (9~) in two unknowns. Multiply (9b) by I/2 and add this new
equation to (9~) to oh&in  the new system:

Ix,  - o.4xz ~ 0.3X~  =  130

+  08x1  0.2x1  =  100 (10)

+ 0.7x1  = 210.

Since each equation in (10) has one fewer variable than the previous one, this
system is particularly amenable to solution by substitution. Thus, xi  = 300 from
(10~). Substitutingxi  = 300 into (lOb)givesxz  = 200. Finally, substituting these
two values into (lOa) yields x, = 300. The method used in this paragraph is
usually called back substitution.

This method of reducing a given system of equations by adding a  multiple of
one equation to another or by interchanging equations until one reaches a system
of the form (10) and then solving (10) via back substitution is called Gaussian
elimination. The  important characteristic of system  (10) is that each equation
contains fewer  variables than the previous equation.

At each stage of the Gaussian elimination  process. we want to change some
coefficient of our linear  system to 0 by adding a multiple  of an cadim equation
to the given one. For cxample, if you want to use the cocfficicnt aji, in the third
equation tu climinare  the coefficient oix in the  fifth equation,  we add (--oin/aix)
times the third equation to the fifth equation, to get a new fifth equation  whose
kth coefficient is 0.  The  coefficient ulii  is then called a pivot. and we sa!;  that
wc  “pivot on uik to eliminate ujx.”  At each  stage of the elimination pnxcdurc;
we use a  pivot to climinatc  all coefticients  directly belou: it. For example, in
transforming system  (8) to system (9). the cocfficicnt I in equation (8”)  is the
pivot: in tranforming  system (9) to system (lo),  the cocficient  0.8 in equation
(‘Jh)  is the  pivot.

iVote that 0 can never be a pivot iti this process. If you want to eliminate  xi from
a  subsystem  of equations  and if the coefficient ofsh~  is zcw  in the first equation of
this suhsystcm  and  nonze~  in a suhscqocnt  equation,  you will have to IZYL‘ISC  the
wdcr  of these twc>  equations before pmcccding.

We did not use the  operation  of transforming an equation by simply multiplying
it h! a non~rm  scalar. Thcrc is B wriant  of Gaussian elimination, called Gauss-
Jordan eliminations which uses all three elementary equation  operations. This
method  starts like Gaussian elimination. c-g,. by transforming (8) to (IO). After
reaching system (10). multiply each  equation in (10)  hy a scalar so that the first
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nonzero coefficient is 1:

x,  - 0.4x2  - 0.3 xj = 130

x*  - 0.25x2  = 125 (11)

x3  = 300

Now, instead of using back substitution, use Gaussian elimination methods
from the bottom equation to the top to eliminate all but the first term on the left-
hand side in each equation in (I I). For example, add 0.25 times equation (1 Ic)
to equation (1 lb) to eliminate the coefficient of x3 in (1 lb) and obtain x2 = 200.
Then, add 0.3 times (11~)  to (lla)  and 0.4 times (llb) to (1 la) to obtain the new
system:

XI = 300

x2 = 200 (12)

13  = 300,

which needs no further work to see the solution. Gauss-Jordan elimination is
particularly useful in developing the theoryoflinearsyst~ms;  Gaussian elimination
is usually more efficient in solving actual linear systems.

Earlier we mentioned a third method for solving linear systems, namely matrix
methods. We will study these methods in the next two chapters, when we discuss
matrix inversion and Cramer’s rule. For now, it suffices to note that all the intuition
behind these more advanced methods derives from Gaussian elimination. The
understanding of this technique will provide a solid base on which to build your
knowledge of linear algebra.

EXERCISES

7.1 Which of the follawing  equations are linear?

0) 3s,  - 4x2 + 5.9 = 6; h)  X,.X~lj  =  -2 : c)  .?+6?;=  I:
d)  (I + ?.)(I  - z)  = -7: e)  IT + 3”‘Z  = 4; f) *  + 3;“” = -4

7.2 Solve the following systems by substitution, Gaussian elimination, and GauwJardan
elimination:



7.3 Solve the following systems by Gauss-Jordan elimination. Note that the third system
requires an equation interchange.

a)  3x + 3y = 4 b) 4x + 2y 32 =  I c)2x+2y-  z= 2

x y = 10; 6x + 3y  52 = 0 Xf y +  z=-2

x+  y+2z=9; 2.x 4y + 32 = 0,

7.4 Formal ize  the  three  e lementary  equat ion  opera t ions  us ing the  abs t rac t  nota t ion  of
system (2),  and for each operation, write out  the operation which reverses its effect.

7.5 Solve the IS-LM system in Exercise 6.7 by substitution.
7.6 Consider the general IS-LM model with no liscal policy in Chapter 6. Suppose that

M,  = M”;  that is, the intercept of the LM-curve is 0.
a) Use substitution to solve this system for Y  and I in terms of the other parameters.
b) How does the equilibrium GNP depend on the marginal propensity to save?
c:) How does the equilibrium interest late  depend on the marginal propensity to  save?

7.7 Use Gaussian elimination to solve

{

3x  +  3y  =  4

--x- y=lO

What  assumpt ions  do  you  have  to make ahout  the  coefticients  a,i  in  o rder  to  lind  a
salutian?

7.2 ELEMENTARY ROW OPERATIONS

The focus of our concern in the last section was on the coefficients a, and hi of
fbc  systems with which WC worked. In fact, it was a little inefficient to rewrite
the x,‘s, the plus signs, and the equal signs each time we transformed a system.
It makes sense to simplify the representation of linear system (2) by writing two
rectangular arrays of  i t s  cocflicients,  ca l led  matrices. The first  array is



which is called the coefficient matrix of (2). When we add on a column corre-
sponding t o the right-hand side in system (2), we obtain the matrix

which is called the  augmented matrix of (2). The mws  oft? correspond naturally
t o the equations of (2). For example,

1 -2( 13 1 and (: -: i)

arc the coefficient matrix and the augmented matrix of system (7). For accounting
purposes, it is often helpful to drew a vertical line just before the last column of
the augmented matrix, where the = signs would naturally appear, e.g.,

-2 I 8
(: 11 I 3

Our three clcmentary  equation operations now become  elementary row opera-
tions:

(I) interchange  t w o  rows of il matrix.
(2) change a row by adding t o it a multiple of another row. and
(3) multiply each  element in a how  by the same  M~LCIO  numhcr,

The new  augmrntcd matrix will reprcscnt  a system of linear equations which is
equivalent  to the system rcprcsented by the old  augmented matrix.

To see this equivalence,  first ohserve that each clemrntary  row operation  can
hc reversed. Clearly the interchanging of two rows or the  multiplication  of a  row
hy a nonzero scalar can be reversed.  Suppose we consider the TOW  operation  in
which k times the second  row of the augmented matrix A is added to the first row
of/i  The  new augmented  matrix is

B=
‘.

ox,,  ,..

However. if W C start with R and  add -k times the second  row t o the  first t o w Y
w t : Cll  recover;\.  Thus the TOM  operation can be reversed. Since elementary row



operations correspond to the three operations of adding a multiple of one equation
to another equation, multiplying both sides of an equation by the same scalar,
and changing the order of the equations, any solution to the original system of
equations  will be a solution to the transformed system. Since these operations
are reversible, any solution to the transformed system of equations will also be a
solution to the original system. Consequently the systems represented by matrices
a and B  have idenrical  solution sets;  they are equivalent.

The goal of performing row operations is to end up with a matrix that looks

much like (10). The nice feature about the augmented matrix representing (10)

(

1 -0.4 -0.3 I 130
0 0.8 -0.2 I 100

1
(1%

0 0 0.7 1 2 1 0

is that each row hegim  with more zeros  than does the previous TOW. Such a matrix
is said to be in row echelon form.

Definition A row of a matrix is said to have kleadingzeros  if the first k elements
of the row are all zeros and the (k + 1)th  element  of the row is not zero. With this
terminology, a  matrix is in row echelon form if each row has more leading zeros
than the row preceding it.

The first TOW  of the augmented matrix (13) has no leading zeros. The second
row has one. and the third row  has two. Since each row has more leading zeros
than the previous row, matrix (13) is in TOW  echelon form. Let’s  look at some more
concrete examples.

Ewnple  7.2 The matrices

sre in TOW  echelon form. If a matrix in row echelon form has a row  containing

only zero\;  thrn all the  subsequent rows must contain only ZCKX

Eruml~le  7..?  The matrices
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Example 7.4 The matrix whose diagonal elements (a;i’s)  are Is and whose off-
diagonal elements (a,‘~ with i not equal to j) are all OS  is in row echelon form.
This matrix arises frequently throughout linear algebra, and is called the identity
matrix when the number of rows is the same as the number of columns:

Example 7.5 The matrix each of whose elements is 0 is called the zero matrix
I and is in row echelon form:

The usefulness of row echelon form can he seen by considering the system of
equations (8). The augmented matrix associated with (8) is

(

1 -0.4
-0.2 0.88 -0.14 I
PO.5 -0.2

and through various row operations we reduced it to

1 ~0.4 -0.3 I 130
0 0.8 -0.2 I 1 0 0
0 0 0.7 I 210 1

(14)

This last matrix is in row echelon form and the corresponding  system can he easily
solved by substitution. Simply rewrite it in equation form and solve it from hottom
to top as we did for system (I 0).

Because of this connection with Gaussian elimination, it is natural that the first
nonzero  entry in each row of a matrix in TOW  echelon form he called a pivot.

The row echelon form is the  goal in the Gaussian elimination process. In
Gauss-Jordan elimination, one wants to use row  operations to reduce the matrix
even  further. First. multiply each  row  of the row echelon form by the  reciprocal of
the pivot in that row and create a new matrix all of whose pivots are 1s.  Then, use
these new pivots (starting with the 1 in the last row) to turn each nonzero entry
above it (in the same column) into a zew.
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For example, multiply the second row of (14) by 1/0.X and the third row of
(14) by l/O.7  to achieve the matrix

(

1 PO.4 -0.3 I 130
0 1 - 0 . 2 5  I 125
0 0 1 I 300 1

Then,  use the pivot in row 3 to turn the entries -0.25 and ~0.3  above it into
zerosP  first by adding 0.25 times row 3 to row 2 and then by adding 0.3 times
row 3 to row 1. The result is

1 PO.4 0 I 220
0 1 0 I 200
0 0 1 I 300

Finally, use the pivot in row 2 to eliminate the nonzem entry above it by adding
0.4 times r o w 2 to TOW 1 to the matrixget

( 0 0 1 0 0 I 0 0 1 I I I 300 200 300 ) (1%

Notice that this is the  augmented matrix for system (12) and that one can read the
solution right off the last column of this matrix:

x, = 300. x* = 200, xi = 300

We say that  matrix (15) is in reduced ~mvechelonform

Definition A row echelon matrix in which each pivot is a I and in which each
column containing a pivl,tcontainsnoothernon=eroentries  is said to beinreduced
row echelon form.

.The matrices in Examples 7.4 and 7.5  above are in reduced row echelon form.
Note that in transforming a matrix to row echelon form we work from top left to
huttom  right. To achieve the reduced row  echelon form, we continue in the same
way but in the other  direction, from bottom right to top left.

-

EXERCISES

1.9 Dcscrihc the row  operations involved in going from equations(R) to (10)

7.10 Put the matrices in Examples 7.2 and 7.3 in reduced mw  rchclon form.
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7.11 Write the three  systems in Exercise 7.3 in matrix form. Then use row operations to

find their corresponding  nxv  cchclon  and rcduccd  row echelon  forms and to find the

solution.

7 . 1 2 Use  Gauss-Jordan elimination in matrix form to solw the system

W+ x+ 3y-2r=0

2w+3x+  7y-2z=Y

3w+sx+13y-Yz=l

~2IVf  x - z=n.

7 .3 SYSTEMS WITH MANY OR NO SOLUTIONS

As we will study in more detail lalcr, the locus of all points (xl,  x1)  which satisfy

the linear equation ulixl  +  alznz  = h, is a straight line in the plane. Therefore,

the solution (xt, x1)  of the two lincu  equations  in two unknowns

h,

= II2
(16)

is a point which lies on both lines of (16) in the Cartesian plane. Solving system

(16)  is equivalent to finding where the two  lines given by (16)  cross. In general.

two  lines in the plane will be nonparallel and will cross in exactly one point.

However, the lines given by (16)  can be parallel to each other. In thih cast.  they

will either coincide  (II  they will ncvcr  cross. lfthey coincide; every point on either

line is a wlution  to (I 6); and (16)  has irr/inire/~  many solutions. An example is the

system

*,  f 2x2  =  3

21, TV 4x2  =  6 .

In the cast  whcrc the two parallel lines do not CTOSS,  the corresponding system has

no solution. as the example

illustrates.  Thcrcforc.  it follows from geometric considerations that two linear

equations  in two unknowns can have one solution, no solution, or infinitely many

solutions. We will see later in this chapter that this principle  holds for  cvcry  system

of m liwor  equations in II unknowns.
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So far we have worked with examples of systems in which there are exactly
as many equations as there are unknowns. As we saw in the input-output model
and the Markov  model in Chapter 6, systems in which the number of equations
differs from the number of unknowns arise naturally.

For example, let us look for a state price system for the investment model in
Example 6.1. Substitution of the state returns R,i from Example 6.1 into equations
(14) in Chapter 6 for the state prices leads to the system

whose augmented matrix is

( 3 1 2 2 3  1 1  1 1 1 )

Adding -3 times the first row to the second yields the  row echelon matrix

( 1 2 31
70 -4  -8 ( -2

To obtain the reduced IDW  echelon form, multiply the last equation hy -l/4:

Then, add -2 times the new last row to the first row to eliminate the 2 in the first
row above the pivot. The result is

I 0
(I 1

the reduced row echelon matrix, which corresponds to the system

PI - p,  = 0

p2  + 2pl  = 0 . 5 .

If we write this system as

P I  = P i

P2  = 11.5  2p3.
(18)
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we notice that there is no single solution to (I 8): for an? value of p3, system (IX)

determines corresponding values of p,  and p2. Since system (IX) has multiple

solutions, so does system (17). For any choice of p.;, (18) determines values of p,

and pz which solve system (17). For example,

(Check that these three are truly solutions of (17).)

As an example of a system with HO solurions,  consider an investment model

with state nzturns

R II  = 1 R,z = 3 R,?  = 2

Rz,  = 3 Rzz  = I Rp = 3

Once again by equation (14)  in Chapter 6. the corresponding system of equations

for  a state price vector (p,,  /Q)  is

I/‘,  +  Ii/I?  =  I

311,  +  I/l?  =  I (19)

2P  I - 3111  = I.

In system ,191. now  that the only 11,.  ,>2  pair that solves the tirsr  T W O equations ib

ox, = 0.25. .x2  = 0.25. Since this pair dots  not sarisfy the third equation. (19)  ha\

no solution. When we reduce the augmented matrix of (19)  ro row echelon form

we ohtain

il

3 I
0 -8 1 - 2
0 0 I ‘1-0.25

The last row corresponds to the equation

op  + ofi = p.25. (20)

The left-hand side of this equation is always II and thus can never  equal -0.25.

So there is no ,I,,  ~1~ pair which solves this equation. Uote  that if we replace the



last equation in (19)  hy

2&J  +  2pz  =  I ,

then the new system has the unique solution

p, = 0.25, pz = 0.25,

and the row echelon form of the augmented  matrix becomes

which con&ins  no contradictions. (Exercise:  check all these computations.)

Thcsc  cxamplcs raise the following questions about systems of linear equa-

tions.

(1) When does a particular system of linear  equations have a solution’?

(2) How many solutions does it have? How do we compute them?

(3)  What conditions on the coefficient matrix will guarantee the existence of

nf lctr.st  one solution for any choice of hi‘s  on the right-hand side of (2)?

(4) What conditions on the coefficient matrix will guarantee  the existence of

OI mo~cf  one solution for any choice of b,‘s’!
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For another example, consider an investment model with three assets and four
states. Suppose that shares of the three assets have the following current  values:

“1  = 38, “2  = 98, “3  = 153

As in Section 6.2, we write ys;  for the value of a share of asset i one year from
now if state s occurs. Suppose the ysi’s have the following values:

y11=  1 y12=  2 y13=  3

Yzl= 4 Y22  = 12 YZ3  = 18

Y31 = 17 Y32  = 46 YX = 69

y41=  4 yd,2  = 10 y41  = 17.

By (13) in Chapter 6, the state prices pl, p2,  pi, p4  for this model satisfy the system

Ip1  + 4p2  + 17pz  + 4p, = 38

2p,  + 12pz  + 46~3  + 10~4  = 98

3p,  + 18~1  + 69p,  + 17~4  = 153.

Its augmented matrix is

i

1 4 17 4 1 38
2 12 46 10 I 98 ,
3 18 69 17 I 153 1

with corresponding TOW echelon form

i

1 4 17 4 1 38
0 4 12 2 / 22
0 0 0 2 I 6 1

Divide the second row by 4 and the third row by 2 to obtain

c

I 4 17 4 I 38
0 1 3 0.5 I 5.5
0 0 0 I 1 3 1

Work first with the pivot in the third row to change column 4 from
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(

0 0 0; 1;  ; ; i i 1 ‘),

0 0 0 0 0 0 * w

This matrix is in row echelon form. The corresponding reduced row echelon form
is

i

1ww00w01w

00010w01w
0 0 0 0 1 w 0 I w
0 0 0 0 0 0 I I w 1

The final solution will have the form

x,  =  a ,  ~ 02x2  - a+,  a&j,

x4  = b, - kc,>
x5  = c, - C&,

x,  = d,.

Here x7  is the only variable which is unambiguously determined.  The variables
x2,  x3,  and x6  are free to take on any values; once  v&~es  have been selcctcd  for
these three variables; then  values for +,  , x4;  and x5  are automatically determined.

Some  more vocabulary is helpful  here. If the jth column of the row echelon
matrix Ij contains a pivot. we call xj  a basic variable. If the  jth column of B does
not contain a pivot. we call xi  a free or nonbasic variable. In this terminology,
Gauss-Jordan elimination determines a solution of the system in which each  basic
variable is either unambiguously determined or a lincar  expression of the fret
variables. The free variables are free  to take on any value.  Once  one chooses
values for the free variahlcs,  values for the basic variables are  determined.

As in the example above,  the free variables arc often placed on the right-
hand side of the equations to emphasirc  that their values are not determined by the
system; rather, they act as parameters in determining values for the basic variables.

In a given problem which variables are free and which are basic may depend
on the order of the operations used in the Gaussian elimination process and on the
order in which the variables are indexed.

EXERCISES

7.13 Reduce the following matrices  to TOW  cchclan  and reduced TOW  echelon  fomms:



7.14 Solve the system of equations
{

-4x+hy+4z=4

zr-  y+  z=l.
7.15 Use Gauss-Jordan elimination to determine for what values of the parameter k the

sys tem

x,+ x*=1

x, -kx2 = 1

has no solutions, one solution, and more than one solution.
7 .16 Use Gauss-Jordan elimination to solve the following four systems of linear equations.

Which variables are free and which are basic in each solution?

&9+2x+  y -  z=l w-  x+3ym z=o

a)
3w- x -  y+22=3

b)
w+4xm y+  z=3

x+ y-  r=l 3w+7x+  y+  z=6

2w + 3x + 3y 32 = 3; 3w+2*+5y-  z=  3;

w+2x+3y- z=l w+  x- y+22=  3

C)
-w+  x+2y+3z=2 2w+2x-2y+42=  6

3wm x+ y+22=2
4 -3wm3x+3y-6z=  -9

2w+3x-  y+  z =  I ; -2wm 2x+ 2y - 4z = -6.

7.17 a) Use the flexibility of the free variable to findpositive integers which satisfy the
sys tem

x+ y+ z=  13

x + 5y  + 1nz = 61

b) Suppose you hand a cashier a dollar bill for a &cent piece of candy and receive
16 coins as your change-all pennies, nickels. and dimes.  How many coins of
each type do you receive? [Hint: See part a.]

7.18 For what values of the parameter a does the following system of equations have  a
solution?

6x + y = 7
3x+ y=4

-61~  2y = a.

7.19 From Chapter 6,  the stationary distribution in the Markov  model of unemployment
satisfies the linear system

(y 1)x + /?y = 0

(l-q)x-/?y==o
x+ y=l.
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WC now answer the five basic questions  about existence and uniqueness of solu-

tions that were  posed in Section 7.3. The  main criterion involved in the answers

to these questions is the rank of a matrix. First, note  that we say a row of a matrix

is nonzero  if and only if it contains at least one nonzcro  entry.

Definition The  rank of a matrix is the numhcr of nonze~o rows in its row

echelon form.

Since W C can reduce any matrix to scvcral  different row echelon matrices  (if

we interchange  rows), we need to show that this definition of rank is indcpcndcnt

of which row echelon matrix we compute. We will save  this for Chapter 27, where

we will also discuss the rank of a matrix from a diffcrcnt.  more geometric point

of view.

Let A and/i  be the coefficient  matrix and augmented  matrix respectively of a

system of linear equations. Let R and B hc their corresponding row cchclon forms.

One goes  through the same steps in rcducingA  to B as in reducing A to B no matter

what the last column ofi is. heceuse  the choices of elementary row operations  in

going from A to I?  ncvcr  involve the last column of the augmented matrix. In other

word\;  B is itself an augmcntcd  matrix for 13.

We first relate the rank of ii coefficient matrix A to the rank of a corresponding

augmented  matrix end to the numhcr of rows and columns of.4. Note  that the rank

of the sugmcntcd  matrix must he at least as  big as the rank of the coefticicnt matrix

hccause  if a row in the augmented  matrix contidns  only zeros. then so does the

corresponding  tow of the coefficient  matrix.  Furthermore. the dctinition  of rank

requires that the rank is Icss  than or equal to the number  of rows of the cocfticicnt

matrix. Since each nonxr~,  row in the row echelon form contains exactly one

pivot;  rhc rank is equal to the numhcr of pivots. Since each  column of4 can have

at ~IOSI  one pivot. the rank is idso  Icss  than or equal to the numhcr of columns ot

the cocfficicnt  matrix. Fact 7. I summxizcs  the observations  in this paragraph.

Fact 7.1. Let .4 he the coefticicnt matrix and  let .i  he the corrccponding  aog-

mentcd matrix.  Then.

( a )  rank/l  5  rank,%

(/I) rank,<  5  numhcr of IOM~S  <ICA. and

(c) rank.4 5  number  of columns of A.

The  following fxr  relates the ranks of.4 and  of,,i  to the cxistcnce ot’ a solution

of the system in question  and gives us our tint answer  to Oue?tion  I ahovc.



Fact 7.2. A system of linear equations with coefficient matrix A and augmented
matrix/i has a solution if and only if

rankii  = rankA

Proof The proof of this statement follows easily from a careful consideration
1 of the TOW  echelon form b of A.  If ranka  > rankA,  then there is a zero row
1 in the row echelon coefficient matrix B  which corresponds to a nonzero row

in the corresponding row echelon augmented matrix B. This translates into the
equation

Ox, + Ox2  + + Ox,, = b’ (21)

with b’  nonzero.  Consequently, the row echelon system has no solution and
therefore the original system has no solution.

On the other hand, if the TOW  echelon form of the augmented matrix contains
no row  corresponding to equation (21), that is, if rankA = rank,& then there is
nothing to stop Gauss-Jordan elimination from finding a general solution to the
original system. As the discussion in the last section indicates, one can easily
read off the solution directly from the reduced row echelon form. Some basic
variables will be uniquely determined; others will be linear expressions of the
free variables. W

If a system with a solution has free variables, then these variables can take on
any value in the gcncral  solution of the system. Consequently, the original system
has infinitely many solutions. If there are no free variables, then every variable is
a basic variable. In this case, Gaussian or Gauss-Jordan elimination determines a
unique value for every variable: that is;  there is only one  solution to the system.
We can summarize these observations.

Fact 7.3. A linear system of equations must have either no solution, one solution,
or infinitely many solutions. Thus. if a system has more than one solution, it has
infinitely many.

Let  us look carefully at the case where there are no free variables in the system
under study. Since cvcry  variable must be a basic variable, each column contains
exactly one pivot. Since  tech nonzero row contains a pivot too, there must be at
least as many rows as columns. (Thcrc may be some all-zero rows at the bottom
of the  row  echelon matrix.) This proves:

Fact 7.4. If a system has exactly one solution, then the coefficient matrix A has
at least  as many rows as columns. In other words. a system with a unique solution
must have  at lcast  as many equations  as unknowns.

Fact 7.4 can be expressed another way.

Fact 7.5. If a system of linear equations has mwe unknowns than equations. it
must have either no solution or infinitely many solutions.



Consider a system in which all the bj’s on the right-hand side are 0:

O,pcl  + ” + Lzl,.r,,  = 0

UZIXj +  “’ + cb”X,,  =  0

: :

Such a system is called homogeneous. As we shall see later, homogeneous sys-
tems play an especially important role in the study of linear equations. Any
homogeneous system has at least one solution:

x,  = x2  = = x,, = ”

The following statement  is an immediate consequence of Fact 7.5

Fact 7.6. A homogcncous  system of linear equations which has mme  unknowns

than equations must have infinitely many distinct solutions.

We now turn to the answers of Questions 3,  4, and 5 of the previous section.
In many economic models, the b;‘s  on the right-hand side of a system of linear
equations can be considered as exogenous variables which vary from problem
to problem.  For each  choice of h,‘s  on the right-hand side, one solves the linear
system to  find the corresponding\,alucs  of the  cndog:cnousvariablcsn-,,  , I,,. For
example, in the  input-output example in Chapter 6. for each choice  of consumption
amounts L’,, (;,, co.  one wants to  compute the required outputs x,, I,,. In
the linear IS-I.M model ot’Chapter  h.  for each choice of policy variables G and M,
and parameters I’” and M‘, one wants to  compute the corresponding equilibrium
GNP Y and interest mtc  I’. Thus. it hccomcs  cspccially  important to  understand
what properties of a system will guarantee that it has at least one solution  or.  better
yet. exactly  one solution  for or?\  right-hand side (RHS) h,. h:.  h,,,.  Again the
answers  Row directly from ii careful look at reduced  row echelon matrices. First
we answer  Question 3.

Fact 7.7. A system of linear equations with coefficient matrix ,A will have a
solution  for every choice  of RIIS  11,.  b,,, if and only if

rank/l = number of rows ofA

/‘roof (If): If rankA  equals  the  number of rows ofA,  then the row echelon matrix
B of .A has no all-zero rows. I.et  h,. [I,,,  he a choice of RIIS  in system (2).
Lei  b be the row echelon form of the corresponding augmented matrix. By
the remarks  at the hcginning of this section. b is an augmented matrix for B,
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and hence B  will have no all-zero rows either. Thus,

rankA  = #rows  ofA  = #rows ofA  = rankA

By Fact 7.2, our system has a solution.
(Only If): If rankA  is less  than the number of rows ofA,  then the last row,

row m,  in the row  echelon matrix B  of A will contain only LCIOS.  Since B  is in
row echelon form,

Augment B by a column of 1s  to make B:

The system  corresponding  to B  can have  MI solution because  nothing satisfies

the equation described by the last row of !?:  0 = I. Starting now with L?,  rcvcrsc
in turn each row  operation that was applied in transforming A to R.  The result
is an augmented matrix A whose coefficient matrix is our original matrix A.
The systems of equations A and b are equivalent since one was obtained from
the other  by  a scqucncc of row  operations. Since the system corresponding to
!?  has no solution. neither doss the  system corresponding to A. Since A is an
augmented matrix forA.  we have  found a right-hand side for which the system
with cozfticient  matrix A 1x1s  no solution under the assumption that the rank of
A is less than the number of rows ofA.  This finishes the proof of Fact 7.7. n

If a  system of equation\ has fewer unknowns than equations, then the correspond-
ing coctficicnt  matrix has fcwcr  columns than rows. Since the rank is less than or
equal to the number of columns, which i\ less  than the number of rows, Fact 7.7
ensures  that thcrc arc RIISs for  which the  corresponding  system has no solutions.
We summarize this observation as Fact 7.8.

Fact 7.8. If a  system  of lincx  equations  has more equations  than unknowns.
then there is a right-hand side such that the resulting  system  has no solutions.

Next we turn to Ouestion  1 and state B condition that guarantees that OUT  system
will have  at most one solution,  that is; will never have infinitely many solutions.

for irr~v choice of RHS II,, h ,,,.
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Fact 7.9. Any system of linear equations havingA  as its coefficient matrix will
have at most one solution for every choice of RHS h,, , b,,  if and only if

rankA = number of columns ofA.

Proof (If): If rankA equals the number of columns of A, then there are as many
1 pivots in the reduced row  echelon matrix A” as there are columns in A”. Since
each column can contain at most one pivot, there is a pivot in each column. So,
every variable is a basic variable; there are no free variables. The reduced row
echelon matrix A” has the form

If there is a solution for some given RHS h,, , b,,,, it will be unambiguously
determined by A”; that is, the solution will bc  unique.

(Only If): On the other hand, if the rank is less than the number of columns,
then there must be some free variables. Choose a RHS so that the system has a
solution, for example, h,  = = b,,, = 0. Because the fret  variables can take
on any value in solutions (as shown in the previous section), there arc infinitely
many solutions to the system. This proves the second half of Fact 7.9. n

Finally, we combine Facts 7.7 and 7.9 to characterize those coefficient matrices
which have the property that for any  RHS hi,.  , b,,,l  the corresponding system
of linear equations has exactly one solution. Such coefficient matrices are called
nonsingular. They are the ones which will arise most frequently in our study ot
linear systems and other linear phenomena.

Fact 7.10. A coefficient  matrix A is nonsingular, that is, the corresponding
linear system has OK and only one solution for every choice of right-hand side
b,,  , b ,,,,  if and only if

number of rows of A = numhcr  of columns ofA = rank,4

Fact 7.10 is a straightforward consequence of Facts 7.7 and 7.9. It tells us that
a necessary condition for a system tn have a unique solution for every RHS is that
there be exactly as many equations as unknowns. The  corresponding coefficient
matrix must have the same number of rows as columns. Such a matrix is called a
square matrix.



The problem of determining whether a square matrix has  maximal rank (that

is, rank as in Fact 7.10) is a central  one in linear algebra. Fortunately, there is

an easily  computed  number  which one can assign to any square matrix which

determines whether or not this rank condition holds. This number is called the

determinant of the matrix; it will be the subject of our discussion in Chapters 9

and 26.

Finally, Fact 7.1 I summarizes our findings in this section for a system of m

equations in II unknowns-a system whose coefficient matrix has m rows  and n

columns.

Fact 7.11. Consider the linear system of equationsAx  = b

(u) If the number of equations < the number of unknowns, then:

(i) Ax = 0 has infinitely many solutions,

(ii) f<)r any given  b; Ax = b has 0 or infinitely many solutions, and

(iii) if rank A = number of equations, Ax = b has  infmitcly  many solu-

tions for every RIIS  b.
(/I)  If the numhcr  of equations > the number of unknowns, then:

(i) Ax = 0 has one or infinitely many solutions,

(ii) for any given b, Ax = b has I), l_  or infinitely many solutions, and

(iii) if rank A = number of unknowns, Ax = b has 0 or I solution for

cwry  RHS b.

(c) If  the number of equations = tbc number  of unknowns, then:

(i) 4x = 0 has one or infinitely  many solutions.

(ii) for any given  b, Ax = b has 0,  I, or infinitely many solutions, and

(iii) if rank A = number of unknowns = number of equations. Ax = b
has rxi~tly  I solution for every  RHS h.

Application to Portfolio Theory

A portfulic  (1,.  .,I~,)  is called duplicable if there is a different portfolio

(M.,,  br:,)  with exactly the came returns in every state:
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A state s*  is called insurable if there is a portfolio (.x1, , .q)  which has a positive
return if state se  “ccurs and zer”  return if any other state “CCUTS:

For any portfolio x, the return to x  in each state is given by the S-tuple  (RI,  , Rs),
where

: : (22)

Rsl  xl + +  Rsa  xa  = Rs.

Let R be the S X A coefficient matrix of the Rsi’s:

Suppose first that the matrix R has ranks  = the number of rows of R. Then, by
Fact 7.7, one can solve system (22) for any given S-tuple  (RI,. , Rs) of returns.
I” particular, if we take RI  = = Rs  = b for s”me b # 0, the solution to (22),
when properly normalized so  that x, + + X~  = 1, will be a riskless  asset. If we
set Rx = I and K, = 0 for i # k, the solution t”  (22), when properly normalized,
will be a” insurance portfolio for state k. So, if the rank of R = S, then there is a
riskless  asset and every state is insurable.

We will argue in Section 2X.2 that the converse holds to”.  If every state is
insurable, then R must have rank S. In particular, if A < S, that is, if there are
more states of nature than assets, then I( cann”t  have rank S and there must exist
states that are not insurable.

Finally. there are duplicable portfolios if and only if equation (22) has multiple
portfolio solutions for some right-hand sides. This situation occurs only if system
(22) has free variables, that is, only if the rank of R is less thanA.

Example 7.6 In Example 6. I, we worked with the 3 X 2 state--return matrix

1 3
R= 2 2,( )3 I
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which  has 2 columns and rank 2. We use Gaussian elimination to transform ?RI .‘:to ~5  tow  echelon form:

Since a + c 26 = 0 if a = b = c = 1, this market has a riskless asset.
Since a +  c ~ 26 # 0 if (a, b,  c) has exactly one nonze~o component, there
are no insurable states. Since X has no free variables, there are no duplicable
portfolios.

EXERCISES

7.20 Compute the rank of each of the following matrices:

6 -7 1

7.21 ‘The  following five  matrices arc curfficirnt  matrices of systems of linear equations.
For each matrix. what can you say ahout  the numhcr  of solutions  of the corrcspondinp
systrm:  a) whrn the right-hand sidr  is h,  = = h,  = 0,  and h)  for gencrat  RHS
h,. h ”11,
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7.5 THE LINEAR IMPLICIT FUNCTION THEOREM

The situation described in Fact 7. IO  arises frequently in mathematical models, as
we discussed last section. The hi’s on the RHS of (2) represent some externally
determined parameters, while the linear equations themselves represent some
equilibrium condition which determines the internal variables x,, , v,,. Ideally,
there should be a unique equilibrium for each choice of the parameters bl, b,,,.
Fact 7. IO tells us exactly when this ideal situation occurs: the number of equations
must equal the number of unknowns and the coefficient matrix mw have maximal
rank.

In this view, consider once again the IS-LM model described in Chapter 6:

SY  + a,-  = I” + G

mY  hr = M.7 -M’.
(23)

Choose numerical values for the parameters s.  o,  171.  h.  I*.  G, and M”  in system (23).
However, think of M,.  the money supply, as a variable policy parameter which a
policymaker can set externally. For each  choice of money supply. the economy
reaches an equilibrium in Y and I’. Since we have two equations in two unknowns,
Fact 7.10 tells us that system (23) will indeed detertnine  a unique (Y.r)  pair for
each choice of M,, provided the coeflicient matrix

has rank twt,.
In this IS-LM model the  variables Y and I are called endugenous  variables

becauss  their values are determined by the system of equations under consider-
ation. On the other hand. ,W,  is called an exogenous variable because its value
is determined outside of system (2.7).  If we were to treat .x. o.  m. ii. I^.  G. and M*
as parameters also. then they too would be exogenous variables. Mathematicians
would call exogenous variables independent variables and endogenous  variables
dependent variables.

A genrwl linear model will have 111 equations  in II unkmrwns:

U,,,,~T,  T c I,,, 2.12  + + u ,,,,,.  I,, = h,,,.

Usually there will be a natural division of the  xi’s into  exogenous and endoeenous
variables given by the  Imodel.  This division will be successful only if. after choosing
values  for the  exogenous  vxiablcs  and  plugging them into  system (24). one  can



then unambiguously solve the system for the rest of the variables, the endogenous
ones. Fact 7.10 in the last section tells us the two conditions that must hold in
order for this breakdown into exogenous variables and endogenous variables to
be successful. There must be exactly as many endogenous variables as there are
equations in (24), and the square matrix corresponding to the endogenousvariables
must have maximal rank m. This statement is a version of the Implicit Function
Theorem for linear equations, and is summarized in the following theorem.

Theorem 7.1 Let n,, _,  xk and xk+,, .,x. be a partition of the n variables
in (24) into endogenous and exogenous variables, respectively. There is, for
:ach choice of values xF+,, , .rE  for the exogenous variables, a unique set of
values xy, _,  x: which solves (24) if and only if:

(a) k = m (number of endogenous variables = number of equations) and
(b) the rank of the matrix

corresponding to the endogenous variables, is k

Under the conditions of Theorem 7.1, we can think of system (24) as implicitly
presenting each of the endogenous variables as functions of all the exogenous
variables. Later, we will strengthen this result and use it as motivation for the
Implicit Function Theorem for nonlinear systems of equations-a result which
will be the cornerstone of our treatment of nonlinear equations, especially applied
to comparative St&x  in economic models.

EXERCISES

1 . 2 5 For each of the  following two  systems, we want to  separate the variables  into
exogenous and rndogenous  ones so Ihal  each choice of values for the exogenous
variables  dctcrmines  unique YBIUZS  for the endogenous variables. For each system,
a) determine hnu  many variahlcs  can he  mdogrnous  at any one time, h)  determine
a successful  separation into exogenous and endagenaus  variables, and c) find an
explicit lormula  for the  endogenous variables  in terms of the exogenous ones:

r+2y+z- Iv= 1
x+*y+  z- w=l

9
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1.26 For Example  I in Chapter 6,  write out  the linear system which corresponds Lo

equation (I) in Chapter 6 but with the $100,000 bcforc-tax profit replaced by a

general before-tax profit P. Solve the resuking  system for C,  S,  and F in tmns  of P.

7 . 2 7 For the values of the constants in Exercise 6.7, show  that each  choice ofM,  uniquely

determines an equilibrium (V,  I).

7 . 2 8 n) In IS-LM model (23).  USC  Gaussian elimination to find a general formula in-

valving .s,  n,  m,  and II which, when satisfied. will guarantee  that system (23)

determines  a unique wlue  of Y and I for each choice of I-, M’.  G;  and M,.

h) In this case, find  an explicit formula for Y and I in terms  of all the other  variables.

c) Note how changes in each of the exogenous variables affect  the values  of Y and I’.

7.29 Consider the system

w -  x+3y-  r=”

h’  + 4.x  )’ + 2r = 3

3w+7x+  y+ z=  6 .

a)  Separate  the variables into endogenous  and exogenous ones  so that  each choice

of the exogenous variables uniquely  dctcrmines  values far the sndogcnws  ones.

b) For your answer  to a, what are the values  of the endogenous variables when  all

the exogenous variables arc set  equal  to II?

c)  Find a separation into rndogrnous and exogenous variables  (aamc number  of

each  as in part a) that will mat  work in the sense of o Find a value  of the new

exogenous variables for which thcrc  UC  infinitely many carrrspondinL:  values  of

the cndngcnaus  variables.

7.30 C’unsidrr  the sy>~em

IV I - 3x I =  0

IV + 4s .v  - I _  3

3w  + 7x - ? - I = 6.

Is  there any wcccssful  dccompnsition  into  cndr~gcnous  and erogenous  wriahle\‘.’

Fwplain.
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Euclidean Spaces

As we discussed at the end of Chapter 1, one of the main uses of mathematical anal-
ysis in economic theory is to help construct the appropriate geometric and analytic
generalizations of the two-dimensional geometric models that are the mainstay of
undergraduate economics courses. In this chapter, we begin these constructions by
studying how to generalize notions of points, lines, planes, distances, and angles to
n-dimensional Euclidean spaces. Later, our analyses of n-commodity economies
will make heavy use of these concepts.

The first three sections of this chapter present the basic geometry of coor-
dinates. points and displacements in n-space. If this material is familiar to most
students, it can be left as a background reading assignment.

10.1 POINTS AND VECTORS IN EUCLIDEAN SPACE

The Real Line

The simplest geometric object is the number line-the geometric realization of
the set of all real numbers. The number line was defined carefully at the  beginning
of Chapter 2. Every real number is represented by exactly one point on the line.
and each point on the line represents one  and only one numbcr.  Figure 10.1 shows
“art  of a number line.

The Plane

In some  of our  economic examples. we have used pairs of numbers to repre-
sent economic objects, for example, consumption bundles in Chapter 1. Pairs
of numbers also have a geometric representation, called the Cartesian plane or
Euclidean Z-space, and written as R2.  To depict R’, first draw two pcrpcndicular
number lines: one horizontal to represent the  first  component x1  of the pair
(x1, x2) and the other vertical  to represent the second component x2 of (x,,  x2). The
unit length is usually the same along each line (although it need not be). These two

Figure
10.1
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Figure
10.2

number lines  arc cdlled  coordinate axes. They intersect at their origins. Figure
10.2 shows how each point in the plane is identified with a  unique pair of numbers.
We have used the Cartesian plane in Chapter 2 to draw graphs of functions of one
variable.

A point p in the Cartcsiun  plane represents a pair of numbers (u.  h) as follows:
draw a  vertical  line eI and a horizontal line e2  through the point p.  The  vertical
line CTOSXS the x,-axis  at u. and the horirontal  lint  crosses the x-axis  at h.  WC
associate the  pair (a,  h) with the point p.  To go  the ~thcr  way ~ to End the point

p which represents  the pair (a, l)-find  a on the I,-axis.  and through  it draw
the  vertical  line <,  Find b on the I,-axis.  and through it draw the horizontal line
P:.  The  intersection  of the two lines XI  and fZ2  is the point p. which WC will
sometimes write  as p(u. h). The number a is called the x,-coordinate of p.  and  h
is called the xl-coordinate  of p. In Figure  10.3  we show a numhcr of points and
their coordinates.

Figure
10.3
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The point of intersection of the horizontal and vertical number lines is our
reference point for measuring the location of p.  It is called the origin, and we
denote it by the symbol 0, since it is represented by the pair (0, 0).

Three Dimensions and More

Similarly, one can visualize 3-dimensional Euclidean space R” by drawing three
mutually perpendicular number lines. As before, each one of these number lines
is called a coordinate axis: the xl-axis, the x2-axis, and the x,-axis, respectively.
One  usually draws the x2-axis  as the horizontal axis and the .x-axis as the vertical
axis on the plane of the page and then pictures the x,-axis as coming out of the
page toward one, as in Figure 10.4.

The process of identifying a point with a particular triple of numbers uses
the techniques that we used in R’.  The process is illustrated in Figure 10.5. To

/’
/’

/’
/’

Figure
10.4

Figure
10.5Thp  pod  p with coordinates (a,  b,  c).
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find the point represented by the triple (a, b,  c). forget about a for a moment, and
locate the point representing (b,  c) in the xzx3-plane  - the plane of the page. This
is a Z-space exercise that we already know how to do. From the point (4 c) in
the plane of the page, move a units in the direction parellel to the xl-axis.  March
out of the page if a is positive, and march behind the page if a is negative. If a
is 0, remain where you are. The point p at which you finish represents (a,  b, c)
and is sometimes denoted by p(a,  b,  c). We could have just as easily started in the
x,.x-plane  and then moved b units to the right (for positive b), or in thex,xz-plane
and then moved c units up (for positive c). Check to see that you end up at the
same point no matter which method you use.

Finding the coordinates that describe a particular point p is just as easy.
Starting from p,  move parallel to the x,-axis until you reach x@-plane.  The
distance moved is a; it is positive if the move was into the page and negative if
the move was out toward you. The coordinates b and c are now found using the
Z-space technique. Again, the answer is independent of which plane you head for
first. This description and the accompanying diagram (Figure 10.5) is an example
of a situation where a picture is worth a thousand words.

Of course, we cannot draw geometric pictures of higher-dimensional Euclidean
spaces, but we can use our pictures of R’,  R2,  and R3 to guide our intuition.  We
will see that the formulas describing geometric objects and their properties in
R” and R-’ generalize readily to higher dimensions. The real lint R’ consists of
single numbers. The plane R2 consists of ordered pairs of numbers. We say
ordered pairs because the order of the numbers matters; (I, 0) is not the same as
(0, 1). Euclidean n-space consists of ordered  n-tuples of numbers- ordered lists
of n  numbers. For example, Euclidean &pace  contains ordered  triples (a, b,  c) of
numbers. Euclideen S-space contains ordered S-tuples  (u.  b,  c, d,  e). Euclidean n-
space is usually referred to as R”. The number n in R” refers to how many numbers
are needed to describe each location. It is called the dimension of R”. Thus RS
has 5 dimensions, while R’ has only tvw  dimensions. Each space will have its
origin, the  point with respect to which we make our coordinate measurements. As
we did in R2. we will always refer to the origin hy the symbol 0.

10.2 VECTORS

Euclidean spaces are useful for modeling a wide  variety of economic phenomena
because n-tuples of numbers have many useful interpretations.  Thus far we have
emphasized their interpretation as locations, or points in n-space. For example, the
point (X,2) represents a particular location in the plane, found by going 3 units to
the right and 2 units up from the  origin. This is just the way we use coordinates on
a map of a country to find the location of a particular city. We USC  coordinates to
describe locations in exactly the same way in higher dimensions. Many economic
applications require us to think of n-tuples of numhcrs as locations. For example.
we think of consumption hundles  as locations in commodity spuce.

We can also  interpret n-tuplrs as displacements. This is a useful way of
thinking about vectors for doing calculus. We picture these displacements as
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arrows in R”. The displacement (3,2)  means: move  3 units to the right and 2 units
up from your current location. The tail of the arrow marks the initial location; the
head marks the location after the displacement is made. In Figure 10.6, each arrow
represents the displacement (3,2),  but in each case the displacement is applied to
a different initial location.

//

Q
"

P

The displacement (3,2).
Figure
10.6

For example, the tail of the displacement labeled v in Figure 10.6 is at the
location (3, I), and the head is at (6, 3). We will sometimes write @ for the
displacement whose tail is at the point P and head at the point Q. Two arrows
represent the same displacement if they are parallel and have the same length and
direction. For our purposes, two such arrows are equivalent; regardless of their
different initial and terminal locations, they both represent the same displacement.
The essential ingredients of a displacement are its magnitude and direction.

How do we assign an n-tuple to a particular arrow? We measure how far we
have to move in each direction to get from the tail to the head of the arrow. For
example, consider the arrow v in Figure 10.6. To get from the tail to the head
we have to move 3 units in the x,-direction and 2 units in the x2-direction. Thus
v must  represent the displacement (3,2).  More formally, if a displacement goes
from the initial location (a,  h)  tu the terminal location (c,  d), then the move in the
xl-direction is c - a, since a + (c a) = c;  and the move in the xz-direction  is
d-h, since h + (d b) = d. Thus the displacement is (c a, d - b). This method
of subtracting corresponding coordinates applies to higher dimensions as well.
The displacement from the point ~(a,, a~,  , a.) to the point q(bl, bz,.  ., b,) in
R” is written

rq = (b,  - a,, hi a~,  ., b,  a,)

Figure 10.6 illustrates that there are many (3,2)  displacements. In any given
discussion, all the displacements will usually have the same initial location (tail).
Often, this initial location will naturally be 0, the origin. From this initial location,
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10.7 Some d i sp lacements  in  the  p lane .

the displacement (3,2)  takes us to the location (3,Z). With this “canonical repre-
sentation” of displacements, we can think of locations as displacements from the
origin. Several different displacements are shown in Figure 10.7.

We have just seen that the very different concepts of location and displace-
ment have a common mathematical representation as n-tuples  of numbers. These
concepts act alike mathematically, and so we give them a common name: vectors.

Some books distinguish between locations and  displacements by writing a

location as a row vector (a.  h)  and a displacement as a column vector
0
i This

approach is unwieldy and unnecessary. From now on we will use the word “vector”
to refer to both locations and displacements. It will either be explicitly mentioned,
or clear from the context, whether locations OT  displacements are meant  in any
particular discussion.

10.1

10.2

10.3

1 0 . 4

EXERCISES

Draw a number line and locate (approximately) the points I, 31’2. 2. 45. 71. and
-n/2.
Draw a Cartesian plane and locate on it the following points: (I, 1 j. (~ I /2.3/2).
(O,O),  (0. -4);  cr. 4).
Draw a plane, and show the path you  would traverse were you to  start at (~ I, 31,
displace yourself first by the vector (I, -31, and then hy the vector  C-1, -3).
For the points P and Q listed  below, draw the corresponding displacement vector
?$ and compute the corresponding n-tuple  for zsi:

0) P(O.0) and  Q(2.  -I). h) P0.2) and Qcl,  I).

c) P(3.2) and Q(5.3). 4 P(O.  I) and Q(3.  I).

e)  P(O.O.0)  a n d  Q(l.2.41, f, P(O.l,Ol a n d  Q(2,-1.3).
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10.3 THE ALGEBRA OF VECTORS

There are four basic algebraic operations for the real numbers, R’:  addition,
subtraction, multiplication and division. This section introduces the three basic
algebraic operations on higher-dimensional Euclidean spaces: vector addition and
subtraction and scalar multiplication.

Addition and Subtraction

We add two vectors just as we add two numbers. We simply add separately the
corresponding coordinates of the two vectors. Thus

(3,2)  + (4,  1)  = (7,3),

(Xl>  x2,  Xi)  + h Y2,  Y3)  = (XI  + YI>  x2  + YZ,  13 + Y?).

Notice that we can only add together two vectors from the same vector space.
The sum (2, 1) + (3,4,  I) is not defined, since the first vector lives in Rz while
the second vector lives in R3.  Furthermore, the sum of two vectors from R” is a
vector, and it lives in R”. When we add (3,5,  I, 0) + (990, 1) from R4, we get
the vector (3, 5, 1, I) which is also in R4.

To develop a geometric intuition for vector addition, it is most natural to think
of vectors as displacement arrows. If u = (a, 6) and v = (c, d)  in R*,  then we
want u + v to represent a displacement of a + c units to the right and h + d
units up. Intuitively, we can think of this displacement as follows: Start at some
initial location. Apply displacement u.  Now apply displacement v to the terminal
location of the displacement u.  In other words, move v until its tail is at the head
of u.  Then, u + v is the displacement from the tail of u to the head of v,  as in
Figure 10.8. Verify that u + Y, as drawn, has coordinates (u + L:, h  + d).

Figw
10.8
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I
Figure

10.9 u+v=v+u.

Figure 10.9 shows that it makes no difference whether we think of u + v as
displacing first by u and then by Y OI  first by v and then by II. Since the hvo  arrows
representing u in Figure 10.9 are parallel and have the same length and similarly
for the two representations of v,  the quadrilateral in Figure 10.9 is a parallelogram.
Its diagonal represents both u + v and v + u.  Formally, Figure 10.9 shows that
u + v = v + u;  vector addition, like addition of real numbers, is commutative.

One can use the parallelogram in Figure 10.9 to draw u + Y while keeping the
tails of u and v at the same point. First, draw the complete parallelogram which
has u and Y as adjacent sides, as in Figure 10.9. Then, take u + v as the diagonal
of this parallelogram with its tail at the common tail of u and v.  Physicists use
displacements vectors to represent forces acting at a given point. If vectors u and
v represent two forces at point P, then the vector u + v represents the force which
results when both forces are applied at P at the same time.

Vector addition obeys the other rules which the addition of real numbers obeys.
These are:  the associative rule, the existence of a zem (an additive identity), and
the existence of an additive inverse.  The zero vector is the vector  which represents
no displacement at all. Analytically we write

0 = (0, 0, , 0).

Geometrically, it is a displacement ??  having the sane  terminal point as initial
point. Check both algebraically and geometrically that u + 0 = u.

If u = (a,, a?,  , an),  then the negative of u,  written --u  and called “minus u”,
is the vector (pa,,  ~a~, , -an).  Geometrically, one interchanges the head and
tail of u to obtain the head and tail of pu.  Symbolically, -3 = z. Check that
the algebraic and geometric points of view are consistent and that u + (mu) = 0.

In the real numbers, subtraction is defined by the equation a - b = a + (-b).
We can use the same rule to define subtraction for vectors. Thus

(4,3,5)  - (1,3,2)  = (4, $5)  + (PI, -3, -2)

= (4 - 1,3 3,s 2)

= (3, 0, 3).
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More generally, for vectors in R”,

( 01,  al>. a 4 - (bl,  bz, , b,) = (al  - b,,  az  ~ bz,. > a. ~ b,).

Geometrically we think of subtraction as completing the triangle in Figure 10.8.

Given u and u + v, find v to make the diagram work. Put another way, x - y is
that vector which, when added to y, gives x.  Subtraction finds the missing leg of
the triangle in Figure 10.11~.

Geometric representation of x ~ y

Scalar Multiplication

It is generally not possible to multiply two vectors in a nice way so as to generalize
the multiplication of real numbers. For example, coordinatewise multiplication
does not satisfy the basic properties that the multiplication of real numbers satisfies.
For one  thing, the coordinatewise product of two nonzero  vectors, such as (1,0) and
(0, 1). could be the zero  vector. When this happens, division, the inverse operation
to multiplication. cannot bc detined.  However,  there is a vector  space operation
which corresponds  to statements  like, “go twice as far” or “you are halfway
there.” This operation is called scalar multiplication. In it we multiply a vector,
cuordinatewise,  by a real number. or scalar. If r is a scalar and x = (x,, , x~)  is
a vector, then their product is

r x = (TY,.  ., rx,.x.

For example. 2 (I, I) = (2,2),  and 4 (-4,2)  = (-2, I).
Geometrically. scalar multiplication of a displacement vector x by a non-

negative  scalar r corresponds to stretching or shrinking x hy the factor I without
changing its direction, as in Figure 10.11. Scalar multiplication by a negative
scalar causes not only a change  in the length of a vector hut also a reverse in

direction.
In the algebra of the real  numbers, addition and multiplication are linked by

the distributive laws:

a (b +  c)  = oh +  ac and (a + h) c = UC + bc.

Figure
10.10
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Figure
10.11

-2x

Scalar multiplication in the  plane.

There are distributive laws in Euclidean spaces as well. It  is easy to see that

vector addition distributes over scalar multiplication and that scalar multiplication
distributes over  vector  addition:

(N) (r  + .s)u  = ru + su for all scalars r; s and vectors u.
(h) ,.(u  + v) = I” + IV  for all scalars I and vectors u,  v

Any set of objects with a  vector addition and scalar multiplication which
satisfies the rules we have outlined in this section is called a vector space. The
elements of the set are called vectors. (The operations of vector addition and scalar
multiplication are the operations of matrix addition and scalar multiplication of

matrices, respectively. applied to I X n or II X I matrices. as defined in Section
I of Chapter 8. The scalar product of the next section will alw  correspond to a

matrix operation.)
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e” + ,” + w)
” + (v + w) = (u + v)  + w.

10.4 LENGTH AND INNER PRODUCT IN R”

Among the key geometric concepts that guide our analysis of two-dimensional
economic models are length, distance and angle.  In this section, we describe the
n-dimensional analogues  of these concepts which WC will use for more complex,
higher dimensional economic models.

When we build mathematical models of economic phenomena in Euclidean
spaces, we will often  be interested in the geometric properties of these spaces,
for example, the distance  between two points or the angle between two vectors.
In this section we develop the analytical tools needed to study these properties.
In fact. all the geometrical results of planar (that is. two-dimensional) Euclidean
geometry  can he derived using purely analytical techniques. Furthermore, these
analytic techniques  arc all we have for generalizing the results of plane geometry
to higher-dimensional Euclidcan spaces.

Length and Distance

The most basic geometric property  is distance or  length. IfP and Q are two points
in R”, WC write FL) for  the line segment joining P tu Q and PQ for the vector from
P to Q.

Notation The  length of line segment PQ is denoted  by the  symbol IlPQll. The
vertical lines draw attention to the analogy of length in the  plane with absolute
value in the  lint.

We now dcvclop  a formula for  IIPQII. or equivalently, f<,r the distance between
points P and Q.  First, consider the case where P and Q lit  in the plane R2 and have
the same  x+xxndinate.  We have pictured this situation in Figure 10.13, where
P has coordinates (a,. /I) and Q has  coordinates (al, h). The length of this line is
clearly the length of the line segment  connecting (I, and a?  on the .x-axis.  Since
length is alway\ a positive number, the length of this segment on the x,-axis is
simply [(I~  (I, 1. We conclude that IlPQll  = Ia2  n,  I.  as in Figure 10.13.

Figure
10.12
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Figure
10.13

Figure
10.14

b,

llrnll = la2

I .,il
m

Figure
10.15
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Next, consider the case where P and Q have the same n,  -component. Say P is
(a, bl) and Q is (a,  b),  as in Figure 10.14. Here, the distance is naturally 19 - b, 1.

Finally, we consider the general case, as pictured in Figure 10.15. To compute
the length of line 0 joining points P(a,,  bl) and Q(az, bz),  mark the intermediate
point R(aZ,  bl). Let  m be the (horizontal) line segment from P(a,,  bl) to R(a2,  b,)
and let n  be the (vertical) line segment from Q(a, b,)  to R(q, b,).  The cor~e-
sponding triangle PRQ is a right triangle whose hypotenuse is the line segment X.

Apply the Pythagorean Theorem to deduce the length of 4:

(length-e)’ = (length m)’ + (length n)’

= la, a# + lb, - b#.

Taking the square root of both sides of this equation gives

Ilmll  = length4 = &a, - a#  + (b, - b#. (1)

We can apply this argument to higher dimensions, as pictured in Figure 10.16.
To find the distance from P(a,,  bl,  cl) to Q(az, bz, cz) in R3, we use the point
R(q,  b2, c,),  which has the same .x-coordinate  as P and the same x1- and x2-
coordinates as Q. Since P and R have the same .x-coordinate,  the segment PR lies
on the x3 = c,  plane, which is parallel to the x,x2-plane  (x3 = 0). Since Q and R
have the same xl- and x+oordinates,  segment QR is parallel to the q-axis and
therefore perpendicular to the segment PR. Therefore, APRQ is a right triangle
with hypotenuse PQ. By the Pythagorean Theorem,

IIPQII’ = IlPRf + llRQl12. (4

_;
I
5pc$7JR

F i g
10.~Computing the length of line PQ in R3,
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Since RQ is parallel to the ,x-axis,  its length is simply 1~2 - c, I.  To find the length
of PR, we work in the two-dimensional plane through PR parallel to the x1x2-
plane. Note that if S = (a*,  bl,  q),  PS  is parallel tc~  the xl-axis and therefore has
length Ia2  ~ a, I,  and SR is parallel to the x2-x& with length lb2  ~ bl 1. Applying
the Pythagorean Theorem to right triangle PSR  yields:

llPRl12 =  lIPSlIz  +  llSRll*

= Ia2  - al  I*  + lb2  - b,  I*.

Substituting this into Equation (2) yields:

llPQl12  = laz  - all’ + lb2  - b, I2 + Icz  - c, 1’

Therefore, the distance from P to Q is

IlPQll  = (a~  ~ al)’ + (bz  ~ b#  + (CL  - c#. (3)

Formulas (1) and (3) generalize readily to points in higher dimensional Eu-
clidean spaces. If (x1,  .x2,. , x,J and (y,,  yz,  _,  y,J are the coordinates of x  and
y.  respectively, in Euclidean n-space, then the distance between x and y is

&I - YI Y + (x2 - YZY  + + (4,  ~ Y.Y

We will use this same formula whether we think of x  and y as points or as
displacement vectors. Recall that x  y  is the vector joining points x  and y and its
length IIx y/I  is the same as the distance between these two points. Thus, it is
natural to write

In particular. if we take y to be 0, then the distance from the point x  = (x,,  , I,,)
to the origin or the length of the vector x is

We can now make more prccisc  the  effect of scalar multiplication on the length
of a vector  Y. If I is a positive scalar, the length of IV  is r times the length of v.
If I is a negative scalar, the length of IV  is 111  times the length of v.  This can be
summarized as follows.

1 Theorem 10.1 /IrvII = 111  llvll  for all I in R’ and v in R”. I
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Ilrh ., hz)II = Il(rv,,  rvz, ., Yz)II
= (rv,)2  +  +  (rv,,)~

=JW

=  IrIJm, s i n c e  fi =  lrl. n

Given a non-zero displacement vector v,  we will occasionally need to find a
vector w which points in the same direction as v,  but has length 1. Such a vector w
is called the unit vector in the direction of v,  or  sometimes simply the direction
of v.  To achieve such a vector w, simply premultiply  v by the scalar I = h,
because

Example 10.1 For example, the length of (1, -2, 3) in R” is
I

I ll(l, -2,3)ll  = 412  + (-2): + 32 = &i.

I ‘:I\ d  vector  which points in the  ~ilmc  direction as (I, -2,  3) but has length 1.

The Inner Product

We have learned how tc~  add and subtracl  two veckxs  and how to compute the
distance between than. In this section we introduce  another  operation on pairs of
vectors, the  Euclidcan inner  product. This operation assigns a number to each pair
of vectors. We will see that it is connected 10  the notion of “angle between two
vectors,” and therefore is useful for discussing geometric problems.

Definition Let u = (u,, u,,) and v = (v,,  ,  v,,)  be two  vectors  in R”.  The
Euclidean inner product of u and v,  written  as u v,  is the numhrr
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Because of the dot in the notation, the Euclidean inner product is often called
the dot product. To emphasize that the result of the operation is a scalar, the
Euclidean inner product is also called the scalar product. In the exercises to this
section, we introduce the o”ter  product or cross product as a way of multiplying
two vectors in R3 to obtain another vector in R3.

Example  10.2 If” = (4, ~1,2)  and v = (6,3,  ~4),  then

~ “.v=4.6+(-1).3+2.(~4)=  13.

The following theorem summarizes the basic analytical properties of the inner
product-properties that we will “se often in this text. Its proof is straightforward
and is left as an exercise. Work o”t  the relationships in this theorem to build up  a
working knowledge of inner product.

Theorem 10.2 Let “, v,  w be arbitrary vectors in R” and let r be an arbitrary
scalar. Then,

(a) ” Y = ” “,

(b) u.(v + w) = u.v + u'w,

(c) " (F-v) = r(u v) = (ru) Y,

(d) u. u 2 0,

(e)  ” ” = 0 implies ” = 0, and

(f) (u + v)  (u + v)  = ” ” + 2(”  v)  + Y v.

The Euclidean inner product is closely connected to the Euclidean length of a
vecto*.  Since

u u = u:  + IL;  + + u: and ll”ll = Juf + u;  + + u*,/z

Ilull = JiG

Consequently, the distance between two vectors ” and v can be written in terms
of the inner product as

II” VII = J(” - v)  (u - v).

Any two vccto~s”  and v in R” determine a plane, as illustrated in Figure IO.  17.
In that plane we can measure the angle 0 between” and Y. The inner product yields
an important connection between the lengths of” and Y  and the angle 0 between
u and v.
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Figure
The angle between two vecfor.s  in R”. 10.17

Theorem 10.3 Let u and v be two  vectors in R”. Let B  be the angle between
them. Then,

Remark Recall that to measure the twine  of an angle  0  = LBAC  as in Figure
10.18, draw the perpendicular from R  to a point D on the line containingA  and C.
Then_  in the right triangle BAD, the cosine of H  is the length of adjacent side AD
divided by the length oC  hypotenuse AB.  See the Appendix of this book for more
details. If 0  is an obruse  angle (between 90 dcgrccs and 270 degrees), then Fig-
ure 10,lYistherelevantdiagramand  thecosine of 8is therqariveof  llil~ll/l~~ll.

A D c
Figure

cos  0 = llADll/llASll. 10.18

0 ‘,,

” A c
Fizure
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In either case, cosine 0 lies between - 1 and + I since a leg of a right triangle can
never be longer than the hypotenuse. For us, the important properties of cos 0 are:

cos  0  > 0 if 0  is acute,

cos  fl < 0 if 0  is obtuse,

cos  0  = 0 if 0  is a right angle.

Proof of Themem 10.3 The following proof is a bit more complex than the other
proofs we have seen. It uses the Pythagorean Theorem again. Without loss of

we can work with u and v as vectors with tails at the origin 0; say
u = $ and v = z. Let 1 be the line through the vector Y, that is, the line
through the points 0 and Q. Draw the perpendicular line segment m from the
point P (the head of u)  to the line X, as in Figure 10.20. Let R be the point
where m meets JJ. Since R lies on &, % is a scalar multiple of Y = OQ. Write
z = fv.  Since u,  tv,  and the segment m are the three sides of the right triangle

OPR, we can write m as the vector u - fv.  Since u is the hypotenuse of this
right triangle,

On the other hand, by the Pythagorean Theorem and Theorem 10.2, the
square of the length of the hypotenuse IS:

Ilull  = lltvl/2  + Ilu fVl12

= r2~~\~~~2  + (u /v)  (u - fV)

= f2~lV/12  +  ” ” 2u (f”)  + (fV)  (IV)

=  iZII”II?  +  llull~ 2/(u  VI  +  f~llVl12.

It follows that

Plugging equation (5) into equation (4) yields

(5)
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Choose r so rhut  v and  u - fv  arc  perpendicular:

Thefollowingexample  illustrates how onecanusethe  innerproduct tocompute
angles explicitly.

Exmple  10.3 We will use the inner product to compute the angle between the
diagonal of a cube and one of its sides. Consider a cube in R” with each side of
’ length c.  Position this cube in R’ in the most natural manner, i.e., with vertices
~ at O(O,O,O),  P,(c,O,  0). Pz(O,c,O),  and P~(0,O.c).  as in Figure 10.21. Write ui

for the vector z for i = I, 2.3. Then, the diagonal d is ut + u2  + “3, which
is the vector (L.,  c,  c).

The angle H  between u1  and d satisfies

u, d (c,O,O)  (C.C.C)

‘“” =  jlu,jl  [Id11  =  (’ J<z  + (.?  +  $

~ Using  a trig table or calculator. one finds that cos  0  = I/fi implies that
~ H  = 54’44’.

Figure
10.20

Figure
10.21
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Rarely do we care to know that the angle between two vectors is 71” OI  3r/7
radians. More often, we are interested in whether the angle is acute, obtuse, or a
right angle. Since cos 0 is positive when 0 is acute, negative when 0 is obtuse, and
zero when 0 is a right angle, the dot product tells us the information we want by
Theorem 10.3

Theorem 10 .4 The angle between vectors u and v in R” is

(a) acute, if u v > 0,
(b) obtuse, if u Y < 0,
(c) right, if u Y = 0.

When this angle is a right angle, we say that u and v are orthogonal. So,
vectors u and v are orthogonal if and only if u v  = uivl  + + U.V. = 0, a
simple check indeed.

We have taken some liberties with the case where one of the vectors is zero.
When this occurs, 0  is not defined. However, we will run into no difficulties with
the concept of orthogonality  if we simply watch for zero  vectors.

Finally, we use Theorem 10.3 to derive a basic property of length or norm-
the triangle inequality. This rule states that any side of a triangle is shorter than
the sum of the lengths of the other two sides. Intuitively, it follows from the fact
that the straight line segment gives the shortest path between any two points in
R”. In vector notation, we want to prove that

IIn + ~11 5  IIn  + llvll for all II,  v in R”

Figure 10.22 illustrates the equivalence of this analytic formulation with the  ahove
statement about triangles.

Figure
10.22 n, v,  and u + Y  are ihree  sides of a trim&.
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Theorem 10.5 For any two vectors u,  v in R”,

Ilo  + 41  5 lbll  + Ibll. (6)

“‘Y

IMI llvll =coso51

’ by Theorem 10.3. Therefore,

llul12  +  2(u  v) +  llYl12  5 lld  + 2llullllvll  +  Ilvll~,

“. ” + ” ” + Y ” + ” ” 5 (Ilull  + Ilvll)‘,

(0 + v) (u + v) 5 mdl  + llvll)*,

IIU + VII2 5 (Ilull + llvll)2,

llu  + VII 5 Ilull  + IIVII. w

We will use the triangle inequality (6) over  and over  again in our  study of
Euclidean spaces. Just about every mathematical statement involving an  inequality
requires the triangle inequality in its proof. The next theorem presents  a variant of
the triangle inequality which we will also use frequently in our analysis, especially
when we want to derive a lower bound for some expression.  To understand this
result mwe  fully, you should test it on pairs of real numbers, especially pairs with
oppose signs.

Theorem 10.6 For any two vectors x and y in R”,

I llxll - IIYII I 5  IIX  - YII.

Proof Apply Theorem 10.5 with u = x - y and v = y in (6), to obtain the
wwality  llxll s llx  - yll + Ilyll, or

1’
llxll - IIYII 5  Ilx  YII. (7)

I. ‘.
Now apply  Theorem 10.5 with u = y - x and v = x in (6) to obtain the
UqJal~tY IIYII 5  IIY  - XII + IIXII,  or

IIYII - llxll 5  IIY - XII = l/x YII- (8
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Inequalities (7) and (8) imply that

I llxll - llyll I 5  IIX  YII. w

The three basic properties of Euclidean length are:

(1) ((~11  2 0 and Ilull = 0 only when” = 0.
(4  lhll = lrlllull
(3) I IU + VII 5 Ilull + Ilvll.

Any assignment of a real number to a vector that satisfies these three prop-
erties is called a norm. Exercise 10.16 lists other mxms that arise naturally in
applications. We will say more about norms in the last section of Chapter 29.

EXERCISES

ltl.10 Find the length of the following vectors.  Draw the vectors for a through g:

a)  (3, 4)) b)  (0, -3), c)  (I, 1, 11, 4 (3,3), E) (-I, -11,
f) (1, Z3)> &!)  (A a h)  (I, 2,  3, 4), i) (3. 0,  9 0,  0).

10.11 Find the  distance from P to Q, drawing the picture wherever  possible:

a)  PO3 01, Q(3,  -4); h)  P(1,  -I), Q(7.  7):
c)  w 3, Q(L 2); d )  P(1,  I,  -l), Q(Z,  -1.5):
e)  P(I, 2. 3, 4)s Q(l, 01, - 1, 0).

10.12 For each ofthc  following pairsofvectars,  first determine whether the angle between
them is acute, obtuse; or  right and then calculate this angle:

0) ” = (1, m ” = (2, 2); h)  ” = (4, I), v  = (2 -8):
c) ” = (1. 1. O), ” = (I, 2, 1): d) u = (I, -LO), v  = (1,2,  1):
e,  ” = (1,0,0.0,0), ” = (1, I,  I,  I, 1).

10.13

10.14

10.15
10.16

10.17

For each of the  following vectors,  find n  vector  of length I which points in the  same
direction. a) (3,4), h)  (6, 0).  c) (1, I,  1). d) (m I, 2, -3).
For each of the vectors  in the last  exercise,  find a vector of length five  which points
in the opposite direction.
Prove that IIu  ~11’ = Ilull’ 2”.  v  + 11~11~.
a)  In view  uf  the last  paragraph in this section, prove  that each of  the lollowing  ii

a norm  in R’:

lll(u1,  u2)lll  = IUII + Id
IllCut, u~)lll  = max{lu,I,  lu2N.

h)  What arc the analogous narms  in R”‘!
Provide a complete and careful proof of Theorem 10.2.
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10.18
10.19

Fill in all the details in the proof of Theorem 10.3.
For a rectangular 2’ X 3’ X  4’box,  find the angle that the longest diagonal makes
with the 4’.side.

10.20 Use vector notation to prove that the diagonals of a rhombus are orthogonal to each
other. See Figure 10.23.

If Ilull = IIvII.  (his quadrilateral is a rhombus.

10.21 Prove the following identities.
a) IIU  + VII2  + IIU  - Yl12 = 2llull’  + 2~~“~~*,
b) u v = a Ilu + “II2  ;llu  ~11~.

10.22

10.23

Prove that ifu and Y  are orthogonal vectors, then IIu  + ~11’ = Ilull  + [~v~~~. Explain
why this statement is called the general version of the Pythagorean Theorem.
The cross product is a commonly-used multiplication of vectors in R3,  for which
the product of two  vccto~s  in R-’  is another vector  in R3. It is defined as follows,
using the determinant notation introduced in Chapter 9:

Prow the following properties of the cross-product:
cl)  uxv= --vxu,
b) u X v is perpendicular to u,

c) u X v is perpendicular to Y,
d) (ru) X v = r(u X v)  = u x ( IV),
i.) (u, +  II?)  x ” = (u, x v)  + (“2  x v),

f) I I ”  x “11~  =  11”11~1/“/12 (u v)‘.

8)  Ilu  X VII = llullll~ll  sin B (use item  f and Theorem 10.3),
h) uxu=O.

1 0 . 2 4 Show that the  cross-product can hc represented symbolically as

Figure
10.23
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where e,  = (1, 90). e2  = (0, 1, 0), and e3  = (40,  1). Treat the e;‘s  as points or
symbols in the expansion of the determinant.

10.25 Use the cross product to find a vector  perpendicular to both u and Y:

a) ” = (LO,  1) v = (1, 1, 1B
h)  ” = (1, - 1,2) Y  = (0,5, -3).

10.26 Consider the  parallelogram determined by the vectors u and Y  in R’, as in Figure
10.24.
a) Show that the area of this parallelogram is 1111 X VII.  [Hint: Express height h in

terms of u,  Y, and 0.1
b) Find the area of the triangle in R’ whose vertices are (1, -1, 2),  (0, 1, 3),  and

(2 1, 0).

10.5 LINES

The fundamental objects of Euclidean geometry are points, lines, and planes.
These next two sections show how to describe lines and planes and their higher-
dimensional analogues.

First. we will work with lines in R’.  In high school algebra, we learn that
straight lines have an equation of the form

~~=mx,+b. (9)

The coefficient m is the slope of the line and the coefficient b is the y-intercept. This
algebraic representation of the line is convenient for solving equations. However,
it is not the most useful equation for representing geometric objects. What is the
equation of line v in Figure 10.25?  We cannot solve for x2 in terms of x1. More
important than the awkwardness of this special case is the need for an algebraic
representation which clearly expresses the geometry of the line. We will often find
a parametric  reprrsmtarion of the line more useful.
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-

Figure
Lines in R’. 10.25

A parametric representation of a point on a line uses a parameter f in the
coordinate expression of the point; more  formally, a parametric representation
is an expression (x1 (I), x?(t)) with parameter f in R’. The point x  = (xI,xz) is
on the line if and only if x = (x,(f*),  x2(P))  for  \ome  value fX of the parameter
f.  TV  make matters concrete, you might think of f as representing time, and
the parameterization as describing the transversal of a path. The coordinates
(x,(f), x2(r)) dcscrihc the particular location which is reached at time 1.

A line is completely determined by two  things: a point xg on the line and a
direction v in which to move  from x0. Geometrically, to describe motion in the
direction v from the point x,,, we simply add scalar multiples of v  to x,, as in Figure
10.26. The result is the parametric rcprcsentation

x(/) = x,, + t”. (IO)

Figure
10.26
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Example 20 .4 For example, line a in Figure 10.25 is the line which goes through
the point (4,Z) and moves directly to the northeast-in the direction (1, 1). It
is described by the parameterization

X(9 = (RW>X2(4)

= (4,2)  + t(1,  1)

= (4 + l 1, 2 + f. 1),

or x, =4+f.l (11)

xz=2+t.1. (12)

Figure 10.25 shows that (5,  3) and (1, 1) are on line a. The first point is reached
when t = 1, and the second when f = -3.

Note that the same line can be described by different parametric equations.
For example, we can also view line a in Figure 10.25 as the line through the
point (1, -1) in the direction (2,2).  This yields the parameterization

(Xl(f),  x*(t)) = (1, -1) + r(2,2)  = (1 + 2t,  -1 + 21)

With this parameterization, the line passes through (4,2)  when f = 1.5 and
through (S,3)  when I = 2.

Of course, the parameterization (10) works in all dimensions. For example,
the line in R3 through the point x,, = (2, 1,3)  in the direction v = (4, -2,s)  has
the parameterization

X(r)  = (xl(t).  X2(1)>  x3(t))

= (2, 1, 3) + f(4,  -2,  5)

= (2 + 4t,  1 ~ 21, 3 + St).

Another way to determine a line is to identify two points on the line. Suppose
that x  and y lie on a line LZ.  Then, P can be viewed as the line which goes through
x and points in the direction y x. Thus, a parameterization for the  line is

x(t) = x + r(y x)

= x + ry tx (13)

= ( 1  pr)x+ty.

When f = 0, we are at point x; and when f = 1, we are at point y. When f lies
between 0 and 1, we are at points between x and y. Consequently, we parameterize
the line segment joining x toy as

e(x,y)={(l+t)x+ty:O5r51}.
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Given two points x  = (a, b) and y = (c,  d) on a line J? in the plane, one can
write the parameterized equation of P as (13) “I the nonparameterized equation
of1  as

X2-b=  d-bc-a  (Xl - 4

One can use these two expressions to pass from the parameterized  equation of a
line in the plane to the nonparameterized equation, and vice versa, by first finding
two points on the line from the given equation and using these points to find the
new equation. One can also pass directly from form (IO) to form (9) by solving
the equations in (10) fort and then setting the new equations equal to each other.
For example, in equations (11, 12)

t=xl-4
1

and r=X2-2
1

S”,
x, - 4 p%-2
--1’  Or1

x2 =  x,  -  2 .

To go the other way, just note that equation (9) is the equation of the line through
the point (0, b) in the direction (1, m).

EXERCISES

1 0 . 2 7 Show Ihat  the  midpuint  of J(r y)  occurs  where f = 4,  In other words, if z =
;x L iy,  show that  /Ix  zI/  = Jly zIJ.

10.28 For each of the  fullowing  pairs of points P,, P2, write the Parametric equation of
the  line through P, and pl>  find the midpoint ofe(p,.  p2), and sketch the  line.

10.29 tsIhep”int(  $“nthcline(i)  +rt)‘?

10.30 Transform each of the  f<,llawing  parameterircd  equations into the form (9):

a)
x,  = 4 - 2 x , = 3 +  f

XI =  3  +  fir;
b)

x2  = 5 *; 4
x,  =3+1

x2  =  5 .

10.31 Transform each  of the  following nonparameterired  equations into the form  (10):

a) 2x1  =  Ix,  +  5 ; b) x2  = -x,  + 7; c) *,  = 6
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ltl.27
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10.6 PLANES

Parametric Equations

A line is one-dimensional. Intuitively, the dimension of the line is refected  in the
fact that it can be described using only one parameter. Planes are two-dimensional,
and so it stands to reason that they are described by expressions with two param-
eters.

To be more concrete, let T be a plane in R3 through the origin. Let Y and w be
two vectors in T, as shown in Figure 10.27. Choose v and w so that they point in
different directions, in other words, so that neither is a scalar multiple of the other.
In this case, we say that v and w are linearly independent, a topic to be discussed
in more detail in the next chapter. For any scalars s and f,  the vector sv  + fw  is
called a linear combination of Y  and w. By our geometric interpretation of scalar
multiplication and vector addition, it should be clear that all linear combinations
of v  and w lie on the plane T. In fact, if we take every linear combination of v  and
w,  we recover the entire plane T. The equation

provides a parameteriration  of the plane T,

If the plane does not pass through the origin but through the  point p # 0

and if v  and w arc linearly indcpcndent  direction vectors from p which still lie
in the plane, then as indicated in Figure 10.28. we can use the above method  to
parameterize  the plane as

x = p + ‘iv + f W . .s:  f in R’. (14)
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A plane not  through the origin.

Just as two points determine a line, three (non-collinear) points determine a
plane. To find the parametric equation of the plane containing the points p, q,  and
r, note that we can picture q - p and r - pas displacement vectors  from p which
lie on the plane. So, one parameterization of the plane is

x(.7,  ‘) = p + s(q  - p) + t(r - p)

= (1 s ~ t)p + sq  + tr.
(15)

Compare (15) with the corresponding parameterired  equation (13) of a line. From
equation (15), we see that a plane is the set of those linear combinations of three
fixed wxtors  whose coefficients sum to 1:

x = f, p + r*q  + t,r, 1, + f2  + f?  = 1. (16)

If we further restrict the scalars f; in (16) so that they are nonnegative, we obtain
the (filled-in) triangle in R3 whose vertices are p, q, and r-the  darkened region
in Figure 10.29. The numbers (t,, tz,  f3)  are  called the barycentric coordinates
of a point in this triangle. For example, the barycentric coordinates of the vertex
pare (1, 0, 0) since 11 = I, 12  = 0, and t?  = 0 in expression (16) yield the point
p. Similarly, the barycentric coordinates of the vertices q and r are (0, 1, 0) and
(O,O,  I), respectively. The center of mass or centroid of this triangle is the point

Figure
10.28

whose barycentric coordinates are (l/3,  l/3,  I /3).
Equations such as (14) and (15) give a parameterization  of a two-dimensional

plane in any Euclidean space, not just R”.  For example, the two-dimensional plane



Figure
10.29 Triangle with vertices p, q,  and r

through the points (I, 2,  3,4),  (5, 6, 7, S),  and (9,  0, 1,2)  in R4 has the parametric
equations

x1 = Ii- + 5s + 9t

x* = 2r + 6s + Of

X)  = 3r + IS + If

xq = 4r + 8s + zt, where I + s + f = I

Nonparametric Equations

We turn now to the nonparametric  equations of aplane  in R-‘.  Just as with  a line
in R*,  a plane in R3 is completely described by giving its inclination and a point
on it. We usually express its inclination by specifying a vector  n, called a normal
vector, which is perpendicular to the plane. Suppose we want to write the equation
for the plane through the point p = (.x0, yo,  zu)  and having the normal vector n =
(a, b, c),  If x  = (x, y,  z) is an arbitrary point on the plane, then x - p will be a vector
in the plane and consequently will be perpendicular to n,  as in Figure 10.30.

Recalling that two vectors are perpendicular if and only if their dot product is
zero, we write

0 = n (x - p) = (a, b, c) (x XC,,  y - yo,  z - z,,),

01 a(x ~ I,,) + b@ - yr,)  + c(z 20) = 0. (17)

Form (17) is called the point-normal equation of the plane. It is sometimes
written as

ax + by + cz  = d, (18)
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Plum  through p with normal n.

where, in this case, d = axe + by”  + cro.  Conversely, one can see that equation (18)
is the equation of the  plane which has normal vector (a, b,  c) and which contains
each of the points (90,  d/c), (0, d/b, 0), and (d/a, 40).

Emmple 10.5 The equation of the  plane through the point (1,2,3)  with normal
~ vector  (4, 5. 6) is

4(r  1) + s(J 2) + 6(z - 3) = 0

or 4x + 5y  + hz = 32.

Example 10.6 The equation 3x y + 42 = 12 is a nonparametric equation of

I ““*ma1  xctor  n =
the plane through the pomt (4, 0. 0) (or (0, 0, 3) or (0, 12, 0) OT  (5, 7, 1)) with

( 3 I 4 ) .> >

To go from a nonparametric equation (18) of a plane to a parametric one, just
use (18) to find three points on the plane and then use equation (IS). It is more
difficult to go from a parametric representation to a nonparametric one, because
we need to find a normal n to the plane given vectors v  and w parallel to the plane.
There arc  two  ways to compute such an n. First, one may use the exercises in the
last section and take n to be the cross product Y  X w. Alternatively, given v and
w, une  can solve the system of equations n.  v  = 0 and n w = 0 explicitly for n.

Example 10.7 To find the point-normal equation of the plane P which contains
the points

p = (2, 1, l), q = (1, 0, ~3), and r = (0,  I, 7),

Figure
10.30
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note that vectors

v”q-p=(pl,-l,p4)  a n d  u-r-p=(-2,0,6)

both lie on 2’. To find a normal n=(n,,  nl.  nz)  to T, solve the system

“‘Y  = -Ill  - “2  4n3  = 0

” ” = -2n, + On2  + 6n3  = 0,

say by Gaussian elimination, to compute that n is any multiple of (3, ~7,  1).
Finally, use n and p to write out the point-normal form

I 3(x - 2) - 7(y 1) + l(z - 1) = 0

or 3x ~ 7y + z = 0.

Hyperplanes

A line in R2 and a plane in R’ are examples of sets described by a single linear
equation in R”. Such spaces are often called hyperplanes. A line in R2  can be
written as

a,x, + azx? = d,

and a plane in R” can be written in point-normal form as

Similarly. a hyperplane in R”  can be written in point-normal form as

a,~, + apx> + -t a,.~,,  = d. (19)

The hyperplane described by equation (IO) can be thought of as the set of all vectors
with tail at (0, , 0, d/a,r)  which are perpendicular to the vector n = (a,, , a.).
We continue to call n a normal vector to the hyperplane.

E X E R C I S E S

IO.32 Dors  the  point

10.33 Derive parametric and nonparametric equations for the lines which pass through
each  of the  following pairs of points in RI:

u)  (I, 2) and (3,6); b) (1. I) and (4, IO): c) (3, 0) and (0, 4).
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10.34 Writs the parametric equations  for each of the following lines and planes:

a) x2  = 3x,  - 7;

c) x,  + XI  + xi = 3;

b) 3x, + 4x2 = 12;

d) x, 2x2  + 3x1  = 6.

10.35 Write nonparametric  equations for each of the following lines and planes:

a) x = 3 4t, )‘=1+2t;

b) x = 21, y=,+t;
c)x=l+s+r, y = 2 + 3s + 4r, z = s - 1;

d) * = 2 - 3s  + t, y = 4, z = 1  + s + l.

10.36 Derive parametric and nonparametric equations for the planes through each of the

following triplets of points in R3:

a)  (6, 0,  01,  (0,  -6,  01,  (4 4 3);

h) (0,3,2),  (3,3,  11,  (2 5,O).
10.37 Nonparametric equations of a line  in R’ arc equations of the form

These are called symmetric equations of the line. They can be derived from the

parametric equations hy eliminating f, just as one does in the plane.

a) What are  the parametric equations which correspond  to the symmetric equations

(20)?

h) In form (20)  one  can view the line as the intersection of which two  planes?

c) Find the symmetric equations  of the following two  lines  in R’:

i )  xl  =2-l ii) x,  = I + 4f

XL  = 3 + 4r II  = 2 + 51

x1  = 1  + jr: xi = 3 + hr.

d) Fur each  line in part r. find  the equations of two  planes whose intersection is

that  line.

10.38 Determine whether the fol lowing pairs of  planes intersect;

a) I +  2) 3z =  6 and x +  3y  22  = 6;

b) .r + 2y  3r  = 6 and -2x - 4y  + hz  = IO.

10.39 Find a nonparametric  equation of the plane:

o) through the point (I. 2.3) and normal to the vec,or  (I, -1,  0),

h) through the point (I, I, I) and perpendicular to the line (x,,xz,xi)  =

(4 31, 2 + t, 6 + 3);

C) whose intercepts arc (a. 0,  0), (0.  b,  II), and (0,  0,  c) with a, b, and c all nonzero.

10.40 Find the intersection of the plane x + J +  z = 1 and the linex  = 3 + f,~  = 1 - 7t,

I = 3 3t.

10.41 Use  Gaussian elimination to find the equation  of the line which is lhe  intersection

ofthcplanesn+?~r=4andi+2~+r=3.
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Figure
10.31

10.7 ECONOMIC APPLICATIONS

Budget Sets in Commodity Space

An important application of Euclidean spaces in economic theory is the notion of
a commodity space. In an economy with n commodities, let xi denote the amount
of commodity i. Assume that each  commodity is completely divisible so that xi
can be any nonnegative number. The vector

x  = (Xj,X2,...,X,)

which assigns a nonnegative quantity to each  of the  n  commodities is called a
commodity bundle. Since we are dealing only with nonnegative quantities, the
set  of  alI commodity bundles is the positive orthant of R”

{(x,, , I,,) : x, 2  0,. .,x, 2  O}

and is called a commodity space.
Let pi > 0 denote the price  of commodity i. Then, the cost of purchasing

commodity bundle x = (xi,.  , x?,) is

/I,“, + ,I$2  + + p,,x,, = p x.

A consumer  with income I can purchase only bundles x  such that p x  5  I. This
subset of commodity space is called the consumer‘s budget set. It is bounded
above by the hyperplane  p x = I_ whose normal vector is just the price  vector
p. WC  have drawn the usual two-dimensional picture for this situation in Figure
10.31.
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Input space

Asimilarsituation exists foraproduction  process which uses n inputs. Ifx;  denotes
an amount of input i,  then x = (xl,.  , x,,) is an input vector in input space,
which is also the positive orthant in R”. If w2  denotes the cost per unit of input
i and w = (IV], , w,,), then the cost of purchasing input bundle x is w x.  The
set of all input bundles which have a total cost C, an isocost set, is that part of
Ihe  hyperplane w.  x = C which lies in the positive orthant. The price vector w is
normal to this hyperplane. If we fix w and let C vary, we obtain isocost hyperplanes
which are parallel to each other.

Depending WI the situation under study, we sometimes write inputs as negative
numbers. In this case, input space would he the negative orthant in R”.

Probability Simplex

A hyperplane that arises frequently in applications is the space of probability
vectors

P,, = {@,I,.  ., ~8,)  : pi 2  0 and p, + jar + + p,, = l},

which WC call a probability simplex. In these applications there arc n mutually
exclusive states of the world and pi is the prohahility  that state i occurs. Since one
of these II states must occur, the 11;‘s  sum to 1. The probability simplex P,, is part
of a hypcrplanc in R” whose normal vector is 1 = (I, I,. , I);  t’? is pictured in
Figure  IO..i?.

One can also consider  P,,  iis the se, ofbaryccntric  coordinates  with respect to
the points

e, = (I, 0..  0).  e,, = (0.  0..  0, I).

Figure
10.32



The Investment Model

The portfolio analysis introduced in Example 5 of Chapter 6 fits naturally into the
geometric framework of this chapter.

Suppose that an investor is choosing the fraction xi of his or her wealth to
invest in asset i. If there are A different investment opportunities, a portfolio is
an A-tuple  x  = (x1,.  , x.4).  Since the xi’s represent fractions of total wealth, they
must sum to I. Therefore the budget constraint is

n,  + ,ri f + q  = 1

However, since we allow short positions, xi may be negative. In this case, the
budget set is the entire hyperplane

x.1=1

normal to the vector 1 = (1, 1,. _,  1). Figure 10.32 shows the intersection of this
hyperplane with the positive orthant of R” (for II = 3).

Suppose that there are S possible  financial climates or “states of nature” in
the coming investment period. Let rri denote the return on asset  i if states occurs.
Form the states return vector

6 = (rv,,  cc, 2 r;, ).

Then, the return to the investor of portfolio x = (.y,, , x~) is r,, x. A portfolio
x is riskless  if it returns the  same return in every  state of nature:

r, x = r> x  = = r.7 x

IS-LM Analysis

We have discussed a linear Keynesian macroeconomic model and Hicks’ IS-LM
interpretation of it in Chapter 6 and again in Chapter Y. In Exercise 9.18, we
examined a more or  less complete version of this model in f&c  linear equations
which could he comhincd into two equations as

(l-c,(l-/,)-n,,~Y+(u+c:)r=~,,~(.,~~,+I~~+G

mY-hr=M,-W.

The first equation represents the production equilibrium and is called the IS
(investment-savings) equation. The second represents  the money mark& rqui-
lihrium  and is called the LM (liquidity-money) equation. In intermediate macro-
economics courses, one  studies this system graphically by dnwing  the IS-line and
the LM-line in the plane, as in Figure 10.33. The normal vector to the IS-line is

(1 c,(l  - I,) - a,,, Lr + Q)
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Figure
The graphs of the IS- and LM-lines. 10.33

Figure
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The parameters cl, f,, and a. are naturally between 0 and 1. It is usually assumed
that 0 < c,(l ~ fl) + no  < 1, so that the normal vector points northeast and the
IS-line has negative slope

n + c7
1 - c,(l - f,) - aa

The normal vector  to the LM-line is (m, -h) which points southeast, and so  the
LM-line has a positive slope h/m.

Using these diagrams, one can use geometry to study the effects of changes in
parameters or in exogenous variables, just as we did analytically in the exercises
in Section 9.3. For example, if G or I’ increases or  if t,,  decreases, then the right
hand side of the IS-equation increases and the lS-line  shifts outward as in Figure
10.34. The result is an increase in the equilibrium Y and r, just as we found in
Exercise 9.15. Note that this result would hold even if the slope of the IS-line were
positive, as long as it was less than the slope of the LM-line.

EXERCISES

10.42 Use the diagram in Figure IO.33 to  find the  effect on Y and I of an increase in each
01 the  variahlrs  r. M,,  m. h, u,,, a, c,,. and f,.
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Linear
Independence

Many economic problems deal with number OI  size. How many equilibria does
a model of an economy or a game have? How large is the production possibility
set? Since these sets are often described as solutions of a system of equations,
questions of sire often reduce to questions about the size of the set of solutions
to a particular system of equations. If there are finitely many solutions, the exact
number of solutions gives a satisfactory answer. But if there are infinifely many
solutions, the size of the solution set is best captured by its dimension. We have
a good intuition about the difference between a one-dimensional line and a two-
dimensional plane. In this chapter, we will give a precise definition of “dimension”
for linear spaces. The key underlying concept is that of linear independence.

The most direct relevant mathematical question is the size, that is, the dimen-
sion, of the set of solutions of a system of linear equationsAx  = b. Chapter 27
presents a sharp answer to this question via the Fundamer~tul  Theorem of Linear
Algebra: the dimension of the solution set of Ax = b is the number of variables
minus the  rank ofA.  Chapter 27 also  investigates the size of the set of right-hand
sides b for which a given system Ax = b has a solution; and we present an in-
depth description of the  dimension of an abstract vector space. Chapter 28 presents
applications of these concepts to portfolio analysis, voting paradoxes, and activity
analysis. Those who have the time  are encouraged to read  Chapters 27 and 2X
between Chapters I I and 12.

Linear independence is defined and characterized in Section I I .l. The com-
plementary notion of span is the focus of Section 11.2. The concept of a basis for
Euclidean space is introduced in Section 1 I .3.

11.1 LINEAR INDEPENDENCE

In Section 10.5, we noted that the set of all scalar multiples of a nonrero vector Y
is a straight line through the origin. In this chapter, we denote this set by r[v]:

and call it the line genemated  OT  spanned hy v.  See  Figure 11.1. For example,  if
v  = (l,O,.  ,O), then 1[v] is the x,-axis in R”. If v  = (I, 1) in R’,  then r[v]  is
the diagonal line pictured in Figure 11.1.

237
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The line L[v] spanned by vector  v.

Definition

If we start with two nonzero vectors v1  and v2  (considered as vectors with their
tails at the origin), we can take all possible linear combinations of v,  and v2  to
obtain the set spanned by v,  and v2:

If vI  is a multiple of v2,  then Z[v,, v2]  = L[ vz ] IS  simply the line spanned by v2,  as
in Figure 11.2. However, if v,  is not a multiple of v2,  then together they generate
a two-dimensional plane L[v,, v2],  which contains the lines f[v,]  and L[vJ,  as in
Figure 11.3.

If v,  is a multiple of ~2,  or vice versa,  we say that v,  and vL  are linearly
dependent. Otherwise, we say that v, and vz are linearly independent. We now
develop a precise way of expressing these two concepts. If v,  is a multiple of ~2,
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we write

“, = r:v* “ I “, ~ QYZ = 0

for some scalar r2.  If v2  is a multiple of Y,, we write

(1)

“2  = l,“, or l,“,  “2  = 0 (2)

for some scalar I,. We can combine statements  (1) and (2) by defining v,  and v2
to  be linearly dependent if there exist  scalars c,  and cz, nof  both zero,  so that

C,“, + C2”2 = 0. (‘1  or  c>  nonzero. (3)

In Exercise 1 1. I below. you are asked to show that (3) is an equivalent definition
to (I) and (2).

From this point of view. we say that Y, and y2 are  linearly independent if
there are no xalars cl  and ~2, at least one nonzero;  so that (3) holds. A working
version of this definition is the following:

vectors  v, and v1 are linearly independent if

C,“, + CZ”2  = 0 (‘,  = C? = 0.*
(4)

This process extends to larger  collections of vectors. The set of all linear
combinations of three VL‘C~OIS  Y,, v2, and vi,

Figure
11.3
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yields a three-dimensional space, provided that no one of Y,, ~2,  and VJ is a linear
combination of the other two. If, say, ~3 is a linear combination of VI and ~2,  that
is, vj  = livl  + QYZ,  while vi and vz  are linearly independent, then L[v,, vz]  is a
plane and v3  lies on this plane; so all combinations of vI, v2. and ~3,  X[v,, ~2, vj],
yield just the plane L[vl, vz], as pictured in Figure 11.4. As before, we say that
vI,  v2,  and v3  are linearly dependent if one of them can be written as a linear
combination of the other two. The working version of this definition is that some
n~nzex  combination of VI,  v2,  and vj  yields the O-vector:

vl, v2.  v3 are linearly dependent if and only if there exist scalars

c,, ~2.  ci, not all zero, such that c,v,  + czv>  + c~vj  = 0.

Conversely, we say:

(5)

v,, vL, v3 are linearly independent if and only if

Cl”,  + CZ”Z  + CIVj  =  0 ===+ Cl  = C?  = C)  = 0.
(6)

F i g u r e
11.4 I[Y,.  Y:,  v;] i.5  LI  plane ifr;  i.7 0 linrrrr  conlhinution  of v, cud  vz

It is straightforward now to generalize the concepts of linear depcndcnce  and
linear independence  to arbitrary finite collections of vectors in R” by extending
definitions (5) and (6) in the natural way.

Definition Vecrors v,,  Y:,  vii  in R” are linearly dependent if and only if
there exist scalars c,, q,  c17  nor a//zero,  such that

Vectors ~1, ~2,. , vk in R” arc linearly independent if and only if C,Y, +  +
civk  = 0 for scalars  c,, , ci  implies  that c,  = = ~1 = 0.
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1 0
0 0

e,= 0 =

: , , e,, 0:

0 i

in R” are linearly independent, because if c,. , cn  are scalars such that clel +
c+z  + + c,e,  = 0,

The last vector equation implies that cl  = cz  = = cn  =  0

Example 11.2 The vectors
I

arc linearly dependent in R-‘, since

as can easily be veritied.

Checking Linear Independence

How  would one decide whether or not w, i wz, and w? in Example 11.2 are linearly
independent starting from scratch? To use definition (S),  start with the equation

(7)

and solve this system for all possible values of cl, cl, and cl. Multiplying system
(7) out  yields
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a system of linear equations in the variables c,, cz, and ci. The matrix formulation
of system (8) is

Note that the coefficient matrix in (9) is simply the matrix whose columns are the
original three vectors WI,  ~2, and ~3. So, the question of the linear independence
of wI, w?,  and w3 reduces to a consideration of the coefficient matrix whose
columns are wlr w2,  and ~3. In that case, we reduce the coefficient matrix to its
row  echelon form:

and conclude that, because its IOW echelon form has a row of zeros,  the coefficient
matrix in (9) is singular and therefore that system (Y) has a nonrcro solution (in
fact, infinitely many). One such solution is easily seen to be

c,  = 1, cz = -2, and c3  = I,

the coefficients we used in Example 11.2. We conclude that w,.  w,, and w3 arc
linearly dependent.

The analysis with w,,  w2,  and wi in the previous example can easily be
generalized tu prove the following theorem by substituting general v,,  , vi  in
steps (7) to (9) for wI. w?.  and w3 in Example I I .2

Theorem 11 .l Vectors v,, ~ vi  in R” arc linearly dependent if and only if
the linear system

has a nonzero solution (c,. , cp). where A is the n X k matrix whose columns
arc the vectors v,,  , VI under  study:

A =(v,  v2  “’  vx).

The following is a restatement of Theorem I I .I for the case k = II, using the
fact that a square matrix is nonsingular if and only if its determinant is not zero.
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Theorem 11.2 A set of n  vectors ~1,. , Y, in Rn is linearly independent if
and only if

det(v,  ~2 .I. v,)+O.

1 J

For example, the matrix whose columns are the vectors e,, , e, in Rn in
Example 11.1 is the identity matrix, whose determinant is one. We conclude from
Theorem 11.2 that e,, , e, form a linearly independent set of n-vectors.

We can use Theorem 11.1 to derive a basic result about linear independence.
It generalizes the fact that any two vectors on a line are linearly dependent and
any three vectors in a plane are linearly dependent.

Theorem 11.3 If k > n,  any set of k vectors in R” is linearly dependent.

Proof Let v,,  _.  , vk  be k vectors in R” with k 5) n.  By Theorem 11.1, the vi’s
are linearly dependent if and only if the system

Cl
AC=  (~1  vz  ‘.. vk)  ;0

= o

Ck

has a nonzero solution c.  But by Fact 7.6 in Section 7.4, any matrix A with more
columns than rows will have a free variable and therefore AC = 0 will have
infinitely many solutions, all but one of which are nonzero.  n

EXERCISES

11.1 Show that if (1) or (2) holds, then (3) holds and, if (3) holds, then (1) or (2) holds.
11.2 Which of the following pairs or triplets of vectors are linearly independent?

a)  (2,  I),  (1,2); b)  (2,  1))  (-4,  -2);

4  (1,  1,  fl),  (03 1.  1); 4 (4 LO),  (4 1,  I), (LO,  I),

11.3 Determine whether 01  not each of the following collections of vectors in R’ are
linearly independent:

11.4 Prove that if (4) holds, then v,  is not  a multiple of v1  and vz  is not a multiple of vi.
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11.5 a) Show that if vl, ~2, and vi do not satisfy (5),  they satisfy (6),  and vice versa.
b) Show that (5) is equivalent to the statement that one of v,, v2, and v3  is a linear

combination of the other two.
1 1 . 6 Prove that any collection of vectors that includes the zero-vector  cannot be linearly

independent.
11.7 Prove Theorem 11.1.
11.8 Prove Theorem 11.2.

11.2 SPANNING SETS

Let vI, , vk be a fixed set ofk vectors in R”.  In the last section, we spoke of the
set of all linear combinations of ~1, , YX,

L[v,,  , vk]  = {qv, + + ckvx  : cl,  , ck E R},

and called it the set generated or spanned by vI,.  , vk.
Suppose that we are given a subset V of R”. It is reasonable to ask whether

or not there exists v,,  , vk in R” such that every vector in V can be written as a
linear combination of v,,  , vk:

v = L[v,,  , Vk].

When (10) occurs, we say that vI, , vq  s&m”  V.

(10)

Exumpk  11.3 Every  l ine  t h r o u g h  t h e  or ig in  i s  the  span  of  a  nonzero  vec tor  on  the
For example, the x,-axis is the span of e, = (I, 0,. , 0). and the diagonal

A = {(u, a.. a) t R” : a E R}

is the span of the vcctw  (I, 1.. , 1).

Example  II.1 The r,xz-plane  in RJ is the span of the unit vectors  e, = (LO, 0)
and e: = (0, I, 0), because any vector (a, h,  0) in this plane can be written as

Exumple11.5 The edimensional  Eucl idean  space  i t se l f  i s  spanned by  the  vec tors
el, , e, of Example 11.1. For, if (N,,  , aI?) is an arbitrary vector in R”, then
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we can write

Example II.6 Different sets of vectors can span the same space. For example,
each of the following sets of vectors spans R’:

0)  (A),  (3

4 (-A), (:)I

4 (:j, (;)a (:);

I

I

4 (-i). (:):

p)  (-I): ($ (i).

Theorem  1 I ,l presented a matrix criterion for checking whether a given ret of
sectors  is linearly independent.  The following theorem carries out the analogous
task for checking  whether a set of vectors s,@ans.

Theorem 11.4 Let vl, , vi he a set of k vectors in R”. Form the n X k
matrix whose columns are these  vi’s:

A=(v, “2  .‘. ~4). (11)

Let b be a vector  in R”. Then.  h lies in the space r[v,. , VK] spanned by
v,, vi if and only if the system  AC = b has a solution c.
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Then, b is in I[v,,  , vk]  if and only if we can find ct,.  , ck  such that

cl”,  + + ckvk  = b,

o r (12)

1 So, b E I[v,,  _,  vx] if and only if system (12) has a solution c. n

The following corollary of Theorem 11.4 provides a simple criterion for whether
or not a given set of vectors spans all of R”. Its proof is left as a simple exercise.

Theorem 11.5 Let v,. , vk  be a collection of vectors in R”. Form the n X  k
matrix A whose columns are these v,‘s,  as in (11). Then, v,, , vk  span R” if
and only if the system of equationsAx  = b has a solution x  for every right-hand
side b.

in Example 11.5.  we found n vectors that span R”. In Example 11.6, we listed
various collections of two or three vecton that span R’. Clearly, it takes at least
two  vectors to span R’. The next theorem, which follows easily from Theorem
11.5, states that one needs at least n  vectors to span R”.

Theorem 11.6 A set of vectors that spans R” must contain at least n vectors.

Proof By Theorem 11.5, vI,. , vx  span R” if and only if system (12) has a
solution E for every right-hand side b E R”. Fact 7.7 tells us that if system (12)
has a solution for each right-hand side, then the rank of the coefficient matrix
equals the number of TOWS,  n. Fact 7.1 states that the rank of the coefficient
matrix is always less than or  equal to the number of columns, k. Therefore, if k
vectors  span R”, then n 5  k. W

EXERCISES

11.9 n)  Write (2.2) as a linear combination of (1, 2) and (I, 4).
h)  Write  (I, 2. 3) as a linear combination  of (I, I, 0). (I, 0,  I),  and (0. I,  I)
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11.3 BASIS AND DIMENSION IN R”

If we have a spanning set  of vectors, we can always throw in 0 or any linear
combination of the vectors in the spanning set to create a larger spanning set.
But what we would really like to do is to go the other way and find an efficient
spanning set.

Example 11.7 Let W be the set of all linear combinations of vI  = (1, 1,  l),
v2  = (1, -1,  -l), and vx  = (2,0,0)  in R3: W = r[vi,  v?, v?].  Note that
v1  = v1  + v2.  Thus, any vector which is a linear combination of Y,, v2,  and Y?

can be written as a linear combination ofjust v,  and ~2,  because if w E W, then
there are scalars a, h: and c such that

w = av,  + bvz  + cv3

= 0,  + bv2  + c(v,  + v2)

I = (0 I c)v,  +  (h + C)Y?.

The set (v,, VZ}  is a more “efticicnt”  spanning set than is the set {v,,  ~2, v~J},

For the sake of efficiency.  if Y,, , vx  span V, we would like to find the smallesr
possible subset of v,, , vk  that spans V. However, this is precisely the role of the
concept of linear independence that WC considered in Section 11.1. If v,>.  , vk
are linearly independent, no  one of these vectors is a linear  combination of the
others  and therefore no proper subset of v,, , vi  spans I[v,,  ., vk].  The set
v,,  , v1  spans f[v,,  , vr]  most  efficiently. In this case, we call v,, , vk  a
basis  of f(v,.  ., vk].  Since Qvl,.  , va]  can be spanned by different sets of
vectors, as illustrated  in Example 11.6. we defmc a basis more generally as any
set of iirraarly indqwndeni  vectors  that vpmz r[v,,  vk].

Definition Let v,, vx  he a tixcd set of k vectors in R”. Let V be the set
I[v,,  vi] spanned  by  v,, VI. Then, if Y,, , VI are l inearly independent,
v,,  vk  is called a basis of V. More generally. let w,, , IV,”  be  a collection of
vectors  in V.  Then, w,, , w,,, forms a basis of I/ if:

(u) w,, w,,, span I/.  and
(h) w,, , w,,, are linearly independent.
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Example 11 .8 We conclude from Examples I I .I and I I .5 that the unit vectors

1 0
0 0

e,  =

i:) i.1

, e,,  = :

0 I

form a basis of R”. Since this is such a natural basis, it is called the canunical
basis of R”.

Exumple  I I .9 Example 11.6 presents five  collections of vectors that span R’.
By Theorem 11.3, collections c and P are not linearly independent since each
contains more than two vectors. However, the collections in a, h and d are
linearly independent (exercise), and therefore, each forms a basis of R’.

Notice that each basis in R2 singled out in Example 11.9 is composed of two
vectors. This is natural since R” is a plane and two linearly independent vectors
span a plane. The following theorem generalizes this result to R”.

Theorem 11.7 Every basis of R” contains II vectors.

P r o o f By Theorem 11.3.  a basis of R” cannot contain more than ii elements:
otherwise. the set under consideration would not be linearly independent. By
Theorem 11.6, a basis of R” cannot contain fewer than ,I elements; otherwise.
the set under consideration would nor span R”. It follows that a basis of R”
must have exactly n elements. n

We can combine Theorems I I. I I I .2. and I I .S and the fact that a square matrix
is nonsingular if and only if its determinant is nonzero to achieve the following
equivalence of the notions of linear independence, spanning, and basis for n  vectors

n  R”

Theorem 11.8 Let  v,, v,,  be a collection of n  vectors in R”. Form the
n X  n  matrix A whose columns are these vi’s:  A = (v, v1 v,, ).
Then, the following statements are equivalent:

(a) v,  v,,  are linearly independent.
(h)  v,, v,,  span R”;
Cc)  t-,,  .v,,  form a basis of R”. and
(d)  the determinant of A is nonzero.



The fact that every basis of R” contains exactly II vectors  tells us that there

are n independent directions in R”.  WC cxprcss  this when we say that R” is

rz-dimensional.  WC can use  the idea of basis to extend the concept of dimension to

other suhscts of R”. In particular, let V he the set II[v,,  , vk]  generated  by the

set of vectors  v,, ., vk.  If v,, , v k  are linearly indcpcndcnt,  they form a basis

of V. In Chapter 27, we prove that evq  hasis  of V has exactly k vectors-the
analogue of Theorem 11.7 for proper subsets  of R”. This number  k of vectors  in

every hasis  of V is called the dimension  of V.

EXERCISES

11.12 Which of the following arc  hascs  of R”!
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It concludes with a complete characterization of the size, that is, dimension, of the
set of solutions to a system of linear equation Ax = b.

Chapter 28: Applications of Linear Independence This chapter presents
applications of the material in Chapters 11 and 27 to portfolio analysis, activity
analysis, and voting paradoxes.
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Limits and
OPen Sets
A central concern in economic theory is the effect of a small change in one
economic variable x on some other economic variable y. How will a change in x
to a nearby x’ affect y? Before we can make this effect precise, we need to have
a working knowledge of the concepts of smaN  change and nearby. What does it
mean to say that one commodity bundle or input bundle is close to another? What
does a small change in prices mean? How can we quantify trends in prices or
consumption?

This chapter focuses on these questions by studying in some detail the notions
of sequence, limit, neighborhood, open set and closed set. From a mathematical
point of view, the limit of a sequerzce  is the concept that separates high school
mathematics from college mathematics. Limits play a key role, for example, in
the definitions of a continuous function, the derivative of a function, and even the
number e.

Our study of nearness  begins with a careful look at sequences and their limits:
first in R’ in Section 12.2, and then in R” in Section 12.3. Sections 12.4 and
12.5 define  open and closed sets and describe the complementarity  between these
two topics. Open and closed sets play an important role in clarifying the hypothe-
ses behind most economic principles. For example, theorems which characterize
economic equilibria often require that the underlying space of commodities be a
closed and bounded set since the existence of an equilibrium is guaranteed for
such sets. Section 12.6 discusses the  properties of closed and bounded sets.

The exposition of this chapter follows a careful logical development as one
principle is deduced from previous ones. As a result, this chapter has more proofs
in it than earlier chapters. Most of these proofs arc short and straightforward. Work
at understanding these proofs since the ability to follow a logical argument and
occasionally even to produce one is a valuable asset for working effectively in
economics.

12.1 SEQUENCES OF REAL NUMBERS

The natural numbers-also called the positive integers ~ are just the usual
counting numbers: 1, 2,3,4,.  A sequence of real numbers is an assignment
of a real number to each natural number. A sequence is usually written as
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1 xl,  x2, x3,.  , x,,, .}, where xi is the real number assigned to the natural number
1, thefirst number in the sequence; x2 is the real number assigned to 2, the second
number in the sequence; and so on.

Example 12.1 Some examples of a sequence of real numbers are:
I

I g) {3.1,3.14,3.141,3.1415  ,_..  }, h) {1,4, 1,5,9,  ,,,}.

For each natural number n, each sequence has a well-defined nth number x,,. For
example, the nth number in sequence b is l/n,  the nth number in sequence e is
(-l)“, the nth number in sequence f is (n + 1)/n,  and the nth number in sequence
g is the truncation of the decimal expansion of the number r to n decimal places.
We sometimes write a typical sequence {x1, x2, ,x3,. .}  as {x.},=,

Limit of a Sequence

There are basically three kinds of sequences:

(I) sequences like b, f, and g.  in which the entries get closer and closer and
stay close to some limiting value;

(2) sequences like a in which the entries increase without bound; and
(3) sequences like c,  d, E, and h in which neither behavior occurs so that the

entries jump back and forth on the number line.

We are most interested in the first type of sequence-the one in which the entries
approach arbitrarily close and stay  arbitrarily close to some real number, called
the limir of the sequence. Notice that we need both parts of this statement. The
entries of sequence c get arbitrarily close to 0  but they do not stay there; the entries
of sequence d get arbitrarily close to both + I and -1,  but the sequence does not
stay close to either. Neither sequence c nor sequenced has a definite limit.

In order to define the concept of a limit carefully, we need to formalize the
notion that number s is close to number r ifs lies in some small interval about
r. More precisely, let E  (epsilon) denote a small, positive real number, as is the
custom in mathematics. Then, the &-interval about the number r is defined to be
the interval

I,(r) = {s E R : 1s - rl < E}. (1)
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In interval notation, I,(r) = (I - 6 r + 8).  Intuitively speaking, ifs is in I,(r) and
if 8 is small, then s is “close” to r. The smaller E is, the closer s is to r.

Definition Let {xl, x2, x3, .}  be a sequence of real numbers and let I be a real
number. We say that r is the limit of this sequence if for an)?  (small) positive
number E, there is a positive integer N such that for all II 5 N, x, is in the
&-interval about r; that is,

In this case, we say that the sequence  converges to I and we write

limx,  = I or limx  = r or simply x,, - r.
,/_I  ‘1

This definition states that x,, converges to I if no matter how small an interval
one chooses about I, from some point on (n 2 N in the above definition) the
entries of the sequence get into and stay in that interval. Of course, how scan  the
sequence gets into the interval will? in general, depend on the size of the interval;
in other words. N depends on the size of F. In the above examples, sequence h
converges to 0,  sequence f converges to 1, and sequence  g convqes to n.

Example  12.2 Here are three mwe sequences which converge to 0:

Notice that  the  elements of the converging sequence  need  not be distinct
from each  other or distinct from the  limit, as the first sequence  in Example  12.2
illustntcs.  The  convergence  need not be all from one side, down to the limit, or up
to the limit, as the  second  sequence illustrates.  Finally, the  convergence need not be
moontonic:  each  element need not bc closer  to the limit than all previous elements.
This is illustrated by the  third sequence  in Example 12.2. All that convergence
requires  is that ultimately the elrmcnts  remain within any prespecified  distance of
the limit.

As mentioned  above, sequences  c, d.  and e in Example  12.1 do not converge
to a limit. Although their entries get arbitrarily  close  to some numberPC  in c;
and + 1 and I in d and e-they  don‘t stay close. If the entries of a sequence
get arbitrarily close to some number. that number  is called an accumulation point
of  the sequence. More formally. r is an accumulation point or cluster point



of the sequence {x.} if for any positive E  there are infinifely many elements of
the sequence in the interval I,(r), as defined in (1). A limit is a special case of
an accumulation point. A sequence can have a number of different accumulation
points, as illustrated by sequences d and e in Example 12.1. However, a sequence
can have only one limit.

Theorem 12.1 A sequence can have at most one limit. I

roof We want to formalize the intuitive notion that a sequence cannot get
arbitrarily close and sray  arbitrarily close to two different points. Suppose that a
sequence {x.}P;=, has two limits: r, and r2.  Take E  to be some number less than
half the distance between rl and rz, say E  = i!rl  - ~1, so that I&r,)  and I,(Q)
are disjoint intervals, as in Figure 12.1, Since x, - rlr there is an N1 such that
for n  2 NI  all the x. are in I,(rl);  and since n, - 12, there is an Nz  such that
for all n  2 Nz  all the xa are in IE(r2). Therefore, for u/l  n  2 max{N,,  Nz},  x”
are in both I=(r,)  and Ie(rz).  But no point can be in both Ie(rI)  and /,(~-a
contradiction which proves the theorem. n

I&, I,($
I--, ?A~~ _

r1-~- , �1 �I, 2
Figure

12.1 The intervals Ic(rl) and l,(r?)  are disjoinr  for E = $ lr, r21

In studying sequences, one often must consider the subsequences of a given
sequence. To define the concept of a subsequence carefully. think of a sequence as
the image of a function F from the nature1 numbers to the real numbcrs,  where we
write F(n) as x,,. Now, let M  be any infinite subset of the  natural numbers. Write
M as {n,, n2, ni,.  .}, where

Create a new sequence {y,J,  where

yj  = xn,, for j = 1, 2, 3,

This new sequence bj};=,  is called a subsequence of the original sequence (x,~}. In
short, we construct a subsequence  of a sequence by choosing an infinite collection
of the  entries of the original sequence in the order that these elements appear in
the original sequence. (See Exercise 12.2.)

Algebraic Properties of limits

It should be intuitively clear that limits of sequences are preserved by algebraic
operations. For example. if (x.}:=,  gets arbitrarily close to x and if {.y,,],T-, gets
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arbitrarily close toy, then the sequence of the sums {xn + yn}zzl  gets arbitrarily
close to x + y, and similarly for differences, products, and quotients. Work at
understanding the next two proofs as conipletely as possible in order to develop
a good working knowledge of the notion of limits, and of the notion of a careful
proof. The proofs of most theorems about sequences and their limits require the
triangle inequality, often more than once:

Ix  + Yl 5 1x1  + IYI for all x, y. (2)

Some proofs also call for the subtraction variant of the triangle inequality:

) 1x1 - lyl  ) s lx - yl for  all x, y. (3)

For real numbers, one can prove inequalities (2) and (3) directly, for example,
by looking at cases based on the signs of x and y. (Exercise.) For vectors in
R”, one replaces the absolute values in inequality (2) by norms. In this case, the
corresponding statement is the Triangle Inequality. See Theorems 10.5 and 10.6.

Theorem 12.2 Let {I,~},-~  and b,,};=,  be sequences with limits x and y.
respectively. Then the sequence {x, + y,},, converges to the limit x + y.

Proof Choose and tix a small positive number E. [Just about all proofs about
1 limits begin this way.1  Since we know that  x,, -+ x and y,,  - y, there exists an
~ integer N, such that

and an integer  IVY such that

’ ly,, y/  < ; f”r  n  2  Nz

1 Let  N = max{N,, N2}. Then for all n  2 N,

I(& + y.)  - 6 + L.)I = l(G - x)  + (yo  y)l

5 Ix, -xl + lyn  yl by  (2)

I E. n

We next prove that if xn - x and y,? - y.  then x,+. - xy.  This proof is a
bit more tedious than that of Theorem 12.2, and can bc skipped at first  reading.
We will begin by writing the critical difference Ixy x,,y,l as a sum of three
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terms, each of which involves the distances lx,, - XI and ly,  - 1.1  which we know
something about. We will then choose a positive E. To show that the sum of the
three terms in less than 8 for larg&~N,  we show that each is less than z/3  for large
enough N.

Theorem 12.3 Let {&}r==, and b8,}z=,  be sequences with limits x and y,
respectively. Then the sequence of products {,Y~x,Y,},, converges to the limit

XY.

Proof To show that Ixy x,,y,l is small when Ix ~ x.1 and Iy y,,l are small,
try to write the former in terms of the latter two. We will accomplish this by

using the mathematician’s trick of adding and subtracting the same element to
a given expression: in fact, we’ll do this twice.

I x  Y - x,2 Y,,I  = Ix Y - x Y,, + x Ysz  n,,  Ynl (once)

= Ix (Y - Yn)  + (x - x,x)  Ynl

= Ix (Y ~ Y.)  + (x 4,)~ (Y” - Y + Y)I (twice)

= Ix (Y - Y,,)  + (x - 4 (Y,, Y) + (x ~ &J  YI

5 lx  (Y - ?d + 1(-r  - &z)  (Y,z  - Y)I + lb ~ 4 4’1
(using the triple triangle inequality)

5 IXIIY  ~ YJ + Ih. X,,llY,,  Y/ + I+ “.l/Yl.

We know that each term  in the last expression goes to zero.  To make this pmccss
precise, proceed just as in the proof of Theorem 12.2. Choose  and fix a small
positive  numhcr  c, with .?  < I. Since x,, -I, there is an integer N, such that

n?N,  =+ In - &,I  < 3(ly;+  1)

Since  y,, - y: there is an integer N2 such that

n>N~z  j I?. Y,,l  <
c‘

3(1.x1  + 1)

Don‘t lose sight of the fact that since E and 1x1 arc fixed real numbers, so is
e/[3(lx  + l)].  The 3s in these expressions come from the fact that there are three
terms in the  each  of the  cxprcssions  above.  In order to make this expression less
then c‘;  WC will make each of the  three terms less than z/3.  To make the first
te~tn;  Irlly  y,,l.  less than 43, we want Iy y,,/ < ~/(31x1). We add an extra
1 to the denominator on the right to handle the case  where x might bc I).  Take
N = max{N,,  NZ}. Then. if n  2  N.



Here, we have used the facts that

L<l IYI - 1 ~ 1

1x1  + 1 ’ lyl + 1 < l, 1x1  + 1 < l, IyI + 1 < l,

=and &<l ==a 0
3

-cl

Another important property of sequences is that they preserve weak order relations,
as the following theorem shows.

Theorem 12.4 Let (x,}_~  be a convergent sequence with limit x,  and let b
be a number such that x, 5  b for all n. Then, x 5  b. If n, 2  b for all n, then

x 2 b.

Proof We will prove only the first statement. The proof of the second statement
1 is almost identical. Suppose, then, that x. 5  b for all n, and suppose that x > b.

Choose E so  that 0 < F < x b;  then, b < n 6 and I,(x) = (x - E, x + s)
lies to the right of b on the number line. There is an integer N such that for
all n 2  N, x. E I&).  For these x.‘s, b < x”;  this is a contradiction to the
hypothesis that all the x,,‘s were  C b. W

EXERCISES

12.1 Write out  the nth  term for the rest of the sequences in Example 12.1.
12.2 Explain why each of the following se&  is not a subsequence of the last  sequence in

Example 12.2:

12.3 Give a direct proof of inequalities (2) and (3) for real numbers
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Figure
12.2

12.4
12.5
12.6

12.7

12.8

12.9

Prove that lxyl  = 1x1 lyl  for all x, y.
prove  that lx + y + 11  5 1x1 + IyI  + Izl  for all numbers x, y,  z.
Prove that if {x,}, , and J&J,=  I are sequences with limits x  and y, respectively, then
the sequence (x. y,,},= L converges to  the limit x  - y.
Suppose that {I&  is B sequence of real numbers that converges to  x0 and that all
xn and x0 are nonzero.
a) Prove that there is a positive number B such that lx,\ 2  B for all n.
b) Using a, prove  that {l/x,,} converges to {I /x01.
Let {x,};-, and b,,),=,  be convergent sequences with limits x  and y,  respectively.
Suppose that all the y,,‘s  and y are nonzcro.  Show that  the sequence {xX./y,},,
converges to  x/y.
A sequence is said to  be bounded if there is a number B such that lx,,1  5  B for all
n. Show that if {x,},=,  converges to 0  and if bn},-] is bounded, then the product
sequence converges to  0.

12.10 Write out  the proof of the last sentence in the statement of Theorem 12.4.

12.2 SEQUENCES IN Rm

A sequence in R”’  is just what we would expect it to be: an assignment of a vecfor
in R”’  to each natural number n: {x,, x2, ~3,. .}. For such sequences we need to
keep track of two different indices: one for the m coordinates of each m-vector,
and the other to indicate which element in the sequence is under consideration.

Before we can carefully define convergence. we need to make precise our
notion of closeness in Rm, as we did at the beginning of the previous section for
sequences in R’. Recall from Chapter IO that the distance between any two vectors
x  and y in Rm is the norm  of their difference:

d(x, y)  =  I/x  - ytt  =  &I - y,)’  +  + (xn, - Y,)‘.

By this definition. the distance between two numbers is the length  of the line
segment between them, as indicated in Figure 12.2. The distance mcasurc or
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“metric” defined  by the Euclidean norm  of the difference is frequently referred to
as the Euclidean metric.

The triangle inequality (Theorem 10.5) implies that for any three vectors x, y,
and z,

IIX - zll = II@  - y) + (y - z)ll

5 IIX  - YII  + IIY -A,

“T d(x, 2) 5 d(x, Y) + d(y, 2). (4)

The generalization of the einterval  Ia about a point r on R’ is the &-ball
iTI  Rm.

Definition Let r be a vecta  in Rm and let E bc a positive number. The e-ball
about r is

B,(r) = {x E R”’ : IIx  ~ rll < E}.

Intuitively,  a vector x in Rm is close to r if x is in some B,(r) for a small but
positive E. The smaller E  is, the closer  x  is to r.

Definition Ascquence  of vcctors{x,, x7, x3,. .}  is said to converge to thevcctor
x  if for any choice of a positive real number F, there  is an integer N such that. for
all II 2  N. x,, t B,(x): that is,

d(x,,.  x) = IIx,, ~ XII  < e.

The vector  x  is called the  limit of the sequence.
In other words. a sequence  of vectors {x,,};=,  converges to a limit vectw  x

if and only if the sequcncc  of distances  from the vector  x,, to x. {/Ix,, - XII},-,,
converges  to 0 in R’.

Exomplr IL.1 Because of the extra dimensions tu move around in, a convergent
seqocnce  can mwc in all kinds of spirals in R”’  as it converges to its limit. For
example. let {u,,} be the sequence  of + Is and  -Is which changes  sign euer~
othcv  ,<wn:

I
{ll,,},m, = {I, I. -~I.  -I, 1. I, -I, -1,  1. I, PI, -1,  l,... }.

Nowl  construct the  sequence  {x.},=,  in which x,, = ( ,---):” u,+I
n (n+l)

Note  that the  x,,‘s move clockwise  in R2 from quadrant to quadrant. as they
convcrgc  to the origin, as illustrated  in Figure 12.3.
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Figure
12.3

However, if the sequence {x,,} is converging  to x, then each component of the x,,‘s
must be conver@ng  tu the  corresponding component of the limit vector x, and
conversely. This equivalence hetwccn  the  convergence of a sequence of vectors
and the  convergence of each of its components reduces the prohlcm  of verifying
the convcrgcncc  of a sequence of vectors in Rm to the problem of verifying the
convergence  of M scqucnces  in R’.

converges if and only if all m

Proof (If) Let {x,,};-,  he a sequence ofvectors in R”‘.  Write x,, = (xl,,, , x,,,,,).
Suppose  each  of the nz sequences of numbers {xi,,},-,  , i = I, , m. convcrgcs
to a limit .xi;.  I.et  x” = (XT.. A-;;,).  Choose and tix a small positive number E.
For each i between I and m, there exists an intcgcr  N;  such that. if II 2  N,, then
/x0, - .?~;‘I  < a/,/%.  L e t  N =  max{N,, Nr,,). Supposc  II 2 N .  Then.
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/Ix,  - x*11  < F. But then for n P N and for each component i,

lXin  - $1 c (Xln  xy + + (Xm,,  - $J*

= (l⌧,,  - ⌧*11  i E. n

Theorem 12.5 enables us to apply the results about sequences in R’ to se-
quences in R”‘. For example, the next theorem is the generalization of Theorems
12.2 and 12.3 in that it states that all the vector operations we have defined in
previous chapters are preserved under limits

Theorem 12.6 Let  {x.};=  , and {y,},=  , be convergent sequences of vectors in
R” with limits x and y, respectively; and let {c,,},=, be a convergent sequence

of real numbers with limit c.  Then the sequence (c,x,  + y.};=, converges to
limit cx  + y.

Proof As usual, begin by choosing a positive number F. Note that

I Il(r,,x,,  +  y,,) - (cx  + y)ll 5  IIc,J, all +  lly. - yll. (6)

) Since the sequence of y.‘s  converges to y, we know there exists an integer N,
such  that for all II 2  Ni. IIy,, - y/I < c/2.  On the other hand, for each com-

;. .,I- :
ponent i the sequence {cJ;,,}  converges to c.xi  by Theorem 12.3. By Theorem

12 5 thl\ Imphe\  that the  sequence (c,,x,,}~~~  converges to cx. Thus there exists
, an Nz such that for all n 2  N:, IIc~,x,,  - cxll < e/2.  It follows that for all

PI  2_  N = max{N,,  IV:},  llc,,x,, - cxJJ  + lly,, yl\ i E and therefore by (6)

I Il(C,,X,, + y,,) (cx  + y)ll < F. n

A similar argument  can he used to show that the sequence of inner products of
two convergent sequences of vectors converges to the inner product of the limits.

This is left as an exercise.
The definitions of accumulation point and subsequence extend naturally into

U”.

Definition The vector x is an accumulation point of the sequence {x,~},:=,  if
for any given F > (1  there are infinitely many integers n such that (lx.  - XII < E.

A point  that is a limit also satisfies the definition of an accumulation point-an
infinite number of terms in the sequence are within any given distance of the limit
point. But the definition of limit requires something more. All  terms sufficiently
far out in a convergent sequence arc required  to he within a given distence  of the
limit, not just an infinite number of them. As we saw in R’,  a consequence of
this distinction is that although a sequence can have several accumulation points,
a convergent sequence can have only one limit. The uniqueness of limits in Rm
follows directly from Theorems 12.1 and 12.5.
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Definition A sequence {Y~};=~  of vectors in R”’ is a subsequence of sequence

{xi}:=,  in R”’ if there exists an infinite increasing set of natural numbers {nj)  with

such that y, = x ,,,/  yz = x..,  y3 = xl,>,  and so  on.

If a sequence has an accumulation point, it may nonethelw  have no limit, as

sequences c and d in Example 12.1 illustrate. However, each sequence with an

accumulation point has a subsequence that converges to one of its accumulation

points. For example, in scqucnce c the even-numbered terms form a convergent

subsequence with limit 0. In sequence d, the cvcn-numbered terms are a conver-

gent subsequence with limit 1 while the odd-numhcrcd terms are a convergent

subsequence with limit I.

12.3 OPEN SETS

Our discussion of sequences leads naturally fu the study of open and closed sets

in R’“. Thr delinilion  of a closed  set  directly  requires the concept of a cunucrgcnt

sequence. The detinition  of an open  set  requires the use of E-balls.  Althou@

thcsc  two definitions seem unrelated, we will xc  that the concepts  xc  lruly

complementary.

WC start  with open sets since they are the mast basic  topological ctmslruction.

For a vector z in R”’ and a posilive  number E. the z-ball  about z is R,.(z)  =

{x t R”’ : IIx  zII  C: s). Somctimcs  B,:(z)  is called the open E-ball  to distinguish

it  from the closed ball {x E  Km : IIx  zll  5  z). which includes the boundary.

Open halls are  important examples of a mnrc gcncral class of sets called open sets.

Definition A set S in Rm is open if for each  x E  5’.  there rxis&  an open eball

around x completely contained in S:

XES  - there is an tz > 0 such that R,:(x)  C S.

An open set  S containing the point x is called an open neighborhood of x.
The word “open” has a connotation of .‘no boundary”:  from any point one can

;dways move  a little distance in url?  direction and still he in the xt. The  dclinition
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of an open set makes this idea precise: each element in an open set contains a
whole ball around it that lies in the set. Consequently, open sets cannot contain
their ‘*boundary points.”

Emmpk  12.4 The interval

(0, I) = {x t R : 0 < x < I}

is an open set. If h  is a point in (0, l), then h # 0 or 1. The number h/2 is
closer  to 0 than 0 is and is still in (0, l), while the number h + (1 b)/Z is
closer to 1 than b is and is still in (0, 1). If F = min{b/2,  (1 b)/2},  the interval
(b F,  b + E) is an open  interval about b in (0,  1). (Check.)

The definition of an open set also implies that such sets are “thick” or “full-
dimensional,” since an open set in Rm contains an m-dimensional ball around each
of its points. Consequently,  a line in RZ is not an open set. As indicated in Figure
12.4_ because  a line is a one-dimensional subset of R2, the ball around any point
on the line contains points which arc not on the line. Similarly, a line or plane in
R” cannot he open and one-point sets are never open.

1 Theorem 12.7 Open  halls are  open sets.

Proof Let  R  bc  the open ball B,(x) ahout  x. and let y  he an arbitrary point in b’.
We want to show that thcrc  is some hall ahout  y  that lies completely in B. Let

that the open ball V of radius tz  S around y
Figure 12.5. Let z be an arbitrary point in V.



Figure
12.5
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Then, by the triangle inequality,

112 ~ XII  s (12 - y]I + Ily - XII  < (E  6) + 6 = E.

Thus. V C B. W

/fy E B,(x) and 6 = IIx  ~ yll, then B,-*(y)  C B,(x).

The next theorem describes  the behavior of open sets under the set  operations
of union and intersection and allows us to construct interesting examples of open
sets.

Theorem 12.8

(a) Any union of open sets is open.
(h) Thefinite  intersection of open sets is open.

Proof a): Let S be any union of open sets Si, and let x  E S. The  point x  is in S
I by virtue of its being a member of some set Si. Since Sj is open, there is an open

i
ball B  around x contained in Si. Then B  is contained in the union S of the Si.
b): Let S,, , S, be open se&.  and let S = n!‘=,S.  If x  is in S, then x is in

’ each S:. Since each Si is open, for each i there is an ci  such that B,(x) C S,.

r-=
min F~. The ball B,(x) is contained in each B,(x), and therefore is

contamed  in each S,. Thus. it is contained in the  intersection S of the Si’s.  H

Note that any union of open sets is open: however, the intersection  of an infinire
number of open sets  need not be open. For example, consider the open intervals
S,, = (~  1 /n, +1/n)  in R’. The set S,, is the interval of radius 1 /n  around 0. It
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is easy to see that fl,-,S,, is just the point {Cl]; if y is any point different from 0,
y @ S,,  for all II > l/y, and so  y hE S. But (0)  is not an open set.

Interior of a Set

The fact that arbitrary unions  of open sets are open allows us to construct a
set-theoretic operation on all sets, which produces open  sets.

Definition Suppose that S  is a subset of R”. Let intS denote the union of all
open sets  contained in S.  The open set  intS is called the interior of S.

By its definition, the interior of a set can be considered as the largest open set
which is contained in the given set. For example, the interior of the closed &-hall
about x is the open E-ball  about x. The interior of the half-open interval [a, b) is
the open  interval (a, b). The interior of a lint  in the plane is the empty set, since no
subset of the lint  in R* is open in R’.  As Exercise  12.16 below shows, the interior
of an open  set  S  is the set  S  itself.

12.4 CLOSED SETS



Consequently, a closed set must contain all its “boundary points,” just the opposite
of the situation with open sets. In fact, closedness  and openness are complementary
properties in that the complement of an open set is closed and the complement of
a closed set is open. Recall that the complement of a set S is the set of all points
that are not in S.

Theorem 12.9 A set S in Rm is closed if and only if its complement, S’ =
R’” S,  i s  open.

Proof (Only if) Let S be closed. We need to show that its complement, T is open.
I In other words, we need to show that for any x E T, there is an E  > 0 such that
B,(x) C T. Choose x E T and suppose that this is not the cast,  that is. that no
B,(x) lies completely in T. Then for all E  3, 0, B,(x) n  S # 0. In perticular,
for each positive integer n,  there is an element x. of S in B,,,,(x). The sequence
{x,,};=~ lies in S and converges to x since IIx,, - ~(1  < 1 /n. Since S is closed, x
is in S--a contradiction to our choice of x  in T.

(If) Let S be the complement of an open set T. Let {x,J;~ be a convergent
sequence in S with limit x. To show that S is closed, we need to show that
x E S Suppose not. Then x E T. Since T is open, there exists an open

1.
neighborhood  B,(x) of x  contained in T. Since the sequence converges to x, for
n large enough, x. E B,(x),  so x. E T-again a contradiction. since the x,,‘s

1 are in S, the  complement of T. n

Using Theorem 12.9 together  with Theorem 12.8, we obtain the next  theorem
simply by set-theoretic complement&m,  since

complement of U Si = njcomplemcnt  of&}.

The proof is left as an exercise.

Theorem 12.10

(a) Any intersection of closed sets is closed.
(b) The finite union of closed sets is closed.

Just as arbitrary intersections of open sets need not be open, so  too arbitrary
unions of closed sets  need not be closed. For example, consider the closed sets
S,,  = [-n/(n  + I),  n/(n  + I)1 fern 2 1. The readershould check that LJ,,,lS,,  =
(- 1, I)_ is an open interval.

Closure of a Set

Complementing the operation that produces the interior of a set  is the closure-
operation.

Definition Suppose that S is a subset of Rm.  Let clS (or sometimes 5) denote
the intersection of all closed sets containing S. The closed set cl.5  is called the
closure of s.
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By its definition, the closure of S is the smallest closed set which contains S.
The following theorem is a sequential characterization of the closure of a set.

Theorem 12.11 Let S be a set in R’. Then x is in clS if and only if there is
a sequence of points in S converging to x.

Proof (If) Let {x.}r=,  be a convergent sequence of points in a set S, with limit
x. Then {x,,}z=,  C T for any closed set T 3 S; so x E T. Since this is true for
any closed subset T containing S, x  E c1.S.

(Only If) Supposex  E clS.Thenweclaim  that for all E  > O,B,(x)flS  # 0,
because if for some E  > 0, B,(x) n  S = 0, then the complement of B,(x) is
a closed set containing S and not containing x-a contradiction to x E cl S.
Now construct a sequence {x.}F=, by choosing x, E B,,,(x)  n  S. This is a
sequence in S with limit x. m

Boundary of a Set

At this point, we can make precise the notion of the boundary of a set, a concept
which guided our  intuition in our discussion of open and closed sets. Roughly
speaking, a point x is on the boundary of a set  S if there are points inside S
arbitrarily close to x  and points outside S arbitrarily close to x.

Definition A point x is in the boundary of a set S if every  open ball about x
contains both points in S and points in the  complement of S.

The following theorem follows essentially for the definition of a boundary
point.

Theorem 12.12 The set of boundary points of a set S equals clS  n  ~1.5”.

There are plenty of sets which are neither open nor closed; for example, the
half-open interval (a, b] in R’, the  sequence {l/n : II = 1, 2,. .}  without its limit
0 in R’. and a line minus a point in the plane. There are only two sets which are
both open  and closed in Rm: R”’ itself and, by default, the empty  set. See Exercises
12.27 and 12.28.

EXERCISES

12.18 Show th;lt closed  intrrvois  in RI -sets  of the form (x : a 5  x  5  b} for fixed
numhcrs  a and b-are closed sets.

12.19 Show that closed bulk  in R” -sets  of the  form {x  : IIx  zll 5 6) for fixed z and
E ~ are  closed sets.

12.20 Prove  that any tinite  set is a closed set. Prow  that the set of integers is a closed set.
12.21 Forcach of the following suhsrts  of the plane. draw the  set. state whether it is open.

closed. or neither, and justify your  answer in a word or  two:
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a) {(x,  y) : -1 < x <  + I, y = O),

c)  ((4 y) : x + y = I),

e) {(x,  y) : x = 0 or  y = 0).

b) {(x.  y) : x and y are integers),

4 Kx,  Y)  : x +  Y <  l)a

12.22 Prove Theorem 12.1”  using what  you know about complements of sets.  Also prow

the theorem directly from the definition of a closed set.

12.23 Suppose that S is a suhsct  of R” with complement T. Show that cl  S  is the comple-

ment of int  T.
12.24 We generalize the definition of an accumulation point of a sequence to arbitrary

sets by defining x to be an accumulation point of a set S if every hall about x

contains points ofS other than x. Note that x need not lie in S. If S is closed, show

that it contains all its accumulation points. For general S,  prove that cl S is the union

of S  and its accumulation points.

12.25 Show that the three examples in the last paragraph are neither open nor closed.

12.26 Prove Theorem 12.12.

12.27 Show that R”’  and the empty set satisfy the definitions of an open set and of a

closed set in Rm.

12.28 Prove that no nonempty, proper subset of R”’  can be both open and closed. [Hint:

Suppose that such a set S  exists. First find a line segment P in Rm with one end at

a point a in S and the other end at a point b not in S. Find the point E  on 1 with the

properties that all the points on P between a and E  are in the open set S  and E  is the

furthest point one from a with this property. Since S is closed and  open. c E S

and all points cIosc  enough  to con !?  are  in S  - a contradiction to the choice of c.]

12.5 COMPACT SETS

The  next most important sets after open sets and closed sets are  the compact sets.

basically hccause  they have  many of the desirable  properties that finite sets have.

Economic theory. especially microeconomics, is concerned with the consequences

of optimization-the search for a point in some set at which a given function

takes on the maximum or minimum value it can achieve on the set. Compact

sets  play an important role in questions  about the exi,strncr  of optima. We saw

in Chapter 3 that a continuous function defined on an open interval (a, h) or  on
an infinite interval (px,  +‘x)  need not achieve a maximum value on that interval:

take for example, the lincat  function J’(x) = Lx. However. on any hounded clr~.wd
interval [u, h], a continuous function does achieve  its maximum; possibly  at one of

the endpoints.  Compact sets are  the appropriate generalizations of bounded  closed

intervals to higher dimensions. We will prove in Chapter 30 that a continuous

function defined on a compact set always achieves its maximum value on that set.

Recall that a set S in R” is bounded if there exists a number B such that

llxll  5  R for all x E  S, that is, if S is contained in some ball in R”. Examples  of

bounded sets include any interval or finite union of intervals in R’  except for those

which have +r OT  -cc  as an endpoint. Any disk in the plane with finite radius is

hounded. Examples of sets  which are not hounded include the integers in R’.  any

hyperplanc,  or any ray.
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Definition A set S in R” is compact if and only if it is both closed and bounded.
Thus, any closed interval in R’ with finite endpoints is compact, but open

intervals are not compact. Any closed disk of finite radius in the plane is compact,
but other disks are not.

An important feature of compact sets is that uny  sequence defined on a compact
set must contain a subsequence that actually converges, a result known as the
Bolzano-Weierstrass  Theorem. This feature of compact sets will be used a dozen
times in this book. In this section we prove this result for the compact interval
[O,  11 on R’ and sketch the general proof. Chapter 29 presents a careful proof for
a general compact set in R”.

Theorem 12.13 Any sequence contained in the closed and bounded interval
[0, I] has a convergent subsequence.

Proof Let (x,,],, be an arbitrary sequence in [O,  I]. One of the two subintervals
[0, I /2]  or  [l/Z,  l] of [O,  l] roust  contain an (infinite) subsequence of {x,~}~=~,
since the union of two finite sets is a finite set. Say, for simplicity of argument,

that [O,  l/2]  contains an infinite subsequence and let yl = xnl be an entry of that
subsequence. Now, divide 10, l/2]  into two subintervals  [0, l/4]  and [I /4,  l/2].
One of these two contains an infinite subsequence of {x,,},  I, say [l/4,  l/2].  Let
yz  = .x,,~ be an clement of such a subsequence with nl > n,. Now, divide this
subinterval [I /4, l/2]  intotwocompact subintervals  [l/4,  3/8] and [3/X, I /2].

of {xn},,.  Let
yj = x,~:  be an element of such a subsequence, with n3  > n2. Keep dividing

into smaller and smaller subintervals  and choosing a subinterval that contains
an (inJinire)  subsequence  of the original sequence  {x,,},=, and an element of
the sequence in that subinterval  further down the sequence than previously
chosen elements. Finally. one  proves that the sequence  of yj’s  so constructed is

a convergcnr  subsequence  of {I,,};; I. n

This same argument works for any compact interval [a, h]  in R’ and, in fact,
for any rectangle [a,, h,] X  [a?,  h2] in R2 and any generalized box

B  = {(I,, ,A-,,)  E R” : a, 5  xl 5 h,,  a,8  s x. 5  h,,}

in R”. Find a collapsing sequence of boxes RI > & 3 BJ > ” ‘,  each of which
contains an infinite suhsequencc of {x,}:-,.  Choose a subsequence b,,},=,  such
that yk  = x,,~  for \ome k and 11, < n2  < ni  < . . For a general compact subset
C of R”.  we can find a generalized box B that contains C, since C is hounded.
Then. perform the  above hisection argument in C f’ R. The bottom line is the
Bolzirr~o-Wei~,r.sr~fl.~.s  Thrown. whose  complete proof is presented in Chapter 29.

Let C be  a compact subset in R” and let {I,~};=,  be any
sequence in C. Then, (x,,i,:-,  has a conwr#vr  subsequence whose limit lies
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EXERCISES

12.29 Prow  that a closed subset of a compact set is compact.
12.30 Prove that every finite set is compact.
12.31 Which of the five  sets in Exercise 12.21 are compact sets?
12.32 Prove that the intersection of compact sets is compact and that the finite union of

compact sets is compact. Show that the infinite union 01  compact sets need not he
compact.

12.6 EPILOGUE

This chapter has covered the basic notions of limits and of open and closed  sets

needed for a careful exposition of multivariable  calculus. The discussion in this
chapter is continued in Chapter 29, where more advanced topics are discussed.
Time permitting, Chapter 29 can be read at this point while these ideas are still
fresh. The first section of Chapter 29 continues our description of the important
propcrtics  of sequences. So far, the only way we can tell whether  or not a  sequence:
converges is to actually identify a limit for it: but we sometimes  want to prow
that abstract sequences with certain special properties converge to a limit without
specifying any concrete limit. Section 2Y.l introduces  the concept of a Cauchy
convergence, which allows us to capture the concept of convcrgcncc without
actually finding a limit. Section  2Y.2 continues our discussion of compact sets.
including a careful proof of the Bolzan~,-Wcicr~t~Is!,  Theorem. The rest  of Chapter
2Y  deals with connected sets and with diffcrcnt  norms on R”.













































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































A P P E N D I X  A 6

Selected Answers

Chapter 2 Answers

2.5 a) .r # I.  h) all .x,  c) .r # -1,  -2, d) all 1.
2.8 u) ?‘  = 2.1~ + 3, h) y = -3x, c) y = 4x - 3, d) 4‘  = -21  + 2,

e) y = A + I, f) J = (-7/2)x  + 3.
2.9 u)  additional revenue from the (q + l)st output, that is, marginal revenue.

d)  increase in consumption when national income goes up I unit.

2.1 I ii)  -21.1~‘. c) -(Y,‘>)i~-“‘. c) 6.r - Y + (14/5).r z’i  - (3,‘2).r+‘.
,T)  4~~’ + 9.8~’  + 6.~ - 3. i)  2/(x  + I)‘, k)  7(.x’  ~ 3,~‘)~(S~r”  -- 6s)
ni)  (or’ + Z.zQ’(4.r  + 5)(44.?  + 45.~’  + 40.x  + 30).

2.12 u) F = 6.~ 9. h)  v = (I /Y)~r  + Q/9).
2.16 u) continuous and differentiable at .v = 0.

h)  not  continuous ilt  .I~ = 0,
1,)  continuous, not differentiable at ~1~  = I.
d)  continuous and differentiable at A = I.

2 . 2 0  ii)  -42.1~.  <‘I (45/4X”‘. 6’)  6  (52/2S).r *‘j +  (3/4)YJ”
,q)  12~~’  + 1X.r  + 6. i) -4/(.r  + I)>.

2.22 86. XX.

2.23 increases 30.78 dollars.
2.25 <I)  7h. h) 9.9992s. C’) 100.150.

Chapter 3 Answers

3.3 4. 1,).  ii)  concilvc  down for .v < 0 and concave up for .,~  > 0,
h) c”ncave  up for I i 0 and .Y > 4. concave down f<,r 0 < .I < 4;
0)  conawe  down for .r # 0.
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3.9 a) no global max or min on D,,  max at 1 and min at 2 on Dz,
b) no max or  min on D, , min at 0 and max at 1 on D2,
c) min at -4, max at -2 on  DI, min at + I, no max on Dz,
d) min at 0, max at 10 on D,,  min at 0, no max on Dz.

3.10 (x - 5)(15 -x), x* = 10.

3.11 q = 20 x, n  = (20 -x)(x - 5), I* = 12.50.

3.16 No positive output maximizes profit.

3.19 Elasticity equals -r for all prices.

3.22 q’  = a/2(1  + kb), p’  = a(1  + 2kb)/[b(2  + 2kb)l.

Chapter 4 Answers

4.1 a) (8 0 h)(z) = (5i - I)2  + 4, (h 0 g)(x) = 512  + 19.
b) (g o  h)(z) = (z  - l)+ + l)‘, (h o g ) ( s )  =  (x’ 1)(x’ +  I).
c).  d)  (8  0  h)(z) = z, (h 0  g)(l)  = 1.

4.2 a) inside )‘ = 3.~~  + 1, outside z = ?.I”
h)  inside y = l/x, outside z = y*  + 5y + 4,
c) inside y = 2.x - 7, outside z = COSJ.

4.3 a) (g 0  h)‘(l) = 2(Sz  - I)5 = 50:  - 10, (h 0  y)‘(\.)  = 5 2x = 10x,
b) (g o  h)‘(z) = 3[(;  ~ I)(z  + 1)]*(2z)  = 6z(z  - I)+  +  l)‘,

(h o  g)‘(r)  =  2x’  3x2 =  6.x5.

4.4 a) i(3.G  + 1)-‘/I  6x = 3r/qFG
b)  [2(1/x) + 51 (p I/.?).

4 . 5  0) cos(P)  4x1, b)  cos(I/x)  (-l/,?)
c:)  cos\/(2fi).  d )  (cosJ;)/2,,&.

4 . 9  0) C.f-‘)‘(.f(l))  =  l/3,  I/f’(l) =  l/3.
b) cfm’)‘(1/2)  = ~4, l/f’(l) = --(I + I)’ = -4

Chapter 5 Answers

5.1 a) 8 b) l/8  c)  2 d)4  e) l/4  f) 1 g)  l/32  h) 125 i ) l/3125

5.4 a) 1 h)  ~3 c)  9  d)  3 e) 2 f) -1 8)  2 h)  l/2  i)  0

5 . 5  a)  (In9)/6  b )  0  c)  5/ln2 d)  2  +  (In5/In2)  e)  2”  f ) 5

5.6 i = (In 3)/r-

5.7 3.65 years

5.8 0) f’(.V) = G’ + 3.x$’ f”(\)  = 6$’ + 9x3’
b)  f”(.,~)  = (& + ++:+2 y’(.r)  = (4~T’  + 12.x + 1 l)cJz+3~‘-?
c)  f’(x) = 8r3/(x” + 2) f”(.V) =  (48.G XP)/(r4 +  2 ) ’
d) f’(.r)  = (I ~ ~r)/e~’ f”(x) = (.I - 2)/2’
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e)  f’(x) = & - y&p f”(x)  = &j7 - &?

f) jq.x) = (I - lnx)/x~ .f”(r)  = (2 In .I~ - 3)/x!
5.10 dy/d\ = l/(x  In IO)

5.11 c

5.12 a) $1870.62 b) $4754.17

5.13 48.05 years

5.14 f = l/(4?)

5.15 f = 3.393

5.16 a) y’ = 3s/(x~  + l)“‘(x* + 4)“’
h) yj = 2X(lll(.Y? + I)(.ry

Chapter 6 Answers

6.1 Net contribution cost = $5956.

6.2 C = 6070. S = 2875. F = 36.422.

6.3 i, = 0.5.~ + 0.5.~~  + I, ~x2 = Or, + 0.25,~~  + 3: .x, = 6.1~  = 4.

6.4 .K, = 0.5x,  + 0.S.u2  + 1,  .x2 = 0.875~~  + 0.25.~~  + 3; no positive solution.

6.5 8.82 percent and 18.28 percent, respectively.

6.6 I .95 percent for white females.

Chapter 7 Answers

7.1 m and P.

7.2u).r=S.y=6..=2. b)r=.-=l.J=-?.

7.3o).r~=17/3.?=-13/3;  ~~).1=1,~=-1,~=-2.

7.6 u) Y = hl"/(sh  - am).  I = ml"/(sh + on>); b,i.) both decrease as s
increases.

7.12 M’ = -1, .r = I. J = 2. : = 3

7 . 1 4  I =  (S/4)  - (5/4)1. y =  (3/Z)  (3/2)z.

7.15 k  = I infinitely many solutions: k  # - 1.  one solution: x = I, .x2 = 0.

7.16 u)~.xybasic:  zfree:  M’  = il2/11)-(3/11):,.x = -(4/11)+(l/lI).-,
y = (7/l I) + (12/l  I)::  h)  WI  basic, y,:  free: w = 0.6 - 2.2.1 + 0.6;.
x = 0.6 + 0.8~  - 0.4.;  c)  all variables basic; d) only me variable basic.
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7.17 a) General solution is .Y  = I + (5/4)z,  y = 12 - (9/4)z.  To get an integer
solution, take 2  = 4, then .Y  = 6 and y = 3. b)  Just change the right hand
side in the system in part a and apply the same analysis.

7.18 a = -8.

7.19 a) one, b)  q  = 0,  p = -I.

7.20 a) I, b) 2, c)  3, e)  3.

7.21 a) Only the zero solution for i, iii and iv; infinitely many other solutions
for the other two. b)  Unique solution for every RHS for i and iv; infinitely
many solutions for every RHS for ii; .?ero  or infinitely many solutions de-
pending ou  the RHS for I:; zero or one solution depending on the RHS
for iii.

7.23 Only c.

7.25 i) : a) 2, b)  z and 1 of the other 3, c)  : = l/4,  x = (3/4)  + M’  - 2~.

7.26 C = 0.05956 P, S = 0.04702. P. F = 0.35737 P

7.29 a) : and any two of the other 3 can be endogenous;  b)  if y  is chosen as
exogenous and set to 0, M’  = 0.6, I = 0.6, z = 0, c)  if z is the only
exogenous variable and set equal to 0, the corresponding system has in-
finitely many solutions.

7.30 No, the 3 X 4 coefficient matrix has rank 2; no submatrix can have
rank 3.

Chapter 8 Answers

8 . 1  u)A+R=(;  -; ~),A~nundetined,38=(,~  -; -;),

Dc=(;‘:,.BJ=‘(py  -$4JCJ=  (f’ Ip
,.,,.I,,=(;  ;).Dc=(;  ;‘)

8 . 5  u)AR  =  (-;  -;) =BA.

8 . 7  (I; ;)(I; ;)=(I; ;).

(-: 2)(-f  -i)=(-: -;)

8.9 number of ways of permuting II objects = II!,

8.10 a) (; a) + (A ;) = (; ;). nuf  a permutation matrix; so not

closed under addition. h)  yes. closed under multiplication.

8.15 Carry out the multiplication.
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8.18 Carry out  the multiplication.

8.19 a)  ( -: -i), h)  ( $2 -$), d singular,

(
-5/2 0 -1 -6 3/2 - 1

4 3/2 0 l/2  ) ,e)  ( 13 -3 2
l/3  l/3  l/3 5/3 -l/3 l/3

f) ( -l/4 2
l/3 -T/3

9/2  3/4 -15/2  -1 11/2  3/4
IO/3 -x/3

8.20 a)  (-:‘:)(;\  = (;; ’

i

( -6h) I3
5/2

-y; ,i)(+(-i),

Cl
(
-g l,p li)(-;)=(li)

8.21 A n x  n  and AB  defined implies B has n rows.
A n  x n  and BA defined implies B has n cohmms

8.22A4=(;;  ;:),A3=(h’  :)X2=(-;  -;).

0 ... 0

-t), a symmetric matrix.

8.40A-, = ( A;,‘U+Ad~ Ad,‘) PA;,‘A~~C~
- C  +Az,A, !

c-1 .

where C = A??  - A>,A;,‘A,2.

8.41 a) A,, and A>>  nonsin&~
h)  Ai!  and A,, - &A,~A?~  nonsingular.
L.) AZ2 invertible and pTA,’ p nonzero.

8.42 a) E,~(31, h)  &-I).E,4(2) .E,2(-3).
L.) EdI).  E,A3).  E12(-2).  d)  Es-l). Ez(l)~E,&2).  En-3)
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8.43 0) (-; ;)(; -;)

determinants = I
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c)  One row echelon form is

h)  One row echelon form is

9.9 All nonsingular since det # 0.

1 3
0 6
I 2
0 5

9.14 ~)detA  = pl.drtB  = -l,detAB  = +l.det(A+B)  = -4.
hj detA  = 24: detB  = IX; det AR = 432; det(A  + B) = S6.
<,) det.4  =  ud  ~ hf.. detB  =  rh -t&, d e t  A B  =  (ud  hc)(rh ,f’),

det(A  + B) = det,4  + detB  + uh - hg  + de ~ cf.

Chapter 10 Answers

1 0 . 4  0)(2.-l)  h)(-2.-1)  i.)(2.l)  d)(3.0)  ej(1.2.4) f)(2,y2.3).

10.5 u)  (I, 3) h)  (~4. 12) I.) undefined d)  (0.3.3)  P)  (0.2)
,f) (1.4)  x)(1,1)  h)(3.7.l)  i)(p2,~4,0)  j)undefined

10.10 u)  5 h) 3 c,)  ,I? d)  3& c) fi f, ,/ii g)  2 /I),/%  i) 3

10.11 a)  5 h) IO  c)4  d)  &i f) 6
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10.12 a) acute, 45" b) right, 90’ c)  acute, 30” d) obtuse, 106.8”
e) acute, 63.4"

10.13 a) (;a;) b) Cl,01 d($&) ")(j+&j$)

10.14 a) C-32-4) b)  C-5,0)  c)  ($$$)  d)  (&j+> j&)

10.15(u-v)~(u-v)=u~u-2u~v+v~v.

10.16 b) Iw + luzl + '.'  + Iu.1; max{lu~l,lu~l....,lu,l~.
10.19 42.03"
10.24 expand determinant along top row

10.25 a) (-l,O,  1) b)  C-7,3,5)

10.26 b)  3.64

10.28 (I) (3 + 2t,O) ; (4,O) b)  (1 - r,t)  ; (;,  1) c)  (1 + I,[, 1 - 1) ; (;,  $1  ;)

10.29 no
10.30 a)xz = -3x1 + 15 b)xz  = -XI + 8 c)  x2  =  5

C)X(fo=(;)+(;)t
10.32 no

10.33 dx(f)=(;)+l(j) ; x2 = 2x,

b) x(f)  = ( ; ) + t (;) ; 12 = 3x, - 2

cMf)=(;)+f(-;
):

x* = -+x, 14

10.34 a)x(f)=(-t)+(i),;  b,x(r,=(;)+(-;)r

~)~(~,~)=(8)+(-a,~+(-~)~

d)~~~,~)=(a)+(I4)~+(-s)~

10.35 a) y = -ix + ;; b) y = ; + 1;
c)-7x+2y+z=-3;  d)y=4
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10.38 0) yes; h) no.

10.39 a) - = -1.r,  12

10.40 (ll/3.-11/3.1)

10.41 (;)=(-;)+(-gr  or +G=?

10.42 If I” increases, so does Y’ and r*.  If MS  increases, Y’ increases and r*
decreases. If co  increases, so does Y’ and r*.

Chapter 11 Answers

11.2 a) independent b) dependent c) independent d) independent

11.3 a)  independent h)  dependent

11.12 n) no /I) yes c) no d)  yes

II.14 N)  no  b)  no c.1 no  d)  yes P)  no

Chapter 12 Answers

1 2 . 1  <I)  II  h)  I/n C’) 2’m”zm1”‘m” d) (-1r-‘(+)

r) (-I)” S) (II + 1)/n  ,q)  7i to II decimal places
ir) the 11th  digit after the decimal point in T

12.2 n)  out of order. I??  B ,ii
h)  iinite  set
(‘1  second element not in original sequence

12.21 0) neither. h)  closed. c’)  closed. d)  open, P) closed.

12.31 None are  bounded.

Chapter 13 Answers
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13.13 sinx,  I” 1x1,  CC’,  for example.

13.23 f (.r) Domain Range I - I f- ’ (4’) onto

a) 3x - 7 R R yes f(y  + 7) yes
b) 2  - 1 R [-l,E) no “ 0
C) & R (0.  Xl Yes In(y)  no
d) x3  - x R R no Yes

.X/(X’  + I) R Iq,;] “0 no
;; \.3 R R Yes ).I/3 Yes
9) I /.Y R-i’2 RW’JI yes l/y  no

h)  Jx-1 [I>=) IO> Xl Yes 4.2  + 1 no
0 xe * R (-=. l / e ]  no “ 0

13.24 a) f(x) = logx;  g(x)  = x2  + 1 b)  f(x) = I’;  g(x)  = sinv
c)  f(x) = (cosx,  shy);  g(x)  = x3 d)  f(l)  = x3  + x; g(s) = x’y

Chapter 14 Answers

14.1 a) fy = 8xy - 3y3 + 6 fv = 4x2 9xy2
b) f\ = Y fv = x
c) fs = y2 fv = 2xy
d)  f>  = 2&r’ 3? fv = 3$+%

e) f* = -2v/(s  - ?.)I fl = 2.r/(x  - ?.)I
f) fy  = 6xy - 7$ f>~  = 3.~’ - (71/2$)

uI-Ii”:,14.2 4 z = kal.~,  2 a~,~>3  = ka2Tyllqlrl

h)  + = ~,,hk,~l~“~~‘(c,.l-,“  + c,.y;“)-:-‘,,/I  ,
z =  c2hk.v;“m’(c,.l-,  “ +  (‘:.x2  ‘I)  : ’

14.4 a) 5400 b)  5392.8, 5412.5
c)  5392.798, 5412.471 d)  AL = 60

14.5 a) own price elasticity = u,,
b)  cross price elasticity = oIz
c)  income elasticity = b,

1 4 . 6  a )  4 . 5  b)  p.75 r) -.I5
d)  Qt>  = 3.75. Qh = 3.806: Q< = 4.35. Q<,  = 4.356

14.7 a) 240 bj238.046  c)  238.032 d)  241.843, 241.837

14.X u)  ll,692.76  b)  6037 (.I  3.04097

14.10 6.5075
14.11 a) t$ = (3~’  + 2)(-6r) + (6.y)(l2r’  + I); I = -3r’ and y = 4$  + f

b)  $  = - Il52r’  4321’  36r’  121

14.12 7.25

14.13 -3/x

14.14 -148.000
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14.15 (6,5,6)

141, . c=‘“-” ’
c(I  d.S a

“=““+2
31  ii,~

14.18 (3/J% l/&6)

14.19 (9/&F  2/Jm

14.20 52/J%

14.21 aq,/ar a/Jr  =
1 (

427.5 19.5
dqz/c+  aq2/at ~400/3  ~20/3

14.22 DF(G(1,  I)) = (; ;)

Chapter 15 Answers

15.3 2.9X

15.4 1.8607: 1.9913
15.5 ?‘(.v) = I in both cures.

15.6 a) ?‘  = ~3 h) yes ~1  -4/9,  2/9  d) ~3”~

15.8 u) no h) no c) yes,  -0.9449. 0.4961.
15.9 u) 23/24  h) 23/24

15.15 u) JY/dM’  > 0.  rlY/r?T <  0.  &/;cM~’  <  0 , &‘/rSr < 0 ;

h) c?Y/ilM’  >  0.  iiY/Z < 0 ;  i),-/riM’  <  0 ,  &l-/JT  <  0

15.16 .I  = 1.03. y = 1.9174

15.18 No. the system is underdetermined.

L5.19  yes: ‘+/a.,~  = 0. ‘+/ill.  = -I /3.  a:/a.r  = ~ I /3.  aday  = -2/9

15.20 yes: it = 1.1. I’ = -.73.

15.21 a)  .r = 3. ?  = 1.X: h) the matrix of lint  derivatives is singular.

15.22 <I): ~1.  .I endogenous and r exogenous: or ?‘.  : endogenous and .c  exoge-
n o u s :  h ) :  i)  .r =  1.75.  y =  1 . ii) y =  I. I =  .75
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15.25 a) endogenous  variables = {Y, C, I, I-};  exogenous var.  = {G, T, MS}
b)  yes.

15.33 .Y’  = f(Jnz+h2  + a),  yz = f(m  a) with xy the same sign
as b.

15.36 detDF(.r,y)  = det ( -$ ‘;)  = I + ,rm~r > 0.

15.39 f(x) is never negative.

Chapter 16 Answers

16.1 a) positive definite b)  indefinite c)  negative definite
d)  positive semidefinite e)  indefinite f) negative semidefinite
g)  indefinite

16.4 (1)  = &
16.6 a) negative definite b) positive definite c)  positive definite

d)  positive definite e)  indefinite

Chapter 17 Answers

17.1 a) (O,O),  saddle point; (0, I), saddle point; (1.0). saddle point; (- I, 0).
saddle point; (l/&.  2/5) local min: (- I /fi.  2/5) local max.
b)  (13/7.  16/7).  saddle point:
L.) (O,O),  saddle point; (I, I), local min (p I, I), local min:
d)  (0,O). cannot tell: (l/2,  -l/2).  local min; (-l/2.  -l/2),  local min

17.2 a) (~369/137,  ~14/137,29/137),  saddle point:
b)  (0.0, O), local min: (I, O,O),  saddle point; (- I, 0, O), saddle point:
(0.  I, 0), saddle point: (0, I, 0), saddle point: (0.0.  I). local  max:
(0.0. ~ I), local max.

17.3 a) local max = (p I /Js,  2/5), not global max; local min = (I /&. 2/S)
not global min:
b)  no local max or min:
r) global min at (I, 1) and (- 1,  - 1) since the function is convex  for the
open sets U’ = {(x, y)l.r > I /&}  and Il-  = {(,I~,  J)I.v  i -I /&};
d)  no local mins or maxs.

17.4 (I /256,  I /256)

17.5 J = paQ/n.,  y = pbQ/r-, u, h E (0.  1): p,  !,‘.I’  > 0

17.6 Charge business travellers 37/3:  charge pleasure travelers 2X/3.

17.7 Q = 4, 11  = 22.
17.8 y = (35/59).r+  (YO/5Yl
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Chapter 18 Answers

18.2 +(l,  1) are local minima; it,/?,  -4)  are local maxima.
18.3 approximately (1.165,1.357)
18.4 (II, xd  = @/PI,  (1 - ~Y/Pz)

18.5 (2, -f, -1)

18.6 max  at (l/2,0,&/2)  and (l/2,0,  -d/2); min at (-1,O.O)
18.7 max  at 1-(3fi, l/a,  I/&)

18.10 (0,2)
18.11 (0,  I)
18.14 max  at (1/3p,,1/3~>,1/3p,)

18.15 max  at (5, 15).

18.17 x = 0,y  = 1,~’ = -2.

Chapter 19 Answers

19.2 1.05, 1.05.
19.3 a) x = 16.~  = 64; b) AQ = -25,600; c) AQ = -25,360.T
19.4 1.8
19.5 8.4

19.12 max  = 2.569, min = 1.438.
19.13 1.025
19.14 For exercise 18.2, at (x,)., h) = (&,  -&,  2) and (-&,J?,2),  detH

= 24 > 0;  maxima. At (1,1,2/3) and (-I, -1,2/3),  detH = -24 <
0;  minima. For exercise 18.3, at (x,y,  h) = (1.165,  1.357, -.714),

(

0 -2x- 1
det -21 2 + 2h 0

)

= - 11.43 < 0;  minimum.
1 2

19.18 The Jacobian of system (11) in Chapter 18 at (x1,x2,  p) = (1, 1, S) is

(-$  1s  -O)

- 4
2 , whose determinant is 48 > 0.
0

19.21 18.10: 3.4, 5; 18.11: 3; 18.12: 3.

Chapter 20 Answers

20.1 a) yes, degree 6 b)  no c) yes, degree 0 d) yes, degree 1, e) no
f) yes. degree 0

20.8 a)  yes”‘.  b)  y In(.r/~),  c) 5~,  d)  (x:/q)  + (x;/x:,, e) (x; + x$/x?.
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20.9 a) 3xy  + 2, 13uy  + 2 = 5},
{(ry)’  = 16); (14.)’  + (x4.).
r’?,  @ =  c),  {&X  = @};

20.11 ZJ  + 21,  yes; 14  - z?,  no; z/(z + I), yes; J?,  yes; pcl, yes

{3.ry  +  2  =  14);  (xy)‘,  {(.ry)?  =  l},
{(x?.)~  +  (.vy)  = 2); {(.A+ +  (xy)  = 68).

In(\-J),  {In(q)  =  0).  {ln(ay)  =  ln(4)).

20.12 a) yes, 72’  + 2; h)  yes, Inz  + I; (.)  no; d)  yes, z”j.

20.14 no
20.17 a) yes h)  yes c)  yes d)  no P)  yes.

20.18 a) yes h)  yes c)  yes d) no e) yes f) no.

Chapter 21 Answers

21.2 a) convex  b)  concave c)  convex d)  neither.

21.4 Every such function is of the form kP with ka(a  ~ l),Y* as second
derivative.

21.9 For example, all C2 positive concave functions on R’.

21.18 u)  both b) both c)  both d)neither  P) neither f) quasiconvex
g)  both h)  neither.

21.23 a) neither b) quasiconcave c,)  both d)  quasiconvex
e) quasiconcave f) quasiconcave ,q)  neither h) quasiconcave
i) quasiconvex

Chapter 22 Answers

Chapter 23 Answers
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23.7a)P=(;  $=(a  ;);
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23 .15  a )  l , - 0 . 2 ;  b)0.2;  c)  -1,2,-l,  d)0,3,3.

=.,(_: ;). b)(; 15)’ c)(-; A).

23.17 a) (~2” + nq2”1)(  4 + .,2”(  ;),

b)(co(-3)D+nct(-3)“-‘)(:)+ct(-3)”(d:).

b)  (c,2O  + nc22”-’  + Fc,~“~*

23.26 a) (p  ; ji),  b)  (-1:  i 8),  d)  (;  8 9).

23.28a)~[(clcosnO-~2sin,iDj(-J)-(c2cosnR+c:sin,rB)(~)]

where cos  8  = 2/Ji7; (c,  cos(nn/2)  - q sin(nr/2))
C-3

23.30a)c:(;)+c>(0.2)“-;);  b,,,(:)+.1(0.51~(~i).

(c,  cos(7mr/4)  - ~2 sin(7nr/4))

- (c2  cos(7nn/4)  + c,  sin(7n71/4))

23.31 white males: I .4 percent: black males: 3.8 percent.

23.34 Average price of Stock A = 8$, Average price of Stock B = 7;
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23.40 A’  = A-’  ==+ detA  = l/detA  ===s  (d&A)’ = 1

Chapter 24 Answers

24.4 Initial position and initial velocity.

24.5 a) 4’  = 5 + ke-‘,  k = -4~; b) y = kern’  + f - 1,  k  =  e;

c:)  ; = ke’  + f’ + 2r  +  2, k = -4/p; d) y = tt/Jl+kr2,  k = 0.

24.9 h)  y =
h +  ((cd)‘:)  b)c”

24.10 a) ?’  = e’; b)  y = 2~”  + e3’.

24.13 a) x  = feF”: h)  y  = em’/’  + (3/2)~“~.

24.14 <I)  ?  = e ‘[2cos3t  + sin3rl; b)  y = 2cos3t  +  (1/3)sin3t.

24.16 n)  y  = (2/5)r”’  + (3/~!)eQ’~; b)  .v  = e~‘(cost  + sint);
(.)  y =  $12  - (i/&J/?.

24.17 y = c,,cJ  + rze-’  + c$‘,

24.25 (1. h)  Equilibria at y = 0 (asympt. stable) and at y = 2 (unstable);
c)  equilibria at ?‘  = 0,2 (unstable) and at y  = I (asympt. stable).

24.26 a. b)  Equilibria at y  = 0 (unstable) and at ?;  = k (asympt. stable);
0 equilibria at y  = 0, k (asympt. stable) and at y  = ko  (unstable).

24.27 n)  Equilibria at y  = 0 (asympt. stable) and at  y  = I (unstable);
h)  equilibria at y  = (2n + 1)~ (asympt. stable) and at : = 2nrr

(unstable) for  all integers n.

24.28 p(p:c/.y)  = [?.I+ +  $$&J(q’*’  - pn+‘)]““? See Hal Varian.

Micr-oemmmi~~  A~~luis,  3rd ed. New York: W.W. Norton, 1992.
p.  128.

Chapter 25 Answers

25.1 u)  (1;:)  = (.,PJ  ( -;)  + c,e~~~  ( -1):

b,(:)=~‘,(:)+(2~“(~~).



25.2 j = 18, ij = -a~.

25.3 j = v,  ij = -(a/m)>,  - gsiny.

25.6 a) yI  = c~P-~~  + c2e2',  y2  = -4qem3  + ~8,  c,  = 0.2,~  = 0.8.
h)  yI  = e-"  [(3cl - c2)cosf  - (c,  + 3c2)sint],

y2  = e -*‘[2c, cos  f 2~ sin t], c,  = 0, c?  = -I.

25.1 )‘,  =  (a,h*  - LQCl)/(h,h>  - c,(.&  y2 =  (a+  - a,c*)/(h,hz  - ClC2),
coexistence steady state.

25.8 (0, O), (C/D,A/B).

25.9 a)  (-2,0),  (2,2),  C-1.  -1); b)  (0.0); cl  a I). (2,O).
25.12 all unstable.

25.13 Trace DF(xn) < 0 and det DF(x,)  > 0 implies that x0 is locally asymp-
totically stable.

25.16 The eigenvalues  of Jacobian at (C/D,A/B)  are the pure imaginary
numbers ii&??

25.17 u)  asymptotically stable, b. c. d, e,.f)  unstable.

25.20 a) All orbits in interior converge to (I, 3); h)  All orbits in interior
converge to (0.6): (.) All orbits in interior converge to (3.0).

25.24 F = ?,i~ + .ri = .rx - .r: = 0.

25.28 Since the  Hessian of F in (28).
(0 4

c/v?  0
A/y-

is positive definite in

the interior of the orthant, F is convex and its critical point (C/D.A/B)
is a global min.

Chapter 26 Answers

26.1 n)  I. /xc)  0.  d)  16.

26.7 u)  n!; h)  II! II ~ I.

26.13 i) -6. ii) 8. iii) -456, h) all.

26 .14  n)L~ =  -1 .1 :  b)k  =  1.~2.

2 6 . 1 8  a)  A  ’ =  A ’  =I I/detA  =  drtA =i (drtA)’  =  13
b)  detA’~  = detA  and II odd =! det(pA) =  detA.  S o .  detA  =
detA  =  0 .

26.21 e)  2X.

I /5Y -63/59 54/5Y
26.23 PI/S9 4/s’) 5/S')

6/59 3S/SY -X)/59
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26.25 a) (-; -i).
-3/2 l/4

h,  c) not invertible, d) 5/4 -l/2
0 l/4

-l/80 9/40 3/X0 -7/20

El
-l/IO -l/5 3/10 l/5
27/80  -3/40 -l/80 -I]/20

l/20 l/IO -3/20 2/5 i

26.27 a)~, = -13/(-13) = I, x2 = 52/(-13)  = -4;
b) I,  = -12/12 = -1, x2 = 12/12  = I, x1 = 24/12  = 2.

26.29 a) Since the leading principal minors are 1. -6, and 28, the pivots are
I, -6/l = -6, and 28/(-6)  = -14/3.

Chapter 27 Answers

27.1 a)  yes. h)  no; not closed under addition ( 1,O)  + (1.0) = (2,O) @ set,
c)  ves. d)  no; not closed under addition ( 1,  1) + (1, - I ) = (2,O) @  set,
e) ,o; 2(0,  I) = (2.0) 6! set, f) yes.

27.4 Basis for 1/e  in Example 27.5:

I
27.6 11 0  I 2) cannot be determined. 3)

I
(-3

4) not a subspace, 5) see Exercise 27.4, 6)
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27.14 a) has a solution for h  t Cal(a),
h)  has solutions for every h,
L.) has unique solutions for every II
d) has a solution for every h.

27.19 a) yes, h)  yes. c)  no, d)  yes, e) no.

Chapter 28 Answers

28.3 a) 45 X IO!, h)  $l(n I) x II!.

28.4 (123) represents (12)(23)(13); (132) represents (12)(32)(13);
(213) represents (21)(23)(13): (312) represents (12)(32)(31):
(231) represents (21)(23)(31); (321) represents (21)(32)(31).
l’(l23). I .(23lL  I’(312)  represents (12)(23)(31);
I (321). 1 ‘(132).  I (213) represents (21)(32)(13).

Chapter 29 Answers

29.1 a) no,  h)  yes, <,I no, il) yes.
e)  yes. f) yes. ,g)  yes; /I) yes.
I.u.h.‘s:  h)  I, d)  I. P) I, f,2. ,T)  si.  1119.

29.11 a) not open_ closed, not comp~t,  connected.
h)  not open, closed, compact. connected.
c’)  not open. closed. not  compact; connected.
d) not open. not closed. “or compact. not connected

29.12 a)  yes. yes. no, no. yes: h)  no. no. yes. no. yes:
1.) no. yes. no.  yes.  yes.

Chapter 30 Answers
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JiY 4  1.1; JiT = 1.095; JE = 1.0955; Jr2 = 1.095445

Jz  = 1.5; Jz = 1.375; & = 1.4375; Jz = 1.414214.
b) y = Inx
y w ,,; y e ,, - f,,‘; y z /.,  - ;h2 +  f,$

Inl.2=0.2;  Inl.2=0.18;  Inl.2=0.182666...;
In 1.2 = 0.18232..
I n 2  = I; I n 2  = 0 . 5 ;  In2 = 0.8333...: In2 = 0.693147...

30.11 a)F(2,2)  = 2, P2(2,2)  = 2,
b) F(1.5,2)  = 1.86121, Pi(1.5.2)  = 1.86816.

30.12 a) hl; hl - h,h2; h, - h,hz  +  h,h;,
b) P,  = 1 + h,, P2  =  P,  +  lh*  +  lh*21 22’

Pj =  Pz +  ;h: +  ;h,hz’,

c)  PI =  I +  ;hl  +  fh2 +  $13,

P2  =  PI  - Ah:  +  $hlhz  +  +h,h,  - ;h; +  $h2h3  - Ah:.

P3  =  Pz +  &h: +  kh;  f &h; - &h:hz  - &h:h3 - $h,h:

- &h;h3  - &h,h:  - &hzh:  +  &h,hzh3,

d) P,  = k i akh,  + bkhz, Pz =  P ,  +  +(a  - 1)k  +  abk + ;b(b - l)k,

Pj = P2  +  @I  - I)@ - 2)k +  +(a  - l)bk  +  fab(b  - l)k
+ ;b(b - I)(b  - 2)k.

Appendix Al Answers

Al.1 CUA={2,4,6,8,10}=C-B, CnB={1,3.5,7,9},  AnD=A.

Al.2 a)glb  =I, no lub; b.d,e.f)  glb =O,  lub  =I; c)  glb = -I, lub =l.

Al.6 (I, = I/2,  a~ = 2/3,  a,, = n/(n + 1).

Al.7 n  < 2” and (n + 1)/n  < 2 implies (n + 1) < 2”+‘.

Appendix A2 Answers

AZ.4 a) sin 120” = sin60”  =  a/2,  cm 1 2 0 ”  =  ~0~60” =  -l/2,
ran 120” = - 3 b sm Icos45” = -J-j& )ta,15’  = sin45”  =  l/J%  ~0~135’  =

=  -1;  f)sin240”  =  -sin60”  =

&, cos  240” = 1 cm 60” = -I /2,  tan 240” = 4,

A2.5 a) cot30" = cm 30" /sin 30” = 6, set  30” = 2/&,  csc 30” = 2,
b) cothO”  = I/&,  ~60” = 2, csc60” = 2/,/%.

AZ.6 cos(a/2)  = k&5(1  + cosa),  sin(a/2)  = Z&5(1  - cosa)

AZ.7 a) sin 15” = sin(hO”  - 45”) = 2-“‘*(&  - I),

d) ~0~22.5”  =  cos(; 4 5 )  =  2T39,/3  +  1f2.

AZ.10 a) (tanx)' = (sinq'cosx)' = (cos*x + sin2x)/cos2x  = l/cos2x  =
sec2  x.
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AZ.11 cos  f = I - $ (a)’  + $ (f)”  = 0.707429, which compares well to

I/&  = 0.707107.

Appendix A3 Answers

A3.2a)5+i,  h)l-4i,  c)IS-i.

A3.3 h -i&.

A3.7 a) I,  (-1  + i&)/2, (~1 - i&)/2.

A3.8 a) e(cos  1 + i sin l), h)  i.

A3.11 h) I,,  = k,(Z  + 3i)” + kj(2  3;)” = (c,  + rzi)~(cosnB  + isind)
(c, - c2i),h?(cosn0  - isinn0) = 13”“(2q  cosn0  - 2c~sinnB)  -
il3”“(2c,  cos  n0  + 2~  sin n@,  where tan 0 = 3/2.

Appendix A4 Answers

A4.1 a) *x7  - Lx47 4 , h )  4.1s~  49  +  6~“~  - Ina.  c) +“,

e) $2 + 2.7  + 4y.

A4.2 a) fxZIns ~ ax’, h) +(;x’  ix + a).

A4.3 2.47.

A4.4 a)  14/3.

A4.5 30.

A4.6 [,fe I ;  ‘a”‘.~fyr)  dr,

Appendix A5 Answers

AS.2 a)  3.5, h) $7.

AS.3 EV = 7. Var = 35/6.  EV = 535/1X.

A5.4 a) 0.1(900)“1  + 0.9(1000)“1  = 9.965; h) 990”1  = 9.967.
c,)  = $10.32.


